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This dissertation examines the migration of African Americans from the U.S. to Mexico; 
however, these paths extend well beyond the North American continent and intersect with a 
much larger migration: the African Diaspora. The journeys of Langston Hughes, Audre Lorde, 
Willard Motley, and Elizabeth Catlett to Mexico illustrate an intricate web of rhizomatic 
connections spanning the Black Atlantic, the Caribbean Ocean, the Mississippi River and the Rio 
Grande. This dissertation examines the history of African American migration to Mexico during 
the twentieth century a well-documented, yet understudied area of research. These migrations 
offer an opportunity to reevaluate canon formation, Border studies discourse, and also serve as a 
platform to engage with twenty-first century conversations of globalism, border enforcement, 
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Poor Mexico: So far from God, so close to the United States. 
    -Porfirio Díaz 
 
 
 For nearly two centuries Mexico has been the subject of countless American films, songs, 
and novels and has been used as a vantage point to gage the United States’ social and political 
landscape. Mexico is a fixture of popular American culture, suggesting not just a demand for 
plots set in Mexico but a need for American plots to take place on the other side of United 
States’ southern border. For example, in Night of the Iguana (1964), filmed on location in Puerto 
Vallarta, John Huston directs Richard Burton’s performance of Lawrence Shannon, a disgraced 
reverend from Virginia who has moved to Mexico to escape his past and works for a shabby tour 
company, catering to United States tourists. Despite Shannon’s relocation, the injury to his 
reputation follows him to Mexico. The film’s climax occurs when the group Shannon is 
escorting indicate their knowledge of the scandal that drove him from his parish. With this, an 
allegation of sexual impropriety between Shannon and a young female guest surfaces. Burton’s 
performance captures all of the alcohol-soaked anguish and loneliness in the Tennessee 
Williams’ play, and like the titular iguana tied to the inn’s entrance, Shannon, although in 
Mexico, finds himself bound to a life he left behind. Realizing, despite being in Mexico, his past 
turned up like a bad penny, Shannon bellows, “You're ruining me in Mexico! Now, get out of 
here. It's indecent.”1 While Shannon has descended into alcoholism, works an unfulfilling job, 
and lives in subpar conditions, he is disgusted by the thought that it might all be taken away from 
him. What Shannon finds indecent is that the danger of regaining his past in the United States 
                                                 




pales in comparison with the peril of losing the meagre life he has found in Mexico.  
Burton’s performance in Night of the Iguana fulfills a cultural notion that Mexico serves 
as a place entitled to the United States through empire where one can go to forget or be 
forgotten. This myth has been rearticulated so often that attention is no longer paid to the United 
States’ presence in Mexico; instead, movement north from the Mexican border is a point of 
national focus. Though the age of empire began centuries before the Monroe Doctrine, I agree 
with Shelly Streeby’s assessment that the locus of the United States’ political and popular 
scrutiny of its southern border dates back to 1848. However, the U.S.-Mexican War did more 
than settle the United States’ southern border. The conflict and annexation of Mexican territory 
completed the United States’ vision of western expansion, drawing the boundaries that defined 
national identity. In American Sensations, Streeby, following Benedict Anderson’s Imagined 
Communities, highlights the efforts of the nineteenth century press to brand the U.S.-Mexican 
War as a conflict waged by individual citizens.2 Seizing upon the image of white volunteer 
soldiers, the U.S.-Mexican War was rendered as a dispute not between two nations; rather, it was 
a war fought against non-white Mexicans and won by white Americans. The rhetoric of the 
victorious white citizen solider necessarily saw the two-thousand-mile border between Mexico 
and the United States as a racialized, self-defined boundary integral to the formation of nation’s 
purchase on (white) American identity.  
Dissemination of negative images of Mexico within American popular consciousness 
tacitly professed the United States as an arbiter of democratic enlightenment in effort to 
distinguish national self-perception from Mexico along political, economic, and social borders. 
                                                 
2 Shelly Streeby, American Sensations: Class Empire, and the Production of Popular Culture, 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002). 
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Concerning this particular vanity, Tocqueville writes, “the American takes part in everything that 
is done in his country, he believes he has an interest in defending everything about it…Thus one 
finds his national pride resorting to every artifice and stooping to every puerile expression of 
individual vanity.”3 Tocqueville adumbrates while the nation and its citizens are intertwined 
civically, their shared motivation is financial prosperity which is often expressed through 
patriotism and denigration of foreigners. The popular image of Mexico as a barren wasteland, 
save for the occasional lame animal or silent primitive, peppering scenes of pistol brandishing 
bandits and obsidian-eyed prostitutes in novels, movies, and songs materializes as a centerpiece 
in American popular culture, projecting an image of desolation, savagery, immorality, and 
lawlessness, while boasting American political, economic, and social superiority. The Western 
genre’s association of the nomadic cowboy and vigilante justice in isolated desert Mexican 
locales inspired the invention of mythical Mexico. Despite centuries of evidence of African 
Americans in Mexico and along the U.S.-Mexico border, in popular culture, disproportionately 
the inhabitants of the mythical Mexican frontier are white Anglo Americans or mestizo 
Mexicans. Even the outlaw escape routes across the U.S.-Mexico border charted in popular 
media are segregated in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
As a counterpoint to escapist fantasies, another common chimera of Mexico in American 
popular consciousness pivots on exoticism and the white savior narrative, which unsurprisingly, 
does not include African American characters. Though culturally excluded at the onset, owing to 
their moral character or lavishing a few pesos of pocket change on a feckless boy or a moonfaced 
girl, white American characters gain the trust of the locals and are treated like an honored guest 
or family member. This too is a dangerous fiction, manufacturing, to borrow a phrase from Teju 
                                                 
3 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, (New York: Library of America, 2004), 271. 
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Cole, a “White Savior Industrial Complex.” Perceived as either fortifying its borders with 
iniquity or tending its tropical playgrounds for tourists, Mexico is hyper-visible in American 
consciousness but rarely understood. Whether viewed positively or not, the persistence of 
Mexico as an ornament of American popular media does a great disservice to the fact that actual 
African American-Mexican communities have sprung up throughout Mexico, from Piedras 
Negras to Cuernavaca, relying on one another to survive. Despite irrefutable evidence, African 
Americans living in Mexico was never the subject of national discourse, much less the subject of 
popular media.  
Whether enticed by border towns’ illicit tourism economy or allured by beaches where 
tangerine sunsets and cliff divers are the entertainment of choice, Mexico was the most visited 
country by United States citizens during the twentieth century. Americans have been drifting in 
and out of Mexico City since the nineteenth century; however, beginning in the 1920s following 
the end of Mexico’s civil war, the presence of Americans grew subsequent decades. American 
expatriate communities sprung up in Mexico City and the surrounding area, such as Cuernavaca, 
Mexico’s “City of Eternal Spring,” located two hours south of the capital.  Extensive 
infrastructure projects in the 1950s connected Mexico City with expatriate enclaves like 
Cuernavaca and tourist destinations, making the capital city a cultural and transportation hub. In 
the 1950s with the introduction of the new highway system, once sleepy fishing village like 
Acapulco became a well-publicized playground for Hollywood celebrities and American tourists 
that followed. Similarly, in the 1960s the blaze of publicity surrounding Elizabeth Taylor and 
Richard Burton’s extramarital affair quickly engulfed the filming of Night of the Iguana. Press 
coverage and the film’s popularity put Puerto Vallarta on American’s travel radar. For those 
unable or unwilling to venture beyond Mexico’s frontier, border towns dotting the two-thousand-
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mile border attracted curious Americans. In addition to their geographic proximity to the United 
States, border towns like Ciudad Juarez, Nogales, and Tijuana drew many visitors with a loosely 
enforced minimum drinking age of eighteen and regulated prostitution. The demographics of the 
mid-century travel and migration reinforce a robust American tourist and expatriate presence in 
Puerto Vallarta, Cuernavaca, Acapulco, and Mexico City and demarcate borders crossing that do 
not appear on maps. 
Predicated on racial superiority in a national context and in hemispheric scope, the United 
States’ borders dislocate what Seymour Martin Lipset terms “the first new nation” from its North 
American counterparts. Scholarship on the U.S.-Canadian border also reveal compelling 
similarities in U.S.-Canada and U.S.-Mexico border relations. Alan Taylor’s book The Divided 
Ground is a compendium of North American colonial and revolution era border studies. Taylor 
re-maps the boundaries among first nations and between indigenous tribes, the American 
Republic, and the British Empire, privileging native resistance to the invasion of colonial settlers. 
Colonial disdain of native peoples was based on perceptions of European racial and intellectual 
superiority. Taylor explains, “from a colonial perspective, the Iroquois lived in virtual anarchy—
owing to the crisscrossing interests of chiefs, warriors, and women…and yet native villages were 
remarkably harmonious…Their public councils were dignified—in stark contrast to the rancor of 
colonial politics.”4 As a result, first nations were derided as being savage and underserving of 
land or power. The American Revolution would solidify this view through the colonial press, 
depicting natives and free blacks as primitive, violent traitors. Early American identity cohered 
around the common cause of defeating the British, and the exclusion of blacks and natives 
                                                 
4 Alan Taylor, The Divided Ground: Indians, Settlers, and the Northern Borderland of the 
American Revolution, (New York: Knopf, 2006), 21-22. 
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appears at the crux of the nation’s identity. Racial prejudice was a mechanism to delineate civic 
inclusion and to legitimate the expansion of U.S. borders. It is a statement that some in the 
United States are American and others simply do not belong. By the early twentieth century 
when the United States established border controls along the northern frontier, racial exclusion 
was the cornerstone of border enforcement. 
Kornel Chang’s book Pacific Connections: The Making of the U.S.-Canadian 
Borderlands gives much needed texture to the study of North American borders. Chang’s line of 
inquiry begins in the late nineteenth century with the United States’ adoption of the Chinese 
Exclusion Act in 1882. The Chinese Exclusion Act is a seminal moment in the definition of 
national character and boundaries that casts the die for racialized policing of the United States’ 
borders with Canada and Mexico. In the early twentieth century migration from Asia to Canada’s 
western ports increased, drawing the disapprobation of the U.S. Secretary of Commerce and 
Labor Oscar Strauss. Fearing Asian immigrants might slip unnoticed into the United States from 
Canada, he wrote a letter to the Secretary of State. In it he warned “aliens, in pursuance of their 
original intention, have immediately applied…for certificates of admission entitling them to 
enter American territory…[Those] found inadmissible remained in Canada…securing unlawful 
entry into this country across the landed boundary.”5 Reports in the press of unauthorized 
“aliens” passing through Canada into the United States created a firestorm of anti-Asian riots in 
the Pacific Northwest. In 1907, the same year as a The Vancouver World invoked the rhetoric of 
the “common cause” of Canada and the United States to eliminate the “yellow peril” that 
targeted “white men’s countries,”6 the U.S. Immigration Service dispatched sixty immigration 
                                                 
5 Kornel Chang, Pacific Connections: The Making of the U.S.-Canadian Borderlands, (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2012), 148. 
6 Chang, Pacific Connections, 151. 
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officers to its northern perimeter. The expanse of Canada’s four–thousand-mile southern border 
is impossible to surveil with a mere sixty officers. However, U.S. and Canadian officials, 
brought together by the clarion call of racial contagion, shared border intelligence which aided in 
the detainment of Asian immigrants entering the United States. A result of vehement anti-
Chinese sentiment in the United States and Canada, a significant population of Chinese nationals 
unable to enter the United States settled in Mexico where they found work on Mexican and 
United States owned farms, while others enlisted the network of Chinese traffickers along the 
Mexican border to re-enter the United States.7  
Although my research examines the border crossings of African Americans into Mexico 
exclusively, I find Canadian border studies relevant and impactful to my research. Interstices that 
originate at the U.S.-Mexican border or within interior national borders demonstrate an urgency 
within Border studies discourse to re-prioritize the imbalance of scholarship’s focus on the U.S.-
Mexican border. Each nation’s concept of racial identity was hinged upon the migration and 
detainment of bodies of color at literal and metaphorical national borders. Canada is gaining 
traction in the field of Border studies in the United States; yet, many missed opportunities to put 
the border policies of the United States and Canada into conversation exist. However, the aporia 
in Border studies that my dissertation seeks to resolve is to view African American migration 
and the Mexican border as a point of convergence, rather than disparate subjects. I do not mean 
to delegitimize scholarship that is trained on the history of Anglo American and Mexican inter-
border crossings and relationships or repudiate the historical value and specificity of these 
studies. In fact, Border studies scholarship has primed the pump, as it were, to stitch together 
                                                 
7 Kelly Lytle Hernández, Migra! A History of the U.S. Border Patrol, (Berkeley: University of 




intersections between African American studies, literature, and Border studies.  
In a U.S. dominated hemisphere it is easy to lose sight of Mexico as a critical node in the 
United States’ self-representation of a conceptual national whole. However, the United States 
carved its geographical boundaries through empire and set upon reframing conquest in the 
nineteenth century. For example, the removal of Native Americans from their ancestral homes to 
reservations was a mechanism to corroborate a settler colonial creation myth that denied the 
genocide of Native Americans. Similarly, Jim Crow segregation and the Chinese Exclusion Act 
served as convenient methods to obscure the exploitation of racial and ethnic bodies that labored 
to build the infrastructure and cultivate the products that fed the nation’s coffers. Rather than 
acknowledging that Manifest Destiny was an orchestration of empire, the United States doubled 
down, imposing the Monroe Doctrine’s “imperial anti-colonialism”8 and instigating the U.S.-
Mexican War. Wielding the Monroe Doctrine, the United States used the policy as a weapon of 
hegemonic control over the Western Hemisphere with impunity. Despite the United States’ bid 
for unilateral control in the Americas, during the antebellum era, the issue of slavery became a 
point of contention between the United States and Mexico, as the United States was powerless to 
stop thousands of enslaved African Americans from crossing the Rio Grande and leading 
themselves to freedom.  
The U.S.-Mexican War brought national attention to Texas and Mexico generally, but the 
conflict between Texans and Mexico centered on the issue of slavery. Mexico won its 
independence from Spain in 1821, and the same year, Anglo settlers arrived in Texas. Eight 
years later, Mexico abolished slavery granted full citizenship and property rights to free blacks 
                                                 
8 Jay Sexton, The Monroe Doctrine: Empire and Nation in Nineteenth Century America, (New 
York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 2011). 
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from the United States in 1829. Alwyn Barr’s research on nineteenth century African Americans 
in Texas estimates between 1851 and 1855 four thousand slaves had escaped to Mexico from 
Texas alone.9 Owing to the need for secrecy to ensure runaways’ long-term safety, documenting 
the exact figures of how many African Americans led themselves to freedom in Mexico is 
difficult. However, Barr notes the establishment of small settlements of former slaves throughout 
Mexico in the antebellum period. Emancipation in 1865 was a watershed moment in United 
States history; yet, despite the immense political reform in its wake, many African Americans 
were dissatisfied by policy setbacks and the reign of white supremacy. Dissatisfaction grew to 
disaffection, leading many African Americans to seek equal membership in political 
communities outside of the United States. While early proponents of emigration like Alexander 
Crummel, Martin Delany, and Henry McNeal Turner endorsed emigration to Africa as an 
alternative to Jim Crow’s racist legal and social policies, untold thousands of African Americans 
emigrated to Mexico in the postbellum period. As a harbinger of things to come, nineteenth 
century African American migrants were among the first to establish transnational alliances 
between Mexico and African America.10  
One such example is found in the story of William Henry Ellis, an African American 
entrepreneur, who contracted the settlement of one hundred black families in Tlahualilo, Mexico 
                                                 
9 Alwyn Barr, Black Texans: A History of African Americans in Texas, 1528-1995 Second 
Edition, (Tulsa: University of Oklahoma Press, 1996), 30.  
10 I seek to move beyond the Anglo-Mexican discourse and elevate social exchanges of African 
America and Mexico to evaluate structures African American transnationalism. Here I am 
referring to Robert Reid-Pharr’s scholarship which upends Western Humanism’s ontological 
heuristics of white supremacy: “I turn to a remarkably rich, if largely unexamined, archive 
centered on many decades of intimate interactions between African American and Spanish 
intellectuals.”  
Robert Reid-Pharr, Archives of Flesh: Africa America, Spain, and Post-Humanist Critique, (New 
York: New York University Press, 2016), 11.  
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in 1895. Advertising the settlement as a beacon of freedom to African Americans struggling 
against Jim Crow and a feudal tenant farming system, Ellis recruited black settlers from rural 
communities in Alabama and Georgia, guaranteeing hopeful enlistees their own home on sixty 
acres of arable land. A consummate salesman, Ellis described Mexico as a racial haven that 
ensured the rights of all its residents and protected their physical well-being. Unsurprisingly, 
Ellis’s ads were extremely successful, attracting nearly one thousand African American settlers 
by the end of February in 1895, but the settlement encountered problems early on. Many of the 
settlers arrived quite ill, and the settlement was inadequately prepared to contain the spread of 
infectious diseases among hundreds of people living in close quarters. An outbreak of typhus and 
smallpox met with a disastrous end, and most of the settlers returned to the United States, 
including Ellis. In spite of the ultimate failure of Ellis’s venture, according to Karl Jacoby, the 
author of the tremendous historical biography The Strange Career of William Ellis: The Texas 
Slave Who Became a Mexican Millionaire, the Tlahualilo Settlement was likely a strong 
influence for Sutton Griggs’s novel Imperium in Imperio.11 The fact that Mexico was observed 
as a beacon of hope for ante and post-bellum African Americans comes as little surprise. 
Granted, Mexico also suffers from racism and colorism, the culture and government, generally 
speaking, was tolerant of black North Americans. In the aftermath of the U.S.-Mexican War 
popular Mexican opinion often held African Americans in higher regard than white Americans. 
In the twentieth century, the administration of militarized border controls by the United States 
government and the treatment of Mexican nationals by U.S. border officials reinforced Mexican 
political resentment, distrust of white Anglo Americans, and sympathy for African Americans. 
                                                 
11 Karl Jacoby, The Strange Career of William Ellis: The Texas Slave Who Became a Mexican 
Millionaire, (New York: Norton, 2016). 
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In 1904 the U.S. Immigration Service consigned a seventy-five-officer unit to patrol the 
Canadian and Mexican border to apprehend undocumented Chinese nationals. Immigration Acts 
of 1907 and 1917 initiated extensive racially motivated immigration regulations and created a 
greater demand for border enforcement. Later in 1924, the National Origins Act earmarked one 
million dollars to establish a “land-border patrol through the Immigration Bureau of the U.S. 
Department of Labor, which would become the U.S. Border Patrol.12 At the same time, the 
outbreak of the Mexican Revolution drew the attention of African Americans and U.S. 
government officials weary of the grassroots revolution. Gerald Horne indicates a notable 
presence of African Americans in the Mexican army during the revolution, maintaining that 
African Americans—soldiers in particular—were indeed very much aware of the Revolution and 
looked upon Pancho Villa as a hero fighting against oppressive conditions similar to that of Jim 
Crow America, particularly among veterans of the First World War. Despite serving the U.S. in 
World War I, when African American veterans returned to the United States, racial tensions 
soared. By 1919 the onslaught of anti-black violence extinguished black veteran’s hopes for 
racial equality.  
In 1919, a year stained with the blood of African American victims of anti-black riots and 
lynchings nationwide, boxer Jack Johnson moved to Mexico to avoid prosecution on charges of 
violation of the Mann Act. Johnson spoke publicly about his experience moving to Mexico, 
reiterating nineteenth century claims of racial equality found by African Americans living in 
Mexico. In The Crisis Johnson addresses African Americans, proclaiming, “Colored people. You 
who are lynched, tortured, mobbed, persecuted and discriminated against in the boasted ‘Land of 
Liberty’…own a home in Mexico where one man is as good as another and it’s not your 
                                                 
12 Hernández, Migra!, 32. 
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nationality that counts but simply you!”13 At the same time, the FBI grew apprehensive of 
Johnson’s statements and the increased presences of African Americans in Mexico. An October 
1919 FBI report documented “many negroes are going into Mexico. Twenty were counted in the 
theater in Mexico City one night. They are in favor of riots.”14 Finding it “advisable to have an 
investigation in Mexico City of Jack Johnson’s activities in order to determine to what extent he 
is endeavoring to incite the Negroes of this country,” the FBI surveilled Johnson in Mexico.15 
Fueled by outrage against Johnson’s public criticism of the United States and surveillance that 
suggested Johnson’s political affiliation with Mexican leftists, U.S. government officials viewed 
the boxer as a traitor and a threat to racial purity and sought to make an example of his political 
and racial transgressions. Using diplomatic leverage, the United States government succeeded in 
repatriating Johnson, who was convicted of violating the Mann Act and served one year in 
prison.  
Langston Hughes arrived in Mexico in 1919, and while it is unlikely he and Jack Johnson 
ever crossed paths, the network of African Americans in Mexico during the twentieth century 
was widespread and well-documented. Still, when the subject of African American migration or 
expatriation is discussed among scholars, invariably the talk crosses the Atlantic and settles in 
Paris. Paris is without question an important node in the circulation of the black international 
intelligentsia, but it is but one of many points of departure. It is said that “Canada is unthinkable 
without its border with the USA.”16 Well, in a similar respect, scholars should be encouraged to 
                                                 
13 Gerald Horne, Black and Brown: African Americans and the Mexican Revolution, 1910-1920, 
(New York: New York University Press, 2006), 2. 
14 Horne, Black and Brown, 33. 
15 Ibid. 33. 
16 Martin Kuester, Canadian Studies: A Literary Approach, (Bochum, Germany: 
Universitatsverlag, 1995), 9.  
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perform more comparative analyses of the United States’ border history or risk the unthinkable, 
misrepresenting the past. I say all of this to also borrow the statement of Canada’s impossibility 
without the 49th parallel to argue against the idea of nation-making as a wholly domestic product. 
In other words, the United States’ deeply fraught relationship with national and racial borders 
achieves greater visibility outside the social and political confines of the nation. The experiences 
of Langston Hughes, Elizabeth Catlett, Willard Motley, and Audre Lorde in Mexico and each 
individual’s subsequent rendering of systematic, institutionalized racial discrimination 
demonstrate a unique social and political critical distance. 
My dissertation analyzes the expatriation of Langston Hughes, Elizabeth Catlett, Willard 
Motley, and Audre Lorde to Mexico between 1919 and 1954. Hughes, Catlett, Motley, and 
Lorde sought refuge from the United States' white supremacist policies, socio-economic 
instability, and political persecution. Not only did this cohort find refuge in Mexico, Mexico 
played a pivotal role in each of their careers that is seldom, if ever, acknowledged—save for the 
case of Elizabeth Catlett. Mexico’s influence on the African American canon has garnered, at 
best, a passing glance in African American literary or cultural studies; the focus remains on 
France. Similarly, the gaze of border studies is fixed along the Rio Grande and Anglo-Mexican 
relations, while hundreds of thousands of African Americans have crossed the U.S.-Mexican 
border for centuries as escaped slaves, disillusioned army veterans, railroad workers, and 
disaffected writers and artists. My objective is to expand the lens through which African 
American literature and art is traditionally viewed and offer a transnational, Border studies 
perspective. The Época Mexicana of Langston Hughes, Elizabeth Catlett, Willard Motley, and 
Audre Lorde is a geographic and cultural study that travels across oceans and through centuries, 
not to alter the past or create a mythological place, but to present an alternate image of African 
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American studies with Mexico as the background. 
The fact is, migration and expatriation are interstitial exercises; both migration and 
expatriation require one to simultaneously make themselves at home without wearing out their 
welcome. Navigating this in-betweenness, in terms of space, place, and culture—not to mention 
language—requires forming relationships with the local community while maintaining a network 
of intermediaries in the native country. The physical distance from the U.S. border becomes a 
vantage point to observe the trajectory of oppression that stretches back to European 
colonization, and points to genocide and slavery as the firmament of life, liberty, and the pursuit 
of happiness. The examination of a hostile domicile from a safe distance provided this cohort 
with a critical, creative freedom. Heretofore, analysis of Mexico’s place in the work of Hughes, 
Lorde, Motley, and Catlett is underdeveloped. My dissertation seeks not to fill the void so much 
as to invite others to also engage African American studies through a border studies lens. The 
following chapters will demonstrate the impact Mexico had on this cohort of cultural producers. 
Each chapter relies heavily on primary texts, archival research, and historical secondary sources 
in an effort to give a more complete picture to the subjects and to Mexico as well. Rather than 
organizing the chapters chronologically, what unfolds is an organization that prioritizes the depth 
of the relationships each subject had with their adopted Mexican community.  
The first chapter introduces Langston Hughes’s Época Mexicana. As he was the youngest 
to visit Mexico, I begin with Hughes because much of his association with Mexico is derived 
from the domestic realm, which later in life Hughes seizes upon to navigate public, international 
realms. Hughes, whose racially ambiguous features was often assumed to be Mexican, developed 
an affinity for Mexican culture and the Spanish language, picking up the language quickly. His 
fluency in Spanish led Hughes to collaborate with Latin Americas most notable writers, such as 
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Nicolás Guillén; subsequently, Hughes became the most widely translated poet in the history of 
Latin America.   
The second chapter evaluates the Época Mexicana of Audre Lorde. Following the 
execution of the Rosenbergs in 1953 and pervasive homophobia among progressive circles, 
Lorde ventured to Mexico seeking an alternative social and political space. Lorde arrived in 
Mexico as a twenty-year-old who wrote surreal poetry, who avoided eye contact and the harsh 
reality of her cultural geography even within the recesses of her mind. However, as she gained 
acceptance among her community in Mexico, Lorde’s downcast gaze disappeared, and she began 
taking poetic snap shots of the world around her. While Lorde’s time in Mexico is the briefest of 
the cohort, it is of great consequence to her sense of community and impacted her poetry and 
activism. Lorde returns to New York in July of 1954 with the courage to look the world in the 
face and return angry stares with stanzas that crush taboos and honor the crucible of black and 
brown womanhood around the world.  
The third chapter will follow the Época Mexicana of Willard Motley. Motley arrived in 
Mexico in 1951 and lived there until his death in 1965. Motely avoided American expats for the 
most part and formed deep connections with Mexican nationals. Motley wrote his final novel, 
Let Noon Be Fair, based on his observations of the U.S. influence over Mexico’s economy and 
the exploitation of Mexican workers. These observations resulted in a novel that takes an acerbic 
tone during the discussion of American domination of the Mexican tourism industry and 
attempts to impose Jim Crow segregation. Motley reserves the harshest depictions for American 
sex tourists in Mexico decades before the terms human trafficking and global south entered the 
lexicon.  
The Época Mexicana of artist Elizabeth Catlett is the subject of the final chapter. Catlett 
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did not intend to make Mexico her permanent home when she arrived in 1946, but after marrying 
a Mexican artist and starting a family, Catlett chose to remain in Mexico. Catlettt’s work is 
changed when she began participating in printmaking workshops at the Taller de Gráfica Popular 
and adapts linocuts that bear the influence of Mexico’s post-revolutionary propaganda art. In 
addition, Catlett’s art continued to change as she entered motherhood. Her prints and sculptures 
suggest parallels between the subjugation of indigenous women in Mexico and the oppression of 
African American women in the rural South. In the 1960s, solidifying her personal connections, 
Catlett renounced her U.S. citizenship and became a Mexican citizen and lived in Cuernavaca 
until her death in 2011.   
Mexico provided an emotional cartography lined with landmarks from the lavender spine 
of the Sierra Madre Ridge at dusk, to the jagged scar across a lover’s chest worn with beauty and 
bravery, to the woebegone brown eyes of a stray dog that follows one home from the plaza and 
answers to the name Canela, to the posters pasted across Mexico City denouncing the treatment 
of Angela Davis. Langston Hughes, Audre Lorde, Willard Motley, and Elizabeth Catlett each 
discovered hidden treasures in Mexico that altered their personal and professional lives. Mexico 
profoundly shaped Hughes, Catlett, Motley, and Lorde’s work, eliciting charged provocations of 
U.S. race, power, and cultural relations, which altered their careers and legacies. I argue that the 
United States has invested tremendous energy in casting its image in opposition to Mexico; 
therefore, there is no better place for African Americans to gain a critical perspective of their 
delinquent home than from Mexico. 
I firmly believe crossing borders makes you realize the borders that surround you at 
home. The aim of this project is to approach African American studies and the American literary 
canon through Border studies to make more accessible the magnificent array of corporealties that 
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cross national thresholds to survive, to create, to cope. Although the authors of mainstream, 
government sanctioned American history expunged the record before balancing the books, they 
failed to dispose the evidence. The border that sprung from the U.S.-Mexican War shaped the 
nation that the United States had been cobbling together for over half a century. With the detritus 
of empire circling the nineteenth century, shifting the popular imagination was crucial. Viewing 
the former territory as the present setting of the nation’s conceptual whole entailed maintaining 
the perimeters, so as not to confuse that which was stolen with what lies beyond the invisible 
boundary of national belonging. Having arrived at the conclusion that the American national 
identity has passed through many hands, I submit that for the American origin myth to work, the 
nation requires internal and external reminders of racial and national exclusivity. The narrative of 
American sui generis is unthinkable without borders and a Mexican backdrop because popular 
consciousness rests on a stack of old, out of focus snap shots of Mexico to steady its own blurry 















In Mexico City I missed negroes in large numbers. There were 
some there, long-time residents as my father had been, but most 
Of them had so merged into the Mexican community that they 
were hard to find. 




“A Brown Man’s Country: 
The Transnational Poetics of Langston Hughes’s Mexico” 
 
 On July 22nd, 1920 on a train bound for Mexico City, Langston Hughes gazed at the 
sunset framed by his first-class compartment window. In thoughtful repose, he studied the spine 
of the Sierra Madre Mountains draped in twilight: 
 Mexico’s great jagged mountains are bathed in yellow wine and honey. There are some  
 old peaks far in the background that have wrapped a purple veil about themselves, and sit 
 huddled like Indians, silent. But here in the foreground, sunset’s wonder colors of  
 crimson and amber and gold, change these dull gray mountains, these stark, rugged  
 mountains into magic hills, the dream mountains of childhood. Only God could paint  
 such a picture and only Mexico could be the canvas.17  
Hughes penned these lines in a slender notepad, a pocket-sized repository of the people, 
landscape, and events that marked his two-thousand-mile journey from his mother home in 
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Cleveland, Ohio to his father’s home in Toluca, Mexico. While Hughes attributed the pageantry 
limning the mountain range to God, the remark was not a statement of religious faith. It was a 
testament to self-preservation.  
 Throughout his life Hughes turned to writing during episodes of anguish; however, more 
than just a trend in his biography materializes from his journal entries that summer. In the 
summer of 1920 the Mexican Revolution entered its tenth year. Days earlier back in Texas, 
Hughes was greeted with reports of violence across the border which he recorded in his journal: 
“Rebels have attacked […] The railroad line to Mexico City has been cut.”18 Though young, 
Hughes was mature beyond his years and no doubt weighed his options carefully. He concluded 
returning to Cleveland was out of the question, so when the eighteen-year old alighted in San 
Antonio, he proceeded to book passage on a train destined for the epicenter of the rumored 
attacks: Nuevo Laredo.19 Faced with violence to the south, Hughes made a calculated risk that 
suggests he felt safer confronting Mexican rebels than retracing his route north through Texas 
and Missouri. The decision tested Hughes’s mettle. Still, he closed the entry with the hopeful 
refrain, “maybe there will be adventures.”20 
 Hughes’s optimism was warranted as the following day he found himself, not in the 
crosshairs of the decade old conflict, but instead across the border in Nuevo Laredo. The 
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gateway to Mexico was “a dark skinned city,” where Hughes, despite differing nationality, was 
“among [his] own people.” In Nuevo Laredo “nothing [was] barred from [him],” and Hughes 
declared Mexico “a brown man’s country.”21 Hughes imagined himself as a racial sibling-citizen 
and empathized with anti-American hostility. “Do you blame them,” he asks, “for fearing a 
‘gringo’ invasion with its attendent [sic] horror of color hatred?” While the question is rhetorical, 
Hughes’s interrogation of anti-American hostility is suffused with a palpable fear of Jim Crow 
encroachment in Mexico. Posed with the option to face Mexican rebels or retrace his steps back 
through the Jim Crow South, Hughes chose Mexico. His biggest fear once in Mexico was not 
Mexican rebels. His greatest fear was an incursion of U.S. racism outside of the United States. 
While Hughes’s Época Mexicana began with his first long term stay in 1919, his passage to 
Mexico in 1920 solidifies his allegiance to Latin America and is a harbinger of Hughes’s lifelong 
dedication to the global south. His engagement with Mexico continued into the next decade 
when Hughes returned in 1934 to fulfill his final obligation to his father.22 Though transitory, the 
three occasions Hughes lived in Mexico were intense cultural immersions, albeit non-traditional, 
in which Hughes interacted with Americans, Europeans, and Mexicans throughout Mexico’s 
stilted caste system.  
 The instances Hughes reunited with his father bear significant influence on his coming of 
age as a would-be transnational African American writer. Adequate scholarship has not 
examined any of these junctures in his life. Hughes’s final protracted stay in Mexico in 1934 has 
undergone even lesser analysis, despite primary sources that indicate his months spent 
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reconciling James Hughes’s estate were far from idle. This chapter will analyze Langston 
Hughes’s Época Mexicana beginning with an examination of the history of racial politics which 
led his father to Mexico and established Hughes’s connection with Mexico. In an effort to align 
Hughes’s intimate connection to Mexico with his written work, this chapter will go on to analyze 
“The Negro Speaks of Rivers,” “I, Too,” the Spanish translation “Yo Tambien Honoro America” 
and The Paste Board Bandit, works that exemplify Hughes’s unique transnational register that 
evolved from his Época Mexicana and make Hughes a key figure in transnational African 
American literature. 
 The story of Langston Hughes’s Época Mexicana begins in 1903. Urged by the belief he 
could provide a better life for his wife and young son in Mexico, his father, James Hughes left 
Missouri and re-settled in Mexico. Nearly five years after his departure, in 1908 James Hughes 
sent for his family, reuniting in Mexico City on the eve of a devastating earthquake that shattered 
the Mexican state of Guerrero. Hours following the initial quake, aftershocks reverberated 
throughout the country. In Mexico City, one-hundred-twenty miles from the epicenter, a 
frightened Langston Hughes clung to the father he met just days before, as the world around him 
crumbled. Though the family did not suffer injuries from the earthquake, this natural disaster 
would be one among a series of disruptions that would ultimately impede the relationship 
between Langston and James Hughes. Following the earthquake, his mother, Carrie Hughes, 
informed her then-husband that she and their son would be returning to the United States at once. 
Hughes recalls that his mother yearned to return home “where people spoke English or 
something she could understand and there were no earthquakes.”23 James and Carrie Hughes’s 
marriage had been irrevocably damaged by years of estrangement, and the relationship could not 
                                                 
23  Langston Hughes, The Big Sea: An Autobiography (New York: Hill and Wang, 1993). 
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endure a reconciliation in the wake of this natural disaster in a foreign land. An earthquake, 
characterized by the violent shifting of tectonic plates below the earth’s surface, is an apt 
metaphor to describe the fractured relationship between James and Langston Hughes. Similar to 
the devastating effects of an earthquake, violent ruptures of family ties severed the filial bond 
between child and parent. Following his son’s departure in the aftermath of the earthquake, 
James Hughes, did not resume contact with his son for eleven years. Unlike Mexico City, which 
rebounded after catastrophe, the fragile relationship of James and Langston Hughes could not be 
salvaged despite the attempts made by father and son. 
 Even though Hughes’s Época Mexicana began in the twentieth century, in many respects, 
his life was shaped by events that occurred in the previous century. Like many Americans, the 
shadow of the Civil War’s aftermath loomed over Langston Hughes’s life. On February 1st, 1865 
Abraham Lincoln signed the Thirteenth Amendment ending slavery24 in the United States. 
Immortalized as the Great Emancipator, Lincoln’s presidency and likeness have become 
synonymous with the abolition of slavery. In reality, the Thirteenth Amendment to the 
Constitution was a consolation prize given to African Americans that did little to acknowledge 
the brutality of slavery compounded over centuries or the trauma of newly acquired liberty in 
hostile territory. African Americans who had survived enslavement awoke to a new torment in 
the wake of Emancipation. Greeted by the constant threat of violence and vociferous 
pronouncements against economic and civic freedom, African Americans began to migrate from 
the South following the conclusion of the Civil War, and by 1900 nearly a half million southern-
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born African Americans resided outside the region.25 While the majority of African Americans 
who fled the South at the close of the nineteenth century went to New York,  Philadelphia, and 
Chicago,26 a group known as Exodusters migrated to Kansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma. 
 James Nathaniel Hughes was born in 1871 in Charlestown, Indiana, a small town located 
near the Indiana-Kentucky border. While little is known about his early life, public documents 
indicate James Hughes briefly resided in Louisville where he passed the postal civil service exam 
but was rejected by the postal service.27 Subsequently, James Hughes moved to Oklahoma 
Territory where he met Carrie Hughes. In 1899 James and Carrie Hughes, a newly married 
couple, moved from Langston, Oklahoma to Joplin, Missouri, a bustling frontier city on the 
western edge of Missouri. Thwarted ambition, racism, and staggering poverty followed James 
Hughes from Oklahoma Territory to Joplin where they were met with tragedy. According to 
census data,28 the young couple lost their first child in 1900. Two years later, Carrie bore a son, 
naming him James, after his father. James Sr. was not present at his son’s birth nor was he a 
presence in the child’s life until the age of six. Perhaps his absence is why James Langston 
Hughes, born on the thirty seventh anniversary of Lincoln’s signing of the Thirteenth 
Amendment, was promptly and permanently referred to as Langston. 
 While most African Americans were resolved to remain in the postbellum U.S., unlike 
the majority of southern-born African Americans that dispatched to northern industrial cities or 
scattered across the western expanse of the United States, James Hughes set his sights on the 
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Caribbean. James Hughes moved to Cuba in the winter of 1901 to pursue a business opportunity. 
Although the venture in Cuba failed, the defeat did not inhibit him from returning to Latin 
America to pursue employment. In fact, Cuba likely confirmed James Hughes’s suspicion that 
African Americans could more easily prosper in Latin America than in the United States. In the 
fall of 1903, James Hughes accepted a position at the Pullman Company in Mexico29 and later at 
a utility company where he enjoyed a successful career, resulting in lucrative real estate 
investments and his permanent residence in Mexico. 
 Following the disastrous family reunion in 1908, Hughes lived with his maternal 
grandmother and family friends while his mother pursued her dreams of acting. Unfortunately, 
Carrie Hughes’s dreams of show business amounted to a series of menial jobs throughout the 
country. The prolonged separation from his mother and father early in his childhood contributed 
to the emotional isolation that beset Hughes throughout his life. Hughes’s chief biographer, 
Arnold Rampersad, characterizes Hughes’s childhood as one of loneliness, bereft of stability 
following the death of his grandmother in 1915.30 Rampersad identifies flashbacks in Hughes’s 
autobiography The Big Sea as attempts to reconcile his unhappy childhood with his identity as a 
distinguished author. He contends Hughes’s “gift of innocence” was contaminated by the 
passage of time; yet, Hughes “exude[s] a luminous childlike sense of innocence and wonder”31 in 
his writing. In time, Hughes would live with both his mother and father, but his childhood 
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abandonment wounded him deeply. Hughes turned to poetry to assuage years of neglect and lent 
his creativity to the ordeals of others.  
 In the spring of 1919, after eleven years of silence, Hughes received a letter from his 
father requesting he accompany him to Mexico and remain for the summer: “My Dear Langston: 
I am going to New York for a few days on a business trip in June. On the way back I will send 
you a wire to be ready to meet me as the train comes through Cleveland. You are to accompany 
me to Mexico for the summer. Affectionately, your father, James N. Hughes.”32 Hughes, then 
seventeen years old, “wanted to go to Mexico…to see what the country was like—and [his] 
father.”33 His excitement, however, was short-lived. His mother fiercely opposed the reunion and 
accused Hughes of disloyalty. Caught between his parents’ animosity, Hughes carefully weighed 
his options. Though he knew if he were to accept his father’s invitation it would strain his 
relationship with his mother. On the other hand, he viewed the invitation as a promise of 
stability, a security long denied him by his parents’ career ambitions. 
 “My father,” Hughes recalls, “permanently in Mexico during all those turbulent years, 
represented for me the one stable factor in my life. He at least stayed put.”34 In favor of dwelling 
on his absence, Hughes romanticizes his father as a “kind of strong, bronze cowboy in a big 
Mexican hat, going back and forth from his business in the city to his ranch in the mountains, 
free” [emphasis mine].35 The idealized characterization of James Hughes as a racially ambiguous 
rogue figure gives Hughes an opportunity to justify his father’s neglect. Hughes reasons that his 
father was naturally drawn to Mexico, noting the cost of living there and absence of “white folks 
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to draw the color line.”36 Thinking back to his youthful impression of Mexico, Hughes retraces a 
mental landscape that painted Mexico as racial utopia, brimming with “mountains and sun and 
cacti,”37 void of racial injustice. While in his imagination James Hughes is rendered as a trickster 
figure who subverts white supremacy by exiting the U.S. and making his fortune in Mexico, 38 
his cunning, as Hughes would come to realize, operated on racial antipathy and class callousness. 
Hughes’s father “spoke badly about the Mexicans,” charging that Mexicans, like “Negroes,” 
“were ignorant and backward and lazy…perhaps worse,” because “they were bad at making 
money.”39 Yet, in order to orchestrate his subversion, James Hughes was forced to capitulate to a 
racial identity he resented in order to pass as a member of an ethnicity he loathed. 
 It is debatable whether James Hughes was more enticed by Mexico’s mixed-race 
population or by the affordability coupled with a U.S. wages, which made living in Mexico safe 
and profitable. Free from redlining that crippled many African American’s aspiration to own 
property, James Hughes went on to build a small real estate empire, amassing rental properties in 
Mexico City and several residences in the surrounding area. James Hughes benefited from 
Mexico’s economic climate and took advantage of the extreme poverty that prevented 
impoverished Mexicans from owning homes; nonetheless, his financial triumph in Mexico was 
not entirely predicated on his work ethic, spendthrift, or savvy investments. James Hughes owed 
his success to his racial ambiguity. Like his son, James Hughes’s fair racial complexion enabled 
him to pass as the Mexicans he despised. “Mexicans could not tell at sight he was a Yankee” and 
even when he was correctly identified as a U.S. citizen, Hughes explains that Mexicans “did not 
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believe [James Hughes] was like the white Yankees.”40 Hughes’s ability to pass for Mexican 
became a windfall when he began to work for Sultepec, an American-run utility company in 
Mexico,41 during the Mexican Revolution.  
 Just as it had in the United States, the ninetieth century cast a long shadow over Mexico 
in the early 1900s. The three-decade rule of Mexican dictator Porfirio Díazresulted in widespread 
corruption that polarized the nation.42 Years of illegitimate private gain boiled over in 1910 as 
Mexico’s landed elites battled dispossessed agrarians seeking land reforms. Intensifying the 
dispute was the Porfiriato’s allocation of control over public utilities to foreign interest, like the 
Sultepec Light & Power Company of New York. Sultepec did not supply power to local towns 
and villages nestled throughout the Xinantecatl mountain range. Instead, Sultepec provided 
lucrative silver mines with electric power. In a report published in the trade magazine Electrical 
World in 1908, the unidentified author writes that Sultepec “furnish[ed] power to mines,” adding 
that “in recent years a large amount of American and foreign capital ha[d] been invested in the 
development of the mines under modern and scientific methods.”43 This contract “aggravated 
emerging resentments of foreign capitalist among many Mexican elites”44 and put Sultepec in a 
double bind squarely between agrarian revolutionaries and the Mexican elite. Fearing for their 
safety, white Americans employed by Sultepec fled Mexcio. Hughes’s ability to pass for 
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Mexican was instrumental to his employment as “followers of Zapapta and Villa did not run him 
away as they did the whites.”45 Despite his affiliation with a foreign capitalist enterprise, James 
Hughes’s race afforded him an improved standing in Toluca’s community. As opposed to being 
called “el gringo,” he was routinely referred to as “el americano,” a term that lacked “distrust and 
hatred.”46 
 Hughes characterizes his father in paradoxical terms, heeding his stability and 
permanence while also gesturing at his freedom and mobility, all the while tacitly noting his 
absence. James Hughes is imagined by his son as a financially independent, masculine 
frontiersman, unfettered by the color line or debt. In reality, James Hughes’s obsession with 
money and race controlled every aspect of his life. Even as he accumulated more wealth, the 
elder Hughes grew stingier and more embittered. Hughes suspected that his father “hated 
Negroes” and “hated himself, too, for being Negro.”47 James Hughes was paralyzed by self-
hatred and motivated by racism and classism to the extent that it damaged his relationship with 
his only living son. Instead of viewing his son as a product of his ascension, Langston served as a 
bitter reminder of from whom and where his father came. Although Hughes complied with his 
father’s request to come to Mexico, the invitation did little to mollify years of estrangement. On 
the contrary, feelings of estrangement intensified the longer Hughes remained with his father. 
 Reflecting on his first experience in Mexico, in The Big Sea Hughes characterizes the 
summer of 1919 as a season of isolation, disillusionment, and sadness. James Hughes’s hate bred 
fear, projecting his fear of “bandits” on to all but the wealthiest of Mexicans. James Hughes 
surrendered control of his life over to paranoia, but the senior Hughes was not its sole victim. 
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Forbidden by his father from leaving the grounds of his Toluca property, Langston became a 
prisoner of his father’s home. Ill-equipped to parent his seventeen-year-old child for the first 
time, James Hughes spent a great deal of time away from home that summer. Bored and 
friendless—James Hughes was frequently away on business, and when he was home, his terse 
words and cold demeanor repelled Langston’s quiet sensitivity— Langston sought refuge from 
his churlish father and turned to his father’s domestic employees to actualize his most basic 
physical and psychological needs.  
 Though Hughes does not name his father’s housekeeper, he describes the woman with 
whom he conspired against his father as having “a kind tan-brown face,”48 not unlike his own 
mother who refused to write him that summer. It seems Hughes does not name the 
housekeeper—alternately called “the cook”—because her status as his sole caregiver elevated 
her above any utterance he used to identify her. Similar to the toddler Freud observes tossing his 
reel, not in an effort to lose the object, but to delight in it’s safe return,49 Hughes’s pleasure was 
not found in approximating the housekeeper by giving her a name, it was realized through the 
process of recalling the instances she appeared when his parents could not or would not. His 
father’s housekeeper became more than a diversion from filial rejection. Lacking a common 
language, their relationship was not articulated by words; rather, he and the housekeeper 
connected through food.  
 The intimacy of dining provided Hughes with far more than sustenance. As his primary 
caretaker, the housekeeper became a surrogate parent to Hughes and provided him with the 
warmth and affection he lacked. Food, in its capacity to nourish and to appease physical and 
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emotional hunger and sustain life is a compelling site to explore Hughes’s initiation to Mexican 
culture. In literature "culinary signs in gastronomy [. . .] constitute an integral part of the 
technique used for representation, narration, and characterization.”50 An analysis of the food 
customs Hughes describes yields information about his experience in Mexico and why his time 
there had a lasting impact. Food is an essential part of understanding this narrative as it helps to 
identify sites of conflict and methods of retribution that are elided from the text.  
 Via this relationship and the culinary pinhole it inspires, access to the way Mexico 
transformed Hughes’s life and outlook on the world become available. Through the preparation 
of and consumption of food, Hughes gained insight to details of the housekeeper’s life, which led 
him to recognize similarities between them. The housekeeper had children near his age and was 
likely a single mother, like his own. Though he was frequently absent, Hughes’s father did not 
consent to the housekeeper’s children eating meals in his home. Langston was aware that he was 
cared for by a woman who was being denied the right to parent her own children by his father, 
the man who had abandoned him for seventeen years. His identification with the housekeeper 
and her children who were also poor, brown, and oppressed, foreshadows castigations Hughes 
would later make against the United States’ rejection of poor, dark men, women, and children 
that were denied their birthright by the motherland.   
 Whether or not Hughes grasped this symbolic rebuke at the time, he allied with the 
housekeeper to retaliate against his father the only way he knew: by spending his money. Hughes 
attests “the cook and I teamed up against him, and when he was away at the ranch, we would 
order all kinds of good things to eat from the shops where he traded and put them on his bill.”51 
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This is another instance where the elevated status of food beyond sustenance is discernible. 
Hughes and the housekeeper coalesce around food, in the preparation, consumption, and as a 
symbolic act of resistance against his oppressive father and her tyrannical boss. Hughes also 
seems to avenge his mother, though at the time he undoubtedly was smarting from the pain of 
her silent rejection, stating, “I would take the blame. My father stormed and said I was just like 
my mother, always wasting money…he would usually make a scene whenever he came home 
from the country, sending the cook flying form the kitchen in tears.”52 Despite his discovery of 
the attempted coup, James Hughes, in the final act of this domestic drama, would 
“nevertheless…eat whatever good things were set before him.”53 Although Hughes was unable 
to completely shield the housekeeper from his father’s rage when invoices arrived exposing their 
plot, he took the brunt of his father’s verbal attacks. Hughes’s protection of the housekeeper is 
also a sign of affection for the woman who became a mother figure to him that summer.  It is 
likely Langston saw this episode of just deserts as a victory against his father on behalf of the 
housekeeper and her children, his mother and himself, and the hostler, Maximiliano. 
 Hughes’s affection was not only directed toward the housekeeper; he decried the way his 
father treated his male servant, Maximiliano. Though Maximiliano spoke little Spanish—his 
native tongue was an indigenous language—Hughes spent a great deal of time with him, sharing 
food, money, and stolen hours away from his father’s cutting remarks. The familiarity shared 
between Hughes and Maximiliano is indicated in Hughes’s choice to forgo calling Maximiliano 
by his title, el mozo, which translates to stableboy in English. Hughes was solicitous of 
Maximiliano’s welfare at the onset of his stay in Mexico in 1919. After noticing that his father 





only provided Maximiliano with burlap sacks to make a meagre bed in the stable, Hughes asked 
his father why he never offered Maximiliano a proper bed despite accumulating several old, 
unused beds. James Hughes responded with a piece of advice: “Never give and Indian anything. 
He doesn’t appreciate it.”54 Hughes flatly rejected his father’s counsel. Instead, he shared his 
time and trust, as well as his allowance and cigarettes with Maximiliano. In return, Maximiliano 
taught Hughes a series of survival skills honed by generations of indigenous people who had 
survived the rugged terrain of central Mexico. However, Maximiliano provided Hughes with 
more than life sustaining techniques to survive the rugged environment of central Mexico, 
Maximiliano provided Hughes with a life-sustaining friendship that helped him to survive the 
emotional terrain of life with his father.  
 The reunion with James Hughes in the summer of 1919 was traumatic for Langston 
Hughes. He writes in The Big Sea that the three months he spent in Mexico were “the most 
miserable [he] had ever known.”55 That summer with the passing of each day Hughes’s animus 
toward his father grew. Despite their close quarters, Hughes seldom spoke in James Hughes’s 
presence: “I fell silent and couldn’t open my mouth when he was in the house.”56 Hughes’s 
solemnity worsened as the summer slowly wore on. Isolated, struggling to learn Spanish, and 
frustrated by his inaptitude for bookkeeping—a task his father assigned—, Hughes fell into a 
severe depression that nearly ended his life. One day as he sat alone, Hughes held a purloined 
pistol to his head and contemplated suicide: “I…held it there, loaded, a long time and wondered 
if I would be happier if I were to pull the trigger. But then, I began to think, if I do, I might miss 
something. I haven't been to the ranch yet, not to the top of the volcano, nor to the bullfights in 
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Mexico…So I put the pistol down and went back to my bookkeeping.”57 Though harrowing, this 
experience did not cause Hughes to reject Mexico. In fact, his desire to experience the culture 
and environment surrounding of central Mexico is what prevented him from ending his life. 
Ultimately, Hughes writes about the volcano, Xinantecatl, in “Up to the Crater of an Old 
Volcano,” an early essay published in The Brownies Book. In the article Hughes describes 
Xinantecatl as a repository of Aztec culture, that unlike his father, did not arouse fear. “We are 
not afraid of Xinantecatl,” Hughes proclaims, as he goes on to personify the volcano as a “well-
known friend to us and one whom we see every day,”58 unlike his father. 
 Hughes was a pragmatic young man that was not prone to flights of fancy. While the lure 
national landmarks stopped Hughes from committing suicide, it is important to remember that 
without Maximiliano’s friendly mentoring, Hughes would have lacked the transportation and 
technical skills required to travel from his father’s home, such as saddling or riding a horse. With 
Maximiliano’s training, Hughes was able to take long rides on horseback to villages that dotted 
the outskirts of Toluca where he found solace in the “green fields of corn and alfalfa, little 
villages, each with a big church with a beautiful tower built a hundred years ago, a white Spanish 
tower with great bells swinging in the turret.”59 These adventures were a means to escape James 
Hughes, thus preserving his own life. Why Maximiliano chose to befriend his hostile employer’s 
American son will never be known; however, descriptions of the way Hughes’s father treated his 
son and his employee are strikingly similar. Drawn together by the neglect and abuse of James 
Hughes, Langston and Maximiliano, by engaging their internal and external distress together, 
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fused a bond of brotherhood. While the potential for trauma in war, political unrest, and natural 
disasters are readily acknowledged, the psychological distress associated with physical injury or 
emotional shock is not reserved for widespread, large-scale catastrophes. Rather, trauma “is an 
encounter with an event or series of events so shocking that our understanding of how the world 
works is severely disrupted.”60 Often, as was the case for Hughes, the home was the locus of 
such trauma.  
Though thousands of miles away from the racial violence brutalizing African Americans 
across the nation during the summer of 1919, James Hughes’s home in Toluca was not a place of 
refuge or safety. James Hughes’s verbal outbursts and fits of emotional abuse caused Hughes 
incredible amounts of anxiety. While he details but a few of the disparagements his father hurled 
at him and at the staff, the few examples that Hughes is pained to render illustrates an alarming 
composite of his father. James Hughes openly ridiculed Carrie Hughes’s poverty, routinely cast 
aspersions on Mexican and African Americans, and shamelessly scorned his son. Hughes claims 
matter-of-factly that his alleged “stupidity disgusted [his father] immeasurably.”61 When James 
descended into a rage, Langston withdrew. Unfortunately, his silence and downcast eyes did 
little to prevent his father from pillorying his son. Hughes explains, “I fell silent and couldn’t 
open my mouth when he was in the house. Not even when he barked: ‘Hurry up!’”62 As days 
turned into weeks, the chasm between father and son deepened, widening the distance between 
them.  
 While Hughes retreated into silence, his father spat orders. In The Big Sea Hughes uses 
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the phrase “ándale,” or hurry up twenty-four times describing his father’s obsession with 
efficiency. As he explains it, James Hughes “…was always telling the employees under him at 
the electric company, the cook at home, to Maximiliano, or me, to hurry up, hurry up and do 
whatever we were doing—so that we could get through and do something else he always had 
ready to be done.”63 Hughes became overwhelmed by his exposure to this stressful environment. 
“Hurry up…hurry up…hurry up…hurry up” echoed in his ears “like an obsession.”64 It seems 
Hughes’s abandonment and prolonged exposure to emotional abuse would likely fall under the 
diagnosis of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder today. Often times parents pass trauma to their 
children,65 which seems to be the case with James Hughes. Langston responded to the trauma 
with behavior that falls well within the symptoms of childhood PTDS: difficulty eating, sleeping, 
focusing and avoidance of eye contact or physical contact. 66 67 The final time James Hughes 
assailed his son with the command to “hurry up,” Langston presented a psychosomatic response, 
refusing to speak or eat. Hughes required physical and emotional care, which after his father 
abandoned him yet again, he received from the housekeeper and Maximiliano.  
While Hughes initially viewed his father as a model of stability, he quickly sought the 
assurance and companionship from the Mexican community, not his emotionally distant father. 
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Recalling his illness, Hughes remembers Maximiliano “sat…silently just inside my door” and 
“the cook brought…a big bowl of warming soup.”68 Gestures of healing likely had a profound 
effect on Hughes. Psychological literature on trauma and attachment indicate that the “presence 
of a secure attachment relationship can buffer the adverse effects of trauma and provide the 
safe[ty] and nurturing that allows the child to process the traumatic events and return to a sense 
of safety and well-being.”69 Yet, despite their care and companionship, Hughes could not eat and 
was eventually hospitalized in Mexico City. Far beyond lacking sentimentality or civility, the 
elder Hughes was an emotionally wizened man, showing little regard for the physical and 
emotional well-being of his family and employees alike. The reunion of Hughes and his father 
did not assuage the pain of childhood abandonment and years of estrangement; in fact, Hughes’s 
disdain for his father grew from indifference into hate. 
Though his relationship with his father was beyond repair, Hughes developed a 
heightened awareness of oppression in Mexico that in many ways reflected the unjust treatment 
of African Americans he read about in The Crisis. From an early age Hughes was inclined to 
become a writer, but his aspirations came to fruition in Mexico. Hughes also left Mexico with a 
bourgeoning knowledge of the Spanish language, which he would eventually master. Hughes’s 
critical awareness of racial and economic injustice, coupled with the Spanish language skills he 
acquired in Mexico that year primed Hughes to rise as the voice for those whose well-being was 
undermined by physical and psychic trauma. In Mexico Hughes developed his writing, Spanish 
speaking skills, and discovered an appreciation of Mexican culture that would shape his future. 
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The following year, from his father’s home in Toluca, Hughes advanced his aspirations at his 
father’s expense.  
 Despite being overcome by depression, unhappiness, and boredom during his 1919 stay, 
Hughes acquiesced to his father’s request to return to Mexico upon his graduation from high 
school. James Hughes lacked affection towards his son; however, he was engrossed by an 
unyielding determination that his son would not fall victim to the same racism that upended his 
own career ambitions in the United States. James Hughes insisted his son study engineering in 
Europe, refusing to pay tuition to an American institution. While Hughes placated his father, 
unbeknownst to him, Hughes did not intend to study engineering in Europe or to enter the 
mining trade in Mexico. Hughes admits he “did not like [his] father,”70 he was, however, willing 
to endure him in hopes of securing tuition to attend Columbia University. This was not an 
insignificant task. Yet, to his great relief, Hughes was able to assert significantly more 
independence the following year. He was more inclined to attend bullfights and take over night 
hiking trips than to spend hours negotiating facts and figures father prescribed as he had the year 
before. Despite his growing independence, Hughes admits he “wrote a great many poems, 
because [he] was unhappy,” felt “lonesome,” and “longed for some negro friends to pal around 
with.”71 Although Hughes did not find a black cohort in Mexico until 1934, the year he spent in 
Mexico between 1920 and 1921 resulted in friendships with local Mexicans, the acquisition of 
Spanish language fluency, the publication of Mexican travel essays, and most notably, the 
publication of “The Negro Speaks of Rivers.” 
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The origins of Langston Hughes’s literary career can be traced back to a notepad and a 
single envelope. 72 73 Literary critics and biographers return to the rueful, poignant observations 
of class and race Hughes recorded in “The Negro Speaks of Rivers,”74 written enroute to 
Mexico. The titular “Rivers”75 is a single poetic tributary inspired by multiple currents. Bodies of 
water provide the setting; yet, the geography that anchors the poem is undone by the speaker’s 
ahistorical cartography. Personification and imagery crown “Rivers’” quixotic stanzas. 
Repetition of the rhetorical statement “I’ve known rivers” implies a cosmic knowledge, while 
mentions of Africa and the deep American South allude to an irrecoverable, unspeakable past. 
The poem’s denouement, “My soul has grown deep like the rivers,” witnesses the speaker’s 
transformation; word choice suggests a spiritual awakening that mediates both distance and time. 
“Rivers’” subtle sophistication has produced a wealth of scholarship. In spite of various 
interpretations of the poem, literary analyses of “Rivers” tend neglect to the poem’s relationship 
to Mexico. Hughes composed “Rivers” as he retraced James Hughes’s flight from the United 
States and had spent the afternoon thinking about his father’s internalized racism.  
As the train crossed the Mississippi River, Hughes fixed his gaze on the muddy currents 
that stretched below him and began to consider the significance of the river to African American 
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history. As his curiosity grew, Hughes recalled ancient rivers in Africa and the Middle East, 
jotting down the affirmation “I’ve known rivers.”76 Within minutes Hughes transformed the 
rhetorical statement into several stanzas, launching “Rivers’” course into the world. In 1921 the 
poem was published in The Crisis, and Hughes’s pean was dispatched to the magazine’s 100,000 
subscribers.77 “Rivers” holds particular significance as Hughes’s first publication.78 Its 
publication in 1921 established Hughes’s early literary career, and “Rivers” became Hughes’s 
signature poem. Drawn to the poem’s transhistorical prowess, the oft-anthologized “Rivers” has 
hosted numerous critical interventions. Joyce A. Joyce reads “Rivers’” waterways as a 
metaphorical “trac[ing] [of] the movement of black life from the Euphrates and Nile rivers in 
Africa to the Mississippi.”79 George Hutchinson’s analysis stresses the distance of the primordial 
Euphrates River from Africa and the United States as a gesture to a “pre-racial dawn.”80 While 
interpretations of “Rivers” vary, critics have coalesced around the significance of race, place, and 
memory in the poem 
 Nearly one hundred years after its first publication, the poem remains a robust subject of 
literary studies. However, as critical discourse surrounding “Rivers” continues to develop, 
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interpretations of the poem’s genesis in great part remain unchanged. Focus on the poem’s sites 
of memory tend to overlook a central issue: “Rivers’” speaker seeks a genealogy that reconciles 
his sense of racial pride with a past that precedes the institution of slavery while still 
acknowledging its legacy in the U.S. Neither Hughes nor the poem’s speaker can accomplish this 
objective within the United States. The fact that Hughes conceived “Rivers” as his train crossed 
the Mississippi River, entering a former slave state, on his journey to Mexico mustn't be 
overlooked. Hughes’s post-bellum America was sharply divided along racial lines and countless 
African American men and women were wounded physically and psychologically by the razor-
sharp edges of white supremacy. Following the ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment, black 
codes and convict laws enforced “systems of peonage resembling slavery”81 that sought to limit 
the movement of African Americans. Black codes and vagrancy ordinances foreshadow the 
Supreme Court’s 1896 ruling in Plessy v. Ferguson which upheld Jim Crow laws.82 While 
segregation persisted as a daily reminder of the implausibility “to be both a Negro and an 
American,”83 the United States’ white racial frame84 divested black Americans of their African 
cultural inheritance.  
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 White America’s dependence on black agricultural and domestic labor85 reinforced race 
and class lines, producing what Eduardo Bonilla-Silva terms “white habitus.”86 White habitus 
“promotes a sense of group belonging…and negative views about nonwhites.”87 White cultural 
solidarity was structured around an American identity that developed in contrast to African 
American race and culture. Thus, the dominant framework preserved white authority and became 
“the master frameworks upon which all racial actors ground…their ideological positions.”88 
African American status as a racialized labor force was made hyper-visible by white supremacist 
ideology that legislated black bodies, closely monitored civil engagements, and sanctioned 
campaigns of racial terror. The Chicago Defender reported on lynchings and riots that erupted 
throughout Hughes’s boyhood. Later, Hughes read The Defender alongside The Liberator, a 
magazine from which he claims to have adopted a “revolutionary attitude toward Negroes.”89 
Hughes read both periodicals loyally, and this material culture shapes “Rivers’” response to the 
political crisis: activism through public art. Yet, the question of who to recruit and where to 
coalesce poses an equally challenging response. The poet seeks freedom from U.S. oppression 
that relies on cultural memories and historical testimonies that lie outside of the United States’ 
borders. 
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 As the title suggests, the statements concerning rivers guide the body of the poem. The 
voice that introduces the speaker’s quest for racial uplift is initially singular, but as “Rivers” 
progresses, multiple voices witness the flow of history before the soul’s ascension in the poem’s 
final line. While rivers metaphorically unite the speaker with manifold crossings over borders in 
space and time, rivers also offer salvation from the crimes of history. The significance of rivers 
as a mode of transportation cannot be ignored in a poem that confronts the transatlantic slave 
trade. In The Big Sea Hughes explains before writing “Rivers” he “began to think what th[e] 
river…meant to negroes in the past [and] how to be sold down the river was the worst fate that 
could overtake a slave in times of bondage.”90 Though Hughes’s speaker references a would-be 
President Lincoln, his mention should not be taken as a celebration of Lincoln. Instead, the 
speaker reverses the routes of the slave ships in the third stanza and resuscitates two million 
victims of the Middle Passage. “Rivers” embodies Hughes’s maxim that “that there are ways of 
getting almost anywhere you want to go, if you really want to go”91 and invites readers to join 
the path to righteousness. Readers may begin their pilgrimage in the United States, but 
redemption lies outside the nation’s borders. Though Hughes was eighteen years old when he 
wrote “Rivers,” throughout his life he employed a similar strategy looking for personal sanctuary 
from racial oppression outside of the U.S., thus creating a safe space for readers in words 
inspired by his travel. 
 Just as “Rivers’” speaker seeks to avert the domestic tragedy of racial oppression by 
airing the on-going effects of slavery in the United States in an international space, traveling 
outside of the U.S. enhanced Hughes’s perspective on American race relations by maintaining a 
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safe distance from racial violence and oppression. Often problems can be best viewed, not at the 
epicenter, but from the periphery. Over the course of the nearly one hundred years since its 
publication, “Rivers’” diasporic affirmations and confrontation with the Middle Passage has 
contributed to the poem’s mythology. However, despite “Rivers’” inception enroute to Mexico 
and the poem’s transcendence across multiple international boundaries, the fact that Langston 
Hughes’s literary career was born of literal and metaphorical border crossings has not been 
raised in Border studies discourse. Notwithstanding the poem’s domestic origins, the global 
reaches of “Rivers” is evident as the speaker moves from the Mississippi River’s southern-most 
location to points east, coming full-circle in the final stanza.  While the speaker returns to the 
United States, his journey across “Ancient, Dusky Rivers” is mapped upon the soul of the 
speaker, which by the final line of the poem, “has grown deep like the rivers” he and his 
ancestors have navigated.92 Scholarship has prioritized this move, overlooking the poem’s 
collision with slavery in the Southern hemisphere.93 94 Édouard Glissant decries the transatlantic 
slave trade’s historical chasm that consumes and expels victims from the abyss of history to the 
present day. “Rivers” is a memorial to the victims of the transatlantic slave trade and to those, 
like Hughes, who continue to suffer from the cruel institution his ancestors—grandparents, in 
fact—were subjected.95  
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When “The Negro Speaks of Rivers” is put into a Mexican context, the family connection 
yields another layer, adding more depth to the analysis. It is important to consider that Hughes 
wrote “Rivers” in Missouri on a train bound for Texas, where upon changing trains in San 
Antonio, he would embark for his father’s adopted home in Mexico.96 The wording indicates 
Hughes associated Missouri and Texas with his personal connections to the slave trade. 
Rampersad explains that Hughes “was born into a relationship with his family’s past, into a 
relationship with history” facilitated by his maternal grandmother’s “tales of heroism, of slavery, 
of freedom, and especially of brave men and women who had striven to aid the colored race.”97 
It is likely Hughes thought of his mother, who, like himself, was also born in Joplin, Missouri, as 
he entered the state. While Hughes was raised by his mother and grandmother, his elusive father 
undoubtedly shaped the content of the poem as well.  
Hughes attests to thinking of his father’s disdain for African Americans before writing 
“Rivers.” The poem’s theme of racial pride is a rejection of his father’s self-hatred and bigotry. 
The circumstances that led Hughes to reconnect with his absent father is key to unlocking the 
significance of international African American travel which is also reflected in Hughes’s work. 
The speaker’s insistence that soul-affirming, ancestral-aligning knowledge flows like the 
movement of rivers across time and space impresses upon the audience not only the possibilities 
to connect with one’s ancestors outside of the United States, it requires a journey into the past 
that is older than and therefore beyond the United States. Similar to his father’s experience as a 
man of color at the turn of the early twentieth century, the speaker in “Rivers” suggests to 
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readers alternative routes from the history of African American oppression that require the 
transcendence of borders and historical detours.  
While Hughes would bristle at the suggestion he shared anything in common with his 
father beyond simple genetics, both Langston and James Hughes’s experience as black men in 
the twentieth century was shaped by events of the previous century and specifically the actions 
of one man: Abraham Lincoln. It is unknown whether Hughes realized his birth shared its date 
with the anniversary of the Thirteenth Amendment; however, his connection to Lincoln gained a 
more measurable path in 1915. While living in Lincoln, Illinois—named for the sixteenth 
president—, Langston was named class poet of his junior high school in great part because he 
was Black and his White peers fed into the stereotype that African Americans possessed an 
innate sense of rhythm and hence were natural performers. He responded by composing an epic 
poem that exalted the school in nearly a dozen stanzas. His delivery avoided personal disgrace 
and won the acclaim of the student body. And so, in Lincoln, Illinois Hughes’s poetic legacy was 
born. Years later, in Hughes’s first published poem, “The Negro Speaks of Rivers,” Lincoln 
occupies a pivotal position in the third stanza. The speaker envisions the would-be emancipator 
in New Orleans, as he, a young Abe Lincoln, confronts the horror of the human slave trade from 
the deck of a flat boat as it glides downstream on the Mississippi’s bronze current. The fact 
Hughes was able to work the anecdote98—described by his travel companions, never by Lincoln 
himself—into a poem that places African American racial pride in a global setting that is older 
and larger than the United States is nothing short of brilliant. This move demonstrates a 
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sophisticated understanding of black American history that is necessarily classic, global, and 
contemporary.  
Although the poem is introduced at the pre-racial dawn99 of civilization, it ends, in terms 
of chronology, with Abraham Lincoln’s seminal confrontation with slavery in 1831, which 
leaves Lincoln “silent from feeling.”100 Patiently, the speaker waits for the reader to join him in 
the final line of the poem which has leapt forward to the present. The speaker adroitly harnesses 
history and carefully yokes it to the present, insinuating that the past and present are one.101 “The 
Negro Speaks of Rivers” is commonly praised for its solemn simplicity. While the poem is subtle 
in style, its message is indeed complex. The context that inspired Hughes to write the poem 
reflects this complexity: his journey to Mexico to reunite with his estranged father while 
simultaneously dealing with his mother’s rejection. The speaker’s ability to place issues of 
racism and colorism in a time looping global framework highlights a cultural dexterity that 
Hughes learned from his family’s own legacy of race and (im)migration—not to mention the 
navigation of his dysfunctional family’s dynamics.  
 Though it is alleged that travel inspired Lincoln’s silent repudiation of slavery, Lincoln’s 
reticence diminished when he entered the political arena in the 1850s. Subsequently, Lincoln’s 
confrontation in New Orleans grew to mythical proportions, changing the course of history and 
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garnering the loyalty and the disdain of generations of Americans. Despite his association with 
the abolition of slavery, Lincoln’s objective, outlined in a letter to Horace Greeley, was clear: 
“My paramount object in this struggle is to save the Union…What I do about slavery, and the 
colored race, I do because I believe it helps to save the Union.”102 Lincoln succeeded in 
maintaining the union, but for African Americans living in the United States, little had changed 
in the thirty-seven years since emancipation. The Thirteenth Amendment granted African 
Americans legal freedom, but the article failed to provide assurances for employment, housing, 
or safety. Reconstruction Amendments may have granted African Americans citizenship and 
African American men the right to vote, but progress slowed in the latter part of the nineteenth 
century and completely ground to a halt at the dawn of the twentieth century. Instead of slavery, 
debt peonage reigned. The number of African Americans lynched more than doubled from forty-
nine in 1882 to one hundred and six in 1900.103 With the vast majority of lynchings taking place 
in the South, more and more African Americans traded a living nightmare for an uncertain future 
and retreated from the South. In the case of James Hughes, flight from the South resulted in his 
permanent relocation to Mexico.  
 While James Hughes’s move to Mexico permanently damaged the relationship between 
father and son, as I have argued, the occasions Hughes lived with his father significantly altered 
his ability to feel at home in the world. Hughes is chiefly remembered for his literary success in 
the United States; however, nowhere did Hughes’s celebrity shine brighter than in Latin 
America, a region that had been introduced to Hughes through James Hughes’s expatriation. The 
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staggering numbers of Hughes poems that appear in Spanish are a testament to his legacy in 
Latin America; upwards of 300 Spanish translations of 167 of Hughes’s poem are in translation 
Fortunately, Vera Kutzinski’s text The Worlds of Langston Hughes: Modernism and Translation 
in the Americas (2012), a diligent study of Hughes’s poetic legacy in translation, examines this 
bereft area of his work. In it, Kutzinski speculates Hughes’s sense of alienation from the U.S., 
along with his racially ambiguous phenotype, left the author with a lingering sense of exile. This 
feeling of detachment from both a national and family home gnawed away at the fibers 
connecting Hughes to his country. Kutzinski argues his family history “instilled in Hughes a 
profound sense of being ‘in-translation’…of being at home nowhere.”104  
Instead of focusing on the translations themselves, this chapter will evaluate the 
circumstances that repeatedly drew the author to Latin America and the many homes his poetry 
has found in Spanish. Although the Spanish language translations will occupy a peripheral space 
in this chapter, Hughes’s introduction to Latin America via Mexico as a young man will 
contribute information useful to these translations. Moreover, this chapter will analyze of the 
writing Hughes undertook in Mexico and reflections on his time there published years later in his 
autobiographies. In doing so, this chapter seeks to complicate Hughes criticism by introducing a 
Border studies approach to his legacy that challenges nation-centered ideology and disciplinary 
boundaries. Hughes’s affection for the mixed race Mexican nation was rooted in the 
reprehensible treatment of African Americans in the United States at the turn of the twentieth 
century. In his 1925 poem “I, Too” Hughes chronicles the grisly stigma of Jim Crow segregation. 
In the first stanza the poet declares, “I, too, sing America. / I am the darker brother. / They send 
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me to eat in the kitchen / When company comes, / But I laugh, / And eat well, /And grow 
strong.105”  
“I, Too” expresses the speaker’s frustration, a person of color, who is consigned by their 
powerful white siblings to take meals in isolation when confronted with guests. Instead of feeling 
shame for his mistreatment, in the stanzas that follow, the speaker prophesies a time in the future 
when his resilience is rewarded. Not only will he be invited to dine publicly among mixed 
company, the speaker’s treacherous siblings will see his beauty in the face of their ugliness. 
Hughes’s poetic missive disavowing segregation was a clarion call to disenfranchised African 
Americans; however, “I, Too” gained traction in Latin America as writers and activists grappled 
with the consequence of centuries of European colonialism and American imperialism in a U.S.-
dominated hemisphere. Hughes engages a transnational black discourse that resonated with Latin 
American readers who first encountered the poem in English. To understand Hughes’s popularity 
in Latin America requires an investigation of the poet’s earliest encounters with Latin America 
that occurred long before he was hailed for the “intensidad de su sentido social” or the “intensity 
of his social sentiments.”106 Although Hughes’s tenure in Mexico is at best given cursory 
recognition, his experience in Mexico was the matrix for the development of Hughes’s 
transnational repositioning.  
 African American transnationalism is a consequence of the transatlantic slave trade and 
U.S. imperialism; still, Mexico remains on the periphery in most examinations of Hughes’s life 
and work. Despite calls from scholars to move away from nation-centered research and embrace 
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discourses that focus on the modern history of migration and displacement, there is a tendency, 
according to Kutzinski, particular to academics in the U.S. to bifurcate Hughes’s output in two 
neat nation-centric classifications: American folk art or African American social protest. Indeed, 
Hughes made considerable contributions to both categories, but what tends to be overlooked is 
the aggregate of poetry and prose that were inspired by his exchanges outside of the United 
States. A self-proclaimed wanderer, Hughes mingled with an array of writers, artists, and 
activists on his voyages, many of whom he collaborated and corresponded. Hughes seldom 
travelled without several copies of his books to give friends and admirers of his work. What 
ensued from his travels and collaborations was a robust international fan base. It comes as little 
surprise that Brent Hayes Edwards proclaims Hughes to be “the most prolific poet-translator of 
the twentieth century.”107 Though Edwards acknowledges Hughes’s repertoire as a translator and 
poet, he neglects the extensive body of Hughes’s poetry in translation. Hughes’s poetry was the 
subject of hundreds of translations in several languages. Chief among these translations in terms 
of numbers and significance are Hughes’s poems in Spanish, derived from his longstanding 
association with Mexico. 
 In the intervening years between his first publication in 1921 and his death in 1967, 
Hughes amassed relationships with members of various Latin American literary circles, 
collaborated on projects, and supervised scores of translations of his work into Spanish. First 
among these translations is the 1928 translation of “I, Too” by José Antonio Fernandez de 
Castro. The relationship with Castro would prove vital to Hughes’s career in Latin America. 
Published in Spanish as “Yo, También, Honro a América,” Hughes’s poem appeared in the 
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influential Cuban journal Social. Readers identified Hughes’s anti-racist message with increasing 
dissent against U.S. imperialism in Latin American. “I, Too” is Hughes’s most translated poem 
in Spanish; however, it is just one of the 327 different versions of the 167 total poems that have 
been translated into Spanish and Portuguese.108 The subject matter of Hughes’s poetry and his 
confessed “affinity for Latin Americans and the Spanish language” that blossomed while the 
author resided in Mexico are the principle contributing factors to the success of his poetry in 
Latin America. 109 Although by the time of his death in 1967 Hughes was better known in Latin 
America than in the United States, the acclaim his poetry drew in Latin America as a symbol of 
unity for the oppressed across the Americas was disregarded in his obituary. Alternately, Hughes 
is remembered for his racial advocacy in the United States, suggesting an unwillingness at the 
time to recognize the influence Latin America had on the poet’s career and the presence of 
solidarity among people of color throughout the Americas in mainstream media. 
 Though Hughes first visited Mexico in 1908 to reunite with his father, their reunion, 
foreclosed by natural and personal disaster, was short-lived. Years later Hughes returned to 
Mexico in the summer of 1919 and returned the following year, staying in Mexico through the 
spring of 1921. More than a dozen years removed from his last visit, James Hughes would draw 
his son back to Mexico one last time upon his death in 1934 when Hughes returned to settle his 
recently deceased father’s estate. Volumes have been written about Hughes’s life and career; 
however, limited scholarship has explored Hughes’s time in Mexico. Even less research has been 
dedicated to tracing the influence Mexico had on his literary career. 
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 Scholars like Michel Fabre have written at length regarding several extended visits the 
author made to Paris; however, in I Wonder as I Wander, Hughes declares “The nearest I’ve ever 
come to la vie boheme was my winter in Mexico [in 1934-1935] when all my friends were 
almost all writers and artists.” 110 111 Despite this and countless other statements Hughes made 
about Mexico, inquiries into his Época Mexicana have been circumspect. The four occasions 
Hughes visited Mexico between 1908 and 1934 were tremendous instances in the writer’s 
personal life. It has been suggested incorrectly that Mexico bares little influence on Hughes’s 
oeuvre outside of a few of his earliest publications.112 In reality, Hughes published a short play, 
four works of prose, and five poems all while living in Mexico. The oft-anthologized poem “The 
Negro Speaks of Rivers” published in The Crisis, and the travelogue essays “In a Mexican City” 
and “Mexican Games” published in The Brownies’ Book were simultaneously published in 1921 
following his residence with his father in Mexico. 
Although at the time James Hughes was unaware of his inadvertent influence on his son’s 
literary career, in the introduction to Hughes’s second autobiography, I Wonder as I Wander 
Rampersad explains that James Hughes “hated his son’s desire to be a writer.”113  To what extent 
James Hughes recognized the influential role his adopted country Mexico had on his son’s career 
is unknown. James Hughes encouraged his son to study in Europe in hopes he would embark on 
a career in engineering; however, just as Lear warns his daughter that “nothing will come from 
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nothing,”114 James Hughes desisted contact with Langston upon his withdrawal from Columbia 
University in 1922 to pursue a career in writing. What is clear is that reminiscent of 
Shakespeare’s dispossessed child, Cordelia, Hughes too was disinherited by his father. Like King 
Lear, whose descent into madness is spurred on by hubris, James Hughes was consumed by 
pride, a hate of Jim Crow policies that thwarted his career ambitions in the United States and a 
strong distaste for underprivileged people of color. This obsession with race and class 
disarticulated the bond between father and son. 
 Hughes graduated from Lincoln College in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in 1929, but his 
path to graduation was arduous, and like his parents, Hughes was compelled to travel though out 
the United States and abroad, working odd jobs, before reaching this achievement. In 1924 
Hughes made his way to Europe, but instead of studying engineering, Hughes worked as a 
dishwasher in Paris, writing all the while. Contact between father and son ground to a halt. 
Despite his father’s rancor, Hughes’s ability to transform heartache into artistic expression 
enabled him to transmute his father’s neglect and racial antagonism into poignant works of 
poetry and prose. Hughes’s initiation into the literary world is marked by his passage across the 
Rio Grande into Mexico. This evidence repudiates claims that Hughes’s experience in Mexico 
were insignificant to his writing. As one might expect, the poet and essayist collaborated with 
countless writers and activists and crossed literary genres as fluidly as he passed national 
borders. However, his collaboration with friend Arna Bontemps exemplifies the lingering 
influence Mexico had on the author’s life. 
The poet and novelist Arna Bonntemps once wrote, “The poet who ignores children does 
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so at his peril. And the one who treats them as little monsters may one day be assaulted by 
them.”115 The didacticism of Bontemps’ observation regarding the pivotal role of children in 
society and literature resonated with Hughes, Bontemps’ life-long friend and collaborator. In 
1935 Hughes left Mexico for the final time with the manuscript of The Pasteboard Bandit, a 
children’s book based in great part on his childhood and adolescent experiences living in Mexico 
with his father. The manuscript of The Pasteboard Bandit languished for over sixty years until its 
publication in 1997, and while a handful of scholars have noted Bontemps and Hughes’s 
collaboration, scholarship has generally overlooked the revolutionary ambitions of Bontemps 
and Hughes’s deceptively simple children’s book. The Pasteboard Bandit’s veiled social 
criticism of U.S. racism, nationalism, and imperialism is advanced by its central protagonists, 
Kenny Strange, a white American boy living in Mexico, and Juanito Pérez, a young Mexican 
native of Taxco, Mexico. The Pasteboard Bandit’s bilingual narrative demonstrates the 
effectiveness of Bontemps and Hughes’s collaboration which seizes upon the genre of children’s 
fiction to eviscerate the United States’ exportation of racism and nationalism to Mexico and 
greater Latin America under the guise of Roosevelt’s “Good Neighbor Policy.” Bontemps and 
Hughes’s children’s narrative operates as a literary vehicle, educating both children and adults 
alike to the peril of racism and nation-building in tandem that anticipates the United States’ 
campaign of neo-imperialism in Mexico in the Post War Era. 
 The Pasteboard Bandit, a tale of an adolescent cross-cultural friendship, is a testament to 
Hughes’s commitment to forging alliances across racial and national boundaries. In 1935 the 
author also translated short stories written by Latin American authors titled “Troubled Lands: 
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Stories of Mexico and Cuba.” Despite his best efforts, Hughes’s agent Maxim Lieber flatly 
rejected the collection. In his opinion, the Mexican authors could not “hold a candle” to 
Hughes.116  Although never published in book form, excerpts of these translated stories appeared 
in notable magazines such as The Partisan Review, Pacific Weekly, and Esquire. Hughes writing 
career began in Mexico and was shaped by his environment—the language, culture, food, and 
art—and the relationships Hughes made during his Mexican period. Still, the scope of Mexico’s 
influence extends well beyond the author’s final sojourn in the winter of 1934.  
 The life and death of his father, James Hughes, drew Langston Hughes to Mexico and 
these visits are anthologized in Hughes two autobiographies. Hughes writes extensively about his 
experiences in Mexico in his first autobiography The Big Sea and returns to the subject in his 
second autobiography I Wonder as I Wander. His autobiographies are testimonies to the long-
lasting influence Mexico had on Hughes. Furthermore, Hughes’s visits to Mexico resulted in 
relationships with Mexican intellectuals that would later introduce him to distinguished Latin 
American writers, intellectuals, and activists. These associations would transform Hughes’s 
legacy throughout Latin America. 
 James Hughes inspired Langston’s transnational orientation and inadvertently shaped his 
analysis of racism and colorism, but he bore little influence beyond that. Langston was not close 
to his father. He neither loved nor respected him. In fact, his father is the only person Hughes 
ever stated in print that he hated. Their dysfunctional relationship, however, does not negate the 
fact James Hughes opened Langston’s eyes to the possibility of a life outside of the United States 
and a liberation from the rigid, often lethal, constraints of American racial taxonomy at a critical 
                                                 




time in his life.117 In adulthood Hughes came to appreciate the transformations one undergoes as 
an African American tourist. In each country Hughes visited he found camaraderie among a 
motley crew of multilingual, mixed racial and ethnic individuals that can be traced back to his 
Época Mexicana. Langston Hughes may have been born in the United States, but as early as 
1920, Hughes recognized himself as a citizen of the world. And the world, particularly Latin 
America, embraced Hughes as their darker brother. 
 Hughes’s childhood lacked stability. By the age of thirteen Hughes had resided in several 
states among different family members. Though he was frequently beset by loneliness, Hughes 
attempted to turn a lifetime of instability to his advantage. In I Wonder as I Wander, Hughes 
attests “most of [his] life from childhood on ha[d] been spent moving, traveling.”118 Though he 
adds that “changing places, knowing people in one school, in one town or in one group, or on 
one ship a little while, but soon never seeing most of them again” ultimately enhanced his ability 
to adapt to new situations.119 A significant amount of Hughes’s life was devoted to writing about 
his travel experiences, yet his experiences living in Mexico is seldom, if ever, considered to be a 
source of his transnationalsim. Langston Hughes saw the world, and his travel experiences are at 
the crux of his two autobiographies. In addition to his autobiographies, Hughes’s nomadism 
resonates in countless works of prose and in his poetry. In I Wonder as I Wonder Hughes quips 
that he had discovered “the world over that, just when a writer finally gets in the mood to write, 
something happens.”120 While this may be true, conclusively, travel did not hinder his creative 
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process, and it stands to reason that for Hughes, writing and travel were intrinsically linked, a 
connection the author made in his youth.  
 Hughes was not the sole writer that found solace in a variety of outlets. Ralph Ellison, an 
Oklahoma native, writes of his musical training in his youth in terms of survival: “In those days 
it was either live with music or die with noise.”121 Although music permeates Hughes’s corpus, 
unlike Ellison, Hughes never had formal musical training. Instead, Hughes turned to writing and 
travel as a means of mental and physical survival during an era when popular thought and 
government policies viewed segregation and lynching as a solution to racial anxiety. This 
strategy served Hughes well while traveling internationally as well. When Hughes encountered 
humble lodgings or dilapidated transportation, instead of dwelling on the insufficiency of the 
facilities, he rejoiced that he had been granted access to a modest room or a seat on the cramped, 
sluggish train. The alternative in the United States, he opined, was far worse. On a modest train 
bound to Uzbekistan’s capital Tashkent, Hughes “did not find the trip nearly so unpleasant as 
many [he] had made on Jim Crow trains at home [in the United States], where [he] could not eat 
in the diner and was segregated in a single coach.”122 Hughes confronted his ample share of 
establishments in rack and ruin during his years of travel, but no matter the conditions 
encountered, an “ugly barren room” served as a reminder of the “cheap Negro hotels in the South 
where such hotels are the only ones in which colored travelers can stay.” Despite the room’s 
filth, Hughes exalted that “[he] was not segregated.”123  
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 Hughes’s wayfaring inspired his written work and enriched his observations of race on an 
international scale. As he had in Mexico years before, even in the most remote corner of the 
world, Hughes studied phenotype. Returning from his expedition in the U.S.S.R, he observed: 
“My Red Army friend from [the highland region of Central Asia] …looked like a Chinese 
Negro, very brown, but with Oriental eyes.”124 His evaluation of racial features has little to do 
with racial taxonomy; rather, Hughes compiles verbal sketches of brown and black faces that 
reinforced physical traits common to people of color world-wide. Attention to physical makeup 
ran secondary to his desire for social interaction. Fortunately, Hughes approached friendship 
with aplomb—likely honed by his itinerant adolescence—and made friends easily. Although 
Hughes did not speak the “strange language” of his comrade and “never knew a word he said,” 
within weeks the soldier became his “boon buddy.” Hughes reasons, “when the ear gives up and 
the intuition takes over, some sort of understanding develops instinctively.”125 Notwithstanding 
the lack of a common language among them, by his own account, Hughes and the Soviet soldier 
developed a genuine friendship. Yang Zoon—Hughes’s sobriquet—and Yeah Man—the 
soldier’s new moniker—shared meals, courted women, listened Louis Armstrong records, and 
attended the circus together on multiple occasions. Similar to his life-saving friendship with 
Maximiliano, Hughes and Yeah Man developed a language of gestures that allowed themselves 
to readily communicate and share even the most intimate details of their personal lives with one 
another.126 Their relationship exemplifies Salman Rushdie’s explication of the act of translation. 
Translation is not just an act of conversion, it is a performance of identity and origins. Rushdie 
prods readers that the word translation “comes etymologically from the Latin for ‘bearing 
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cross.’”127 Like Yang Zoon and Yeah Man, the Anglo-Indian novelist reasons “having been 
borne across the world, we are translated men.” And while it is “normally supposed that 
something always gets lost in translation,” Rushdie, like Hughes, “…clings, obstinately, to the 
notion that something can also be gained.”128 Although his friendship with Yeah Man is but a 
snapshot of the many relationships Hughes developed in his travels, it illustrates the seed of 
transnationalism that was planted in Mexico that blossomed into a common thread throughout 
his body of work. 
 Langston Hughes was the first major American author of the twentieth century to live in 
Mexico and write about his experience. While Hughesian scholarship has begun to explore the 
transnationalism in the author’s work, framing this scholarship is a focus on Hughes’s exchanges 
with members of the African diaspora in Europe and the Caribbean. Hughes’s life in Mexico 
bears little consequence in these analyses. John Gronbeck-Tedesco’s inquiry into the 
transnational left is a prime example of this collective lack of hindsight. An expert on the subject 
of transnational American studies, Gronbeck-Tedesco contends Hughes was drawn to Cuba’s 
revolutionary potential, the strong presence of its Afro-Cuban community, and the absence of 
passport regulations. Although Mexico’s revolutionary potential is briefly noted, statements 
claiming the U.S. military presence in Cuba and Haiti conveniently allowed African Americans 
to “be ‘closer’ to Africa by landing in Cuba or Haiti because of the large proportion of African 
descendants” are not entirely true. 129  
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 African American tourists in Mexico in the 1930s did not need a passport to enter the 
country. Instead, the visitors from the U.S. could apply for either a tourist or a local card—
depending on the length and nature of their stay at any consulate office. The card did not require 
a visa, passport, or even a photograph. Applicants only needed to supply basic biographical data, 
a signature, and pay a small fee.130 Mexico also has a significant African descended population, 
though the rhetoric of the post-revolution era championed mestizaje and neglected the legacy of 
Afro-Mexicans like Vicente Guerrero, Mexico’s second president and former military general. 131  
Hughes recalls an exchange with Diego Rivera—who would later work with Elizabeth Catlett—
in which he views a painting of the muralist’s grandmother. Hughes was struck by Rivera’s 
grandmother’s African appearance. Rivera responded that his grandmother was Afro-Mexican 
and proudly pronounced himself Afro-Mestizo. The Mexican government has a long, ugly 
history of disenfranchising Afro-Mexicans, but the government was helpless in preventing 
African American visitors like Hughes from associating with Mexicans who were unashamed of 
their African ancestry.  
 On May 23rd, 1967, the New York Times published an obituary honoring the life of the 
“‘O. Henry of Harlem,’” as Hughes is referred in the notice. In the tribute, the publication recalls 
Hughes’s love of bullfighting and discloses in addition to his own writing, Hughes “translated 
the poems of Negro writers in Cuba and Haiti,” failing to mention the wealth of Hughes’s poetry 
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that could be found in Spanish.132 Quoting the author’s proclamation that “the encouragement of 
literary ability among colored writers”133 was one of his chief interests, the obituary avoids any 
mention of his work in greater Latin America and in Spain. This erasure of Hughes’s 
commitment to facilitate global, bilingual discourses of anti-racism and anti-imperialism in his 
obituary solicits a re-evaluation of his legacy on a greater hemispheric context. Hughes’s 
remarks come from an autobiographical sketch featured in the Twentieth Century Authors, a 
Biographical Dictionary, and despite Hughes’s own admission contained therein, the obituary 
neglects his translation of Spanish language stories or journalism in Spain, electing to focus on 
his translation of black writers in Cuba and Haiti. Nothing is more telling about the author’s 
perspective of himself and the world than his own words. A more complete version of the 
biographical passage goes as follows:  
 My writing has largely been concerned with the depicting of Negro life in America. I  
 have made a number of translations of the poems of Negro writers in Cuba and Haiti. In  
 1931-32 I lectured throughout the South in the Negro colleges there, and one of my main  
 interests is the encouragement of literary ability among colored writers. The winter of  
 1934 I spent in Mexico, where I translated a number of Mexican and Cuban stories. I was 
 the only American Negro newspaper correspondent in Spain, in 1937—for the Baltimore  
 Afro-American…134 
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Hughes’s New York Times obituary belies his contestation of racial and national borders that 
sought to subordinate people of color throughout the world, particularly in Latin America. 
Instead, the obituary focuses on his work as a “race man.”  
 Though remembered for his social activism in the United States as the “bard of Harlem,” 
Hughes’s purview surpassed the regional or national categories which he is most closely 
associated. The polemical question of race posed by W.E.B. DuBois, “how does it feel to be a 
problem?” offers an insight to the overt omission of Hughes’s undertakings in Latin America.135 
While this “problem” of race in the U.S. is frequently the focus African American writers like 
Hughes and DuBois whose missives target racism, one also encounters the “problem” of race in 
the writings of Latin Americans such as Cuban writer, Jose Marti.  In his essay “My Race” Marti 
exhorts that “everything that divides men, everything that classifies, separates or shuts off men is 
a sin against humanity.”136 Race not only divides societies, the discussion of race has also been 
fenced in. The “problem” of the color line has often been observed as an issue restricted to 
countries like the U.S. that is sharply divided along racial lines, when in fact, integrated, racially 
mixed countries in Latin America have obfuscated African heritage all the while discriminating 
against its black and brown citizens. The “problem” is not merely the existence of racism but the 
lack of recognition of various forms of oppression operating outside of the U.S. that reflect 
systematic imbalances of power. Undoubtedly Hughes first experienced racism in the U.S., but 
in his teen years he was also exposed to the oppressive treatment of people of color in Mexico, 
and he recognized that injustice operated across national boundaries. This realization in Mexico 
laid the foundation for the arc of Hughes’s career. 
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 Hughes’s transnational racial awareness developed in the approximate two years in total 
he spent in Mexico, but he carried these observations with him for a lifetime. While in Mexico 
Hughes witnessed violence and vociferous hate speech aimed at people like him, people of color. 
In a scene, eerily reminiscent of the lynchings of African American men in the United States, 
Hughes saw three hanged indigenous men, their bodies displayed on a high pass to serve as an 
example. The message was clear to Hughes. The men were hanged because they were hungry, 
poor, and brown. His father’s hostility toward black Americans and indigenous Mexicans 
underscored the racial and economic imbalance shouldered by the poor in the U.S. and Latin 
America, particularly disadvantaged men and women of color. Hughes also navigated systematic 
forms of oppression by passing for Mexican in order to gain fair treatment while traveling 
through the Southern United States to and from Mexico. Hughes became adept at articulating the 
ever-growing polemics of race in the United States, but owing to his experience in Mexico, he 
was also keen to racial struggles throughout Latin America. From this, Hughes sought to 
establish a network of recondite Afro-Latinx, Latinx, and African Americans to exchange ideas, 
collaborate on projects, and to unite in solidarity against racism and colorism throughout the 
global south. Despite his extensive body of work, the erasure of Hughes’s activity in Latin 
America reflects a general trend in his biography and is symptomatic of a refusal to acknowledge 
the imprint of Latin America that has been etched upon the African American literary canon.  
Unbound by nation, race, or ethnicity Langston Hughes was the transnational voice of 
oppressed people of color until his death in 1967. The disjunction between Hughes’s advocacy 
and legacy can be bridged through a repositioning of his compendium along the U.S.-Mexico 
border that is illustrative of the real and imagined network uniting African Americans to Mexico, 
Latin America, and beyond. Although his father was absent during the formative years of 
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Langston’s life, the elder Hughes, nevertheless, had a tremendous influence on him. James 
Hughes, disgusted with Jim Crow practices that denied him gainful employment reflective of his 
extensive education, subverted the standing order of U.S. racism by settling in Mexico. In doing 
so, his son would gain exposure to the Spanish language and Mexican culture. Furthermore, 
Hughes observed firsthand that an African American man could install himself in a foreign 
country and experience greater economic success than in the nation of his birth. These lessons 
resulted in Hughes's identification with a global community that is echoed in his writing. Though 
Langston Hughes is known as the father of the Harlem Renaissance, his literary career began in 
Mexico, not in New York. James Hughes did not support his son’s ambition to become a writer; 
however, Hughes would later draw inspiration from his father’s expatriation, prejudice toward 





























Ever since I could remember Mexico had been the 
accessible land of color and fantasy and delight, full of sun, 
music, and song. And from civics class and geography in 
grade school, I knew it was attached to where I lived, and 
that intrigued me. That meant, if need be, I could always 
walk there. 
     -Audre Lorde, Zami 
 
In the Light of Cuernavaca: 
Home, Language, and the Roots of Audre Lorde’s Transnational Feminism 
 
 Innumerable articles and books have been written in pursuit of Audre Lorde’s legacy, a 
reflection of her extensive body of work and the reverberations it has caused throughout the 
world. However, among the towers of scholarly publications that stand as testimony to the 
enduring significance of her writing and activism, save for her biographer, Alexis De Veaux, 
Lorde’s time in Mexico is infrequently discussed outside of the footnotes. Lorde chronicles this 
time of her life in Zami and references Mexico as the place where her poetry evolved. The lack 
of analysis of Mexico despite the preponderance of primary evidence suggesting its importance 
is cause for intervention. Instead of looking to Lorde’s time in Mexico as a vantage point from 
which to view her work, it has instead become a vanishing point. Lorde reinforces the weight 
personal experience has on her writing, stating “my power as a person, as a poet, comes from 
who I am…Not to deal with my life in my art is to cut out the fount of my strength.”137 As an 
                                                 




acclaimed poet, activist, and widely anthologized essayist, Lorde’s mythology has expanded; yet, 
as scholarship on Lorde’s life and writing continues to be published, critical interventions have 
yet to yield a substantive analysis of the impact Mexico had on her work. There is power that lies 
in Audre Lorde’s Época Mexicana that has yet to be recognized.  
 In 1954 Lorde departed New York and relocated to Mexico. Despite not being a fluent 
Spanish speaker, by living in a community of color outside of the United States, Lorde conveys 
she felt a sense of belonging and community for the first time in her life in her prose. She names 
Mexico as a site of connection with a community of women, as well as the first in a series of 
spiritual homes. Further, Lorde describes gaining literal and metaphorical visibility in Mexico. 
Lorde’s visual engagement with her environment has profound personal and professional 
consequences. Mexico is a critical node in Lorde’s transnational feminism and serves as a point 
of entry to explore the development of her advocacy and aesthetics. This chapter will re-examine 
details of Lorde’s biography which foreshadow transnational reflexes that surface later in 
Lorde’s work. The dialectics of personal and political identity are the centerpiece of Lorde’s 
work. Therefore, a historical framework and insight to Lorde’s family and upbringing are 
provided to illustrate the circumstances that inform her career.  In light of this context, close 
reading of Zami will reveal a subtext of dislocation, adding to the significance of community and 
emphasis of place. In doing so, Mexico becomes a point of departure to analyze contrapuntal138 
themes of inclusivity and difference in Lorde’s prosaic work attendant to overarching poetics of 
place. Diaspora, exile, and border studies contribute an epistemological scope focusing on 
origins, dispersal, and mobility that aid in situating Lorde’s transnational feminism within a 
                                                 




frame of reference which examines Mexico’s contribution to the international circuitry of her life 
and work.  
Origins and names are themes that appear in Lorde’s writing that extend to the 
relationship she establishes between space and place. The process by which a space becoming a 
place is an illustration of human geography in practice, making meaning of origins through the 
process of naming. Tim Cresswell demonstrates the process of place-making using an example 
of a 19th century geography: “naming is one of the ways space can be given meaning and become 
a place…To explorers the sea was an empty space and the land full of potential places waiting to 
be mapped and named.” He continues, explaining that today space continues to be “seen in 
distinction to place as a realm without meaning…When humans invest meanings in a portion of 
space and then become attached to it in some way, (naming is one such way) it becomes a 
place.”139 Naming is a prominent feature in Lorde’s writing, much of it based on her biography. 
She echoes the importance of her connection with place, explaining the poem “Touring” from 
Black Unicorn “represents another aspect of being a traveling cultural worker. I go and read my 
poetry. I drop my seeds and I leave. I hope they spring into something.”140 As a poet and activist 
who travels extensively, Lorde recognizes the significance of place to her profession and in 
specific works of poetry. Thus, her identity and poetry are inspired by mobility. It stands that 
Mexico is a place and experience that opens up a new perspective on Lorde’s corpus of work, as 
well as a critical node in her ascension as an international cultural producer. 
 As a transnational poet and activist, Lorde’s origins are imbedded in networks of cultural 
exchange. Place, as I theorize it in Lorde’s work and life, is not static or singular; rather, as literal 
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and figurative components, place is a dynamic that animates her body of work. An avid journal 
keeper, Lorde records emotions “that sometimes have no place, no beginning, no end…just 
observations of the world”141  in the confines of a personal journal as she traveled. Re-felt and 
revised, journal entries transformed into poems. Using “word countries”142 to articulate the 
experience of (dis)location, Lorde’s poems invoke radical cartographies that name 
geographically and socially contested territories, giving meaning “carved from the rock [of] 
experience.”143 As queer black feminist, Lorde writes from an interstitial perspective, locating 
her-selves between language and the world. Name and place are essential to understanding 
Lorde’s aesthetics and purpose. Lorde meditates on the power of naming inherent in poetry, 
stating, “poetry is the way we give name to the nameless so it can be thought.”144 The act of 
designation intertwines name, language, place, and poetry.  
Lorde began the process of naming early in life, dropping the “y” from her parent’s 
spelling of Audrey. Transforming her name to Audre, owing to the aesthetic balance of both her 
first and last name containing five letters both ending in “e,” at four years old Lorde fashioned 
artistic meaning from naming and Audre Lorde the poet was born.145 This name change is an 
example of the power of naming; by literally altering the letters that shape her name, she creates 
a place from the space formerly occupied by her given name. Lorde invests meaning in this new 
name and it becomes a place in her childhood notebook and in the text of Zami. The sub-title of 
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her biomythography—another naming that turns empty space, or a genre that did not exist, into a 
place by giving it meaning—, A New Spelling of My Name, invokes the principal importance of 
naming in its title and to the writer’s craft as a place-making process. The name Zami is 
significant it also establishes a connection with transhistorical space and place. Lorde takes the 
name from French patois spoken in the Caribbean.146 She names herself through the title and by 
invoking patois, a language born of displacement. In doing so, Lorde gestures toward her 
matrilineal inheritance using name and place as a signifier of the African Diaspora and 
Caribbean Diaspora, subjects born from geographical dispersal.  
Lorde rhetorically gestures toward the adherence of the African Diaspora to the classic 
model of diaspora’s “origin in the scattering and uprooting of communities” through the act of 
titling her autobiography Zami.147 The subject matter of the text also embarks upon a journey as 
Lorde traces her way home through language, indicating her origins while also demonstrating 
“transnational circuits of culture and politics that are resistant or exorbitant to the frames of 
nations and continents” that is central to Lorde’s transnational feminism.148 Though mindful of 
the differentiation that class, race, gender, and sexual orientation produce in terms of lived 
experience, Lorde embraces difference. Observing master status as the cornerstone of identity, 
Lorde acknowledges that while difference is used to build division, she re-conceptualizes 
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difference as a social infrastructure to bring about unity.  Lorde opines, “it is not those 
differences between us that are separating us. It is rather our refusal to recognize those 
differences, and to examine the distortions which result from our misnaming them and their 
effects upon human behavior and expectation.”149 The titular self-naming undergone in Zami 
“creates a representational space where homes, identities, and names have mythic qualities” that 
do not adhere to Western conventions of history, authorship, or citizenship150 and fashions a new 
genre of autobiography, biomythography.151 Significantly, “the topos of autobiography—
self/life/writing—is exchanged for the terrain of biomythography,” offering Lorde the 
opportunity to make meaning for herself in a space that otherwise would and could not exist in 
the canon.  
In terms of place, this self-identification is also a reflection which invokes sister-
citizenship, a process that begins in Mexico that is detailed in Zami. Alexis De Veaux 
corroborates the significance Mexico bears on Lorde: “In Cuernavaca, she’d gotten a brief 
glimpse of a community of women, and of how a shared sense of being outsiders shaped that 
community. She had a new understanding of the potential of poetry to connect her feelings with 
words. She also had a deeper sense of herself as a lesbian. These experiences defined spiritual 
aspects of herself she hadn’t felt before.”152 Ultimately, the sister-citizenship Lorde developed in 
Mexico is the foundation for the place making. This topography of community is the site on 
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which she builds poems, essays, and activism, making meaning and spiritual homes throughout 
the world. 
Home was a subject that loomed large in Audre Lorde’s life. Born in Harlem in 1934, as 
the youngest daughter of Caribbean immigrants, even among her sisters and parents, Lorde felt 
like an outsider. While her mother spoke about her home in Grenada, the family lacked a 
connection with West Indian and African American communities in Harlem. Estranged from her 
West Indian heritage, lacking cultural belonging in black America, and with the grim reality of 
racial injustice gradually eroding her of a sense of national inclusivity in the United States, the 
fact of Lorde’s native-born U.S. citizenship did little to inspire a sense of American identity. 
Lorde neither referred to herself as an American nor did she consider the United States to be her 
home. At most, she identified New York’s subculture of lesbian bars not as a community or a 
home but the “very house of difference.”153 Rather, Harlem, New York City, and the United 
States were merely geographical facts of her birth. De Veaux explains, “though from Harlem 
originally, she was deliberately estranged from the daily life there.”154 Joining the Harlem’s 
Writer’s Guild in 1952 did not facilitate a sense of belonging either. Lorde “was not active in 
black nationalist struggles as it was then defined,”155 especially by the Guild’s androcentric, 
heteronormative culture. In 1952, two years before her flight to Mexico, Lorde “had neither an 
articulated black identity nor a firm sense of her own sexuality, which contributed to a sense of 
feeling out of place.”156 Contributing to the remoteness of community and politics from everyday 
life was her mother’s own complicated relationship with home.  
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Linda Lorde also used language to re-draw the lines of the map to fit her journey through 
the world, telling stories about her home country. Her memories offered a temporary respite from 
the “psychic and physical trauma of mediating a new terrain, cultural dislocation, and the trauma 
of migration itself.”157 Although the relationship between mother and daughter was strained for 
many years, Linda Lorde’s use of storytelling to craft narratives of home had a tremendous effect 
on Lorde’s situated knowledge of place, belonging, and the articulation of dislocation. Rapt by 
her mother’s stories of a paradise island called home, Linda Lorde’s stories betrayed a “deep 
sense of feeling out of place…that Audre identified with,” particularly, not belonging to the 
home she lived in” and her “desire to reify an imagined home.”158 While De Veaux’s biography 
Warrior Poet provides detailed biographical information and a sophisticated analysis of Lorde’s 
life and work, only rudimentary facts concerning her mother’s life in both the United States and 
Grenada are recorded, a testament to the fact that Linda Lorde was indeed a difficult woman to 
navigate.   
Born in Grenada to a mixed-race Grenadian mother and a Portuguese father, an 
immigrant to Carriacou, Linda Belmar passed for white. Although the majority of Grenadians are 
of African descent, the racial caste system established by colonialism in the seventeenth century 
contributed to racism and colorism in the Caribbean nation. Linda Lorde “developed an intense 
dislike of both dark black and white people…a self-loathing which had its roots in the sexual 
history” of colonialism and the slave trade.159 As a result, Linda Lorde developed a perplexing 
attitude on race and wound fantastic stories of an “imagined ‘home’” without concerns for the 
island’s “socioeconomic underpinnings” or “institutionalized poverty of the colonized” 
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population; race and colorism, though a major factor in her own life, were details she avoided in 
her stories, just as she had in life.160  
 Despite Linda Belmar’s racial self-loathing, she married Byron Lorde, a black Bajan. 
Unfortunately, little is known about Byron Lorde’s early life before he came to Grenada. There 
he rose to the rank of constable before becoming an entrepreneur. Although Byron Lorde was not 
particularly dark complected, his darker skin tone raised objections from the Belmar family. 
Remembered as a handsome, charming, and ambitious young man, Byron Lorde eventually 
received the blessing of the Belmars, and he and Linda were married in 1923. The Lordes spent 
the early years of their marriage in Grenville, Grenada, living above the general store the couple 
owned. Linda managed the store and enjoyed the respectability entitled to her by her new social 
position. However, in less than two years after their marriage, the couple liquidated their assets 
and relocated to the United States. Motivated by the allure of a better wages, the Lordes 
sacrificed their business and social status for the prospect of wealth in the United States.  
While the couple was able to stay with Linda’s sister as they searched for employment, 
this was among the few advantages they encountered. In New York City during the 1920s, fierce 
competition for skilled jobs combined with racist hiring practices resulted in a labor market that 
favored white ethnic immigrants and second generation white European Americans over black 
workers. Despite his employment history, these practices ensured that Byron Lorde was limited 
to menial labor. Later both he and Linda gained employment at the Waldorf Astoria, Byron 
loading freight, while Linda secured more a favorable position at the famed hotel as a 
chambermaid. In the 1920s, as De Veaux explains, “jobs as chambermaids in a prestigious hotel 
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like the Waldorf were reserved for white working-class women, most of whom were Irish.”161 
Linda had passed for white her entire life and passed for white once again. Despite the rigmarole 
of passing and surreptitious concealment of their “interracial” marriage, both Linda and Byron 
worked at the Waldorf Astoria for three years. 
 After struggling to make ends meet for five years, a series of person and national events 
would seal their fate, consigning Linda and Bryon Lorde to a live as strangers in a foreign land 
for the rest of their lives. By 1928, Byron and Linda’s fantasy of returning to Grenada had grown 
ever distant. Yet, still clinging to the “dream[] of the day they would return home” in their 
waking life, when it was announced that the Waldorf Astoria would close, Byron and Linda 
scrambled to find work. De Veaux explains, “Byron took a job peddling an apple cart on 
Broadway. And Linda, mindful of the prevailing racist attitudes of white employers, stepped 
over the color line, passing once again, in order to secure a job as a scullery maid.”162 Linda lost 
her job in that winter after contracting a nearly fatal illness. Bedridden and unable to collect her 
wages, Byron went to Linda’s place of employment to retrieved her pay. Whether the proprietor 
fired Linda because he falsely believed she was in an interracial marriage or if upon seeing 
Byron he realized she had passed for white, Linda was abruptly dismissed. At the same time, 
unbeknownst to them, the stock market’s decade-long madcap dash was in its final throws. The 
following year as the stock market crashed and unemployment surged. The Lordes welcomed 
their first child, Audre’s oldest sister, Phyllis the same year. Raising a growing family—Audre’s 
sister Helen would be born two years later in 1933, followed by Audre a year later—parenthood 
permanently stalled their dreams of returning home. While never feeling at home in the United 
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States—or desiring to feel at home in the United States for that matter—ironically, or perhaps 
tragically, Linda became a “homemaker” as Byron eventually began a venture in real estate, 
providing “homes” to Harlem’s Caribbean population.  
Byron Lorde became an entrepreneur and a race man, while Linda Lorde, a mother of 
three young daughters became more isolated. Motherhood did not diminish her bias; on the 
contrary, as she withdrew further from society, her animosity toward the world deepened. At the 
time of Audre’s birth, Byron and Linda had lived in the United States for almost a decade, but 
the couple, Linda especially, regarded the United States a space they occupied, never as a place 
to call home. As the daughter of immigrant parents from the West Indies, Lorde’s “sense of 
home was fluid, defined by her mother’s portable sense of ‘home’—a reconstruction of longings 
and reality.”163 The experience of first generation Americans164 is formed in great part by the 
geographic environment in which they are raised; however, the intimate language of the home is 
a significant factor that also shapes perceptions of community. As a first-generation American, 
Lorde inherits citizenship from her parents’ immigration, which is also a constant reminder of a 
non-native space, though unseen, that is referred to as home. Adapting Kathleen Kirby’s 
meditation on language and environment, Katherine McKittrick identifies “language and 
concreteness of geography—with its lapping physical, metaphorical, theoretical, and experiential 
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contours—…as always bringing into view material referents, external, three-dimensional spaces, 
and the actions taking place in space, as they overlap with subjectivities, imaginations, and 
stories.”165 McKittrick focuses on the term imbrication, or the overlapping of objects or concepts,  
“so that black lives can be conceptualized and talked about in new ways…to recognize the 
overlaps in between materiality and language are longstanding in the diaspora, and that the 
legacy of racial displacement, or erasure, is…evidence of an ongoing critique of both geography 
and the ‘ungeographic.’”166 The historical materiality and language that compose Byron and 
Linda Lorde’s experience as black immigrants in the United States are found in Lorde’s writings. 
Though Lorde dwells on her mother’s connection to Grenada and the language she used to 
invoke emotional and sensory imagery of home, both the language in which Linda discussed 
home, as well as Byron’s reticence to trace with words his memories of his beloved home, 
represents a critique of geography and the nation state unique to immigrants of color living in the 
United States. While white and white-passing immigrants may live in the U.S. for many years 
without feeling at home, without question, racial, ethnic, and cultural barriers amplified Byron 
and Linda Lorde’s sense of dislocation.  
 Linda sought comfort from the “cold and raucous country called america [sic]”167 through 
memories of Grenada. Linda Lorde’s storytelling conjured the crisp scent of lime trees and the 
mist of ocean spray on the wings of crepuscular birds. Yet, throughout Lorde’s childhood and 
adolescence the notion of home was paradoxical; it was a point of origin but not a place of 
belonging. Invisible tendrils of memory rooted the concept of home to Linda Lorde’s experience; 
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her tenderly chosen words painted idyllic vignettes of island life, offering her children temporary 
refuge from the grim reality of Harlem. McKittrick’s interpretation of Black geography 
designates recognition of the imbrication of “materiality and language” as prerequisites for 
realizing “the legacy of racial displacement, or erasure [that] is in contradistinction to and 
therefore evidence of, an ongoing critique of both geography and the ‘ungeographic.’”168 As a 
child, Lorde listened intently to Linda’s portraits in vernacular of the verdant islands that her 
mother called home. Linda’s uncanny ability to use language to make, not just islands come to 
life, but to animate the very idea of home had a powerful, lasting effect on Lorde, evident in the 
author’s hybrid description of home:   
Once home was a far way off, a place I had never been to but knew well out of my 
mother’s mouth. She…exuded visions of sapadilla [sic] and mango as a net over my 
Harlem tenement cot in the snoring darkness rank with nightmare sweat. Made bearable 
because it was not at all. This now, here, was a space, some temporary abode, never to be 
considered forever nor totally binding nor defining, no matter how much it commanded 
in energy and attention. For if we lived correctly and with frugality, looked both ways 
before crossing the street, then someday we could arrive back in the sweet place, back 
home.169   
Vulnerable to the contradictions of home, Lorde sought in writing “a way to 
represent…instability [which] form[ed] the grounds of autobiographical experimentation,” to 
which I would add, language afforded her a place to also rail against the invisibility she felt as 
the child of black West Indian parents.170  
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Lorde’s ambition to record her racial alienation from national belonging as a result of the 
United States’ white racial frame, along with the psychic displacement of diaspora and 
immigration, forges a “conceptual connection between material or concrete spaces, language, 
and subjectivity, opening are made possible for envisioning an interpretive alterable world, rather 
than a transparent and knowable world.”171 Home, at one point in life, had been a collection of 
sounds, smells, colors, and textures curated by her mother’s stories. The legend of Grenada 
seeded her psyche and grew like ivy in Lorde’s childhood imagination. Later, surreal visions of 
Grenada and would blossom into adolescent poetry, providing Lorde with a garden of language 
in which to dwell. However, unable to access this land of pleasure and delight while coming of 
age in New York City, Lorde relied upon her mother’s storytelling to chart the geographic and 
ungeographic legacy of her family and ancestral home. In doing so, Lorde begins to understand 
that although she does not identify any one place as her home, locating multiple homes remained 
a possibility. The social and political setting of World War II and the Cold War also contributed 
to Lorde’s global awareness; however, it did little to resettle her wayward sensation of home and 
community.172 
 Institutional and systematic racism combined with the expansion of the surveillance state 
in the post-war era shuttered any remaining impressions Lorde had of national belonging. As 
Lorde progressed through her adolescence and her parents’ struggle to succeed, she learned that 
American ethos was defined in sharp contrast to life on the color line. The racial subtext of 
citizenship denied the civic legitimacy and the sense of the United States as a real, permanent 
home. Despite Byron and Linda’s unwavering work ethic, racial discrimination and segregation 
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curtailed opportunities for upward mobility, disabusing them of the American Dream and 
cultural citizenship. Lorde’s parents never addressed the inhospitality or racism they faced in the 
United States. Homi Bhabba’s analysis of colonial alienation disrupts Byron and Linda Lorde’s 
silent ambivalence about the U.S. Using Frantz Fanon’s psychoanalytic reading of colonial 
(dis)order, Bhabba intervenes:   
The direct access from individual interests to social authority is objectified in the 
representative structure of a General Will—Law of Culture—where Psyche and Society 
mirror each other, transparently translating their difference, without loss, into historical 
totality. Forms of social and psychic alienation and aggression—madness, self-hate, 
treason, violence—can never be acknowledged as determinate and constitutive conditions 
of civil authority, or as ambivalent effects of the social instinct itself. They are always 
explained away as alien presences, occlusions of historical progress.173 
What Bhabba helps to bring to the fore is that Byron and Linda’s reticence to discuss inequality 
bears a colonial imprint. In light of their status as immigrants, the issue of community belonging 
grows more pressing. While Lorde did not share a close emotional bond with her parents, as the 
daughter of immigrants, the negative reception her parents endured in the United States 
contributes to the theme of dislocation in Lorde’s work. The false security housed in the 
funhouse of American ethos, particularly in the case of immigrants of color, is aptly described in 
Jacques Derrida’s discourse on hospitality.  
Derrida explains that although hospitality is the sacred duty of a host, the host does not 
cede authority by receiving guests. In fact, “the one who receives, lodges, or gives asylum 
remains the patron, the master of the household, on the condition that he maintains his own 
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authority in his own home…and thereby affirms the law of hospitality as the law of the 
household…family, city, nation, language, etc.”174 This exchange of selfhood for sanctuary 
leaves an indelible mark on guest, branding them as permanent outsiders and impermanent 
residents, those who dwell among us but is not one of us. In exchange for sanctuary, “the law of 
identity,” in no uncertain terms, “de-limits the very place of proffered hospitality and maintains 
authority over it…which is to say…thus limiting the gift proffered and making of this limitation, 
namely, the being-oneself in one’s own home, the condition of the gift of hospitality.”175 Derrida 
maintains that, in practice, hospitality is a contraction; it is a self-destructive construct in which 
guests are sheltered within hostile confines, reifying the magnanimity of the master while 
signaling their ineffable, thereby incontrovertible power. In the case of the United States, the 
nation harbors immigrants, but often delegitimizes the contributions they make to the nation and 
marginalizes communities, preventing guests from making it their home. The collision of 
European colonial greed on the shores of the Americas is an example of such hospitality.  
Although citizenship may be prescribed through birth in the United States or through 
naturalization, the reality is that while one is draped under the veil of citizenship, the dialectic of 
national belonging is waged through the process of making visible one citizen while never seeing 
the “other” citizen. The metanarrative of freedom and equality as national ethos takes convenient 
detours around the subject of internal displacement and othering as inclusive to the creation of a 
democracy founded upon social and political exclusion.176 Often, the theme of oppression that 
dominates the record of America’s founding and political ideology understates instances of 
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enslavement and genocide, designating oppression as a bleak episode of the past in an otherwise 
sterling history of democratic nation building. However, “one cannot really speak of the [United 
States] without invoking images of Africans and other ‘others.’”177 African Americans “were not 
only created by Western discourses but created as outsiders.”178 Images of indigenous Americans 
and immigrants as well as African Americans are constructs of “Western cultural hegemony and 
the cultural objectification of non-white ‘others.’”179 Systematic oppression is the invisible cloak 
that wraps racial and ethnic minorities in Liberty’s citizenship, while regarding its subjugants as 
partially-formed or illegitimate Americans, denying social and material benefits consigned to 
citizenship. Othering in the context of American citizenship instigates hypervisibility, 
engendering social and political “to-be-looked-at-ness” as a group apart but never seen as a “co-
worker in the kingdom of culture.” 180 181 However, Lorde understood that space, not only place, 
has history; outside the body politic, beyond the borders, at the margins there are stories to be 
told. 
Two locations emerge that underscore Lorde’s envisioned citizenship and as critical 
nodes in her journey to political consciousness and transnational feminism: Washington D.C. and 
Mexico. Though she does not abandon her diasporic Caribbean heritage, among her earliest 
memories of geography pertain to Mexico. Lorde recalls her childhood perception of Mexico as 
“an accessible land of color and fantasy and delight.”182 Unlike the real or imagined promise of 
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return to the home framed in Linda Lorde’s stories of Grenada that went unfulfilled, Lorde 
registered a connection to Mexico predicated on geographic accessibility. As a child Lorde took 
comfort in the knowledge that “if need be, [she] could always walk there.”183 Though walking to 
Mexico would prove impractical, years later, Lorde does go to Mexico. However, experiences in 
Washington D.C. lay the groundwork for Lorde’s critical detour to Mexico that would result in 
her transnational feminism and establish her as an international activist. Lorde’s first visit to the 
nation’s capital is of vital significance to understanding the way space and place shaped her 
identity.  
 In 1947 Lorde visited the nation’s capital with her parents and sisters, describing the visit 
in Zami and the oft-anthologized essay, “The Fourth of July.” The trip was her first visit to the 
nation’s capital; it was also the first time she had journeyed a significant distance by train. Yet, 
Lorde’s visit is portentous for another reason. The visit is an introduction to mobility and 
dislocation, pursuant to the finale of World War II. The closure of the Second World War put 
increasing pressure on the United States government to address segregation and systematic 
inequality on an international stage. Nikhil Pal Singh synthesizes the national and international 
context in the post-war period: 
“[The era] sharpened the dialectic of race and nation at home, increasingly influential and 
well-funded discourses of race and ethnic relations sought to fold blacks into a liberal-
nationalist narrative of American freedom. The fundamental problem remained…the 
mystifying imprecision of the word freedom. By freedom, most black activists in World 
War II meant something beyond individual rights and formal citizenship, but also 
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democracy, equality, and self-determination: the equalization of freedom both home and 
abroad.”184  
In 1947, the same year Lorde visits Washington D.C., W.E.B. Du Bois delivered an appeal to the 
United Nations on behalf of the NAACP addressing social and economic discrimination face by 
African Americans, putting the struggle on the international stage.185Lorde’s experience in 
Washington D.C. resonates with Du Bois’s call to action.  
As Independence Day is celebrated across the country, Lorde and her family, seeking 
relief from the afternoon heat, patronize a soda fountain. The family of five, “corded and crisp 
and pinafored"186 sit along the establishment’s cool marble counter and wait to be served. Lordes 
had not realized that Washington D.C. was a segregated city until the waitress repeats, “…you 
can’t eat here. Sorry.”187 “Straight-backed and indignant” the family files out of the shop, “quiet 
and outraged as if [they] had never been black”188 before that afternoon. While her parents and 
sisters bare the indignity of separate but equal with silent resignation, Lorde refuses to follow 
suit, insisting her family recognize the injustice of segregation, or at the very least acknowledge 
that she is angry. Lorde describes the Fourth of July outing to “the fabled, and famous capital” as 
occurring “on the edge of the summer when [she] was supposed to stop being a child.”189 
Although officially a teenager poised to enter high school in the fall, the end of childhood is not 
a reference to her age or ascension form middle school to high school. Instead, Lorde loses her 
innocence gradually as she processes the trauma of the cool, casual racism in the nation’s capital. 
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Cathy Caruth explains trauma is not a singular event, rather trauma unfolds over time. “The 
impact of the traumatic event lies precisely in its belatedness…Trauma is not a simple or single 
experience of events but that events, insofar as they are traumatic, assume their force precisely in 
their temporal delay”190 Her family’s response to what Lorde believed to be “anti-american 
[sic],”191 compound her anger. However, the geographical and symbolic space in which the 
confrontation occurs heightens her trauma, giving new meaning to Washington D.C, 
transforming it from the capital of her country to a place of her disinheritance.  
Indeed, Lorde’s narration of her childhood experience in Washington D.C. presents an 
immediate, visceral response as she vocalizes her anger, accompanied by physical illness, the 
hallmark of initial response to trauma. Lorde recalls the incident in Zami, referring to the 
physical fury she felt: “the waitress was white, and the counter was white, and the ice cream I 
never ate was white, and the white heat and the white pavement and the white stone monuments 
of my first Washington summer made me sick to my stomach for the whole rest of that trip and it 
wasn’t much of a graduation present after all.”192 The incident not only registers psychological 
trauma, a political crisis also ensues. While they had access to the monuments, literal pillars of 
democracy, they were marginally welcome in the nation’s capital. Lorde observes that “all men” 
are not, in fact, “created equal,” not even in the nation’s capital. Despite her citizenship Lorde 
was reminded that neither she nor her family were viewed as fully-fledged American citizens. 
Instead they were viewed as the temporary guests of the patron’s home.  
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Lorde’s experience in Washington D.C. is a prodigious moment in her biography that is 
expressed first in her travel to Mexico and later in her poetry and prose. Her activism is 
motivated by political efficacy and a sense of ethical duty stemming, in part, from her visit to 
Washington D.C. in 1947. Moreover, growing up during the Cold War significantly impacted 
Lorde’s political consciousness. In 1951 Lorde rallied to the cause of Ethel and Julius 
Rosenberg. Two years later in 1953 the Rosenbergs were tried and convicted of espionage and 
sentenced to death within a matter of weeks. Lorde was convinced that anti-Semitism and Cold 
War Era zealotry had denied the Rosenbergs due process, so in 1953 she joined a small but vocal 
grassroots organization that sought clemency on their behalf. Lorde understood intuitively that 
the Rosenbergs’s citizenship, religion, and political affiliations were on trial along with their 
alleged crimes. Lorde recognized that the persecution of the Rosenbergs symbolized a direct 
threat to her physical well-being and those on left and at the margins of American society. The 
Rosenberg trial and experiences with racism, and homophobia intensified Lorde’s alienation. 
Following the execution of the Rosenbergs in 1953, Lorde sought out Mexico as an 
alternative political space. Though barely twenty years old, Lorde had already experienced 
significant racial and sexual trauma. Race is a spatial reality, and Lorde intimates that the space 
she occupied as a queer woman of color in the U.S. posed a constant threat to her well-being. 
With the seeds of alienation sown years before, estrangement becomes a vantage point from 
which she discerned the trajectory of white supremacy, patriarchy, and homophobia that began at 
the moment “the united [sic] States of America” was first proclaimed in the Declaration of 
Independence. The egregious history of violence, discrimination, and injustice in the United 
States deepened Lorde’s political and social rootlessness. Crude indifference to certain so-called 
inalienable rights prompted Lorde to exercise mobility and critical distance as a socio-spatial 
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strategy of resistance against multiple forms of oppression. American dominant cultural 
normativity abetted Lorde’s social and political alienation. By the 1950s the social and political 
climate in the United States was bleak for a young black closeted lesbian on the left. While Jerry 
Watts’s observations of twentieth century that “black traditional intellectuals have been socially 
marginal to white and black communities” is accurate, he overlooks crucial social contexts.193 
The social marginality Watts identifies as “betwixt-between social status” common among the 
black intelligentsia but fails to consider gender and sexual orientation as an element which 
stratifies membership and further isolates its members.194 
In the case of Audre Lorde, for example, despite her political affiliation, racism on the 
left and homophobia within the Harlem’s Writers Guild offered little by way of protection or 
community. Lorde writes she felt “tolerated but never really accepted by [the Guild]—that I was 
both crazy and queer but would grow out of it all.”195 Furthering her loneliness, ties between 
Lorde’s sisters and mother were effectively severed following her father’s death in 1953. Bereft 
of family, true political allies, a cultural or geographical home, and living in genuine fear for her 
well-being, Lorde fled New York in February of 1954. With the hostile borders of the United 
States behind her, Lorde sought refuge in central Mexico. While initially she conceived her 
sojourn to Mexico as a reprieve from the turmoil that had lay siege to the United States,196 in 
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addition to finding temporary relief from the direct assault to her emotional stability and the 
constant threat of physical injury, Lorde gained membership to an expatriate community 
composed of disaffected Americans like herself.  
This chapter contends that Lorde’s excursion to Mexico served as a place where Lorde 
found a community, affirmed her identity, and first began to realize the rhizomatic expanse of 
the African Diaspora. Mexico is what Watts terms a “social marginality facilitator[].” He 
explains, “in hopes of navigating this problematic social situation black intellectuals developed 
concerted strategies for creating functional intellectual/artistic creative spaces...regardless of 
form, the social marginality facilitators has ultimately one purpose: to increase, protect, and 
nurture the individual’s artistic and intellectual ‘space.’”197 In Lorde’s case, political or 
community affiliations in the United States did not offer adequate support or protection from 
racists or homophobic paradigms. Instead, Mexico serves as Lorde’s social marginality 
facilitator, introducing her to communities in which she gained acceptance regardless of her race, 
gender, or sexual preference. Furthermore, Mexico transforms Lorde’s poetry and perspective on 
oppression from an American problem to a question of inequality on an international scale. The 
political and individual freedom that Mexico, or more precisely, Cuernavaca offered and the 
intimate social and physical interactions Lorde experienced produce the shift in her political 
perspective. The combination of these factors resulted in Lorde’s visual engagement with her 
environment and a sense of visibility. In Mexico, Lorde, “stopped feeling invisible”198 and no 
longer felt the sting of being black, lonely, and gay. Inspired by her sense of belonging, Lorde 
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sought to create poems based on her lived reality, realizing she had the ability to use language to 
reflect her feelings.  
 Lorde embarked upon her Época Mexicana in Mexico City. Teeming with people, 
markets, museums, and universities, there was no shortage of entertainment in the capital city. 
However, the city’s plentiful diversions came with a high price. During the first two weeks of her 
stay, Lorde was introduced to a community of American expats living in Cuernavaca through a 
mutual friend who had served as a nurse in the Lincoln Brigade in the Spanish Civil War. The 
acquaintance advised Lorde that she could live more peacefully and more affordably in 
Cuernavaca than in Mexico City. A small, vibrant community nestled in valley of the Sierra de 
Chichinautzin, Cuernavaca earned its reputation as the “City of Eternal Spring” from its mild 
climate and rich vegetation. Cuernavaca’s edenic reputation was bolstered by its friendly 
inhabitants, low cost of living, and proximity to Mexico City. Lorde’s relocation to Cuernavaca 
is crucial to understanding the impact of her Época Mexicana. Lorde describes Cuernavaca as a 
“nourishing land light and color”199 and soon discovers that Mexico’s geographical environment 
was not the only unique quality setting it apart from the United States.  
 Since the introduction of European colonialization and African slavery in the sixteenth 
century, Mexico’s population—indigenous, white, and black—has been intermixing for five 
hundred years. Henry Louis Gates Jr. summarizes this period as integral to Mexican history, 
referencing David Eltis’s Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database which contains extensive records 
of the chattel slave trade throughout the Americas:  
In the earliest years of the slave trade—up until 1600—the database indicates that 
Mexico would have had the largest slave population in the New World. Moreover, 
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according to the most recent estimates from Eltis, approximately seven hundred thousand 
Africans were brought to Mexico and Peru combined over the course of the slave trade, 
an estimate much higher than previously thought. That is a quarter million more black 
people than came to the United States in the entire course of the slave trade! If this is so, 
where are their descendants? Why don’t we think of Mexico as an Afro-Latin American 
country? …By the beginning of the seventeenth century, although the slave trade had 
hardly begun, Mexico had one of the biggest slave populations in Latin America.200  
The master narrative of race in Mexico elided the nation’s African hertitage. Dating back to the 
Mexican Revolution, the master narrative of race was crafted to reconcile the nation after its 
bloody, decade long war, positing mestizaje as its fraternal race of the future. Still, the fact of 
African ancestry in Mexico was obvious to Lorde. She recalls “brown faces of every hue meeting 
mine, and seeing my own color reflected upon the streets in such great numbers was an 
affirmation for me that was brand new and very exciting.”201 Moreover, living among people of 
color in Mexico is a different experience than when she lived in Harlem disconnected from her 
community. Lorde confides, “I had never felt visible before, nor even known I lacked it.”202 In 
Mexico Lorde is seen, not as an African American, rather she is extended the dignity to be 
viewed as a person. Hers is just another brown face in the crowd. 
Until Lorde spoke, she was often observed to be Latinx. Though it is important to note 
Lorde’s ability to pass, passing for Cuban is not all that surprising. After all, Lorde was of 
mixed-race Caribbean descent; Cuba and Grenada share similar colonial and diasporic histories 
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evident in their respective cultures and populations. De Veaux explains that in Mexico Lorde’s 
identity became fluid, “at times, she was mistaken for Cuban by Mexicans and for Mexican by 
Americans.”203 Rebecca Schreiber explains the Cold War racial terrain in Mexico:  
White exiles, regardless of class, were perceived differently than were African American 
exiles in Mexico. The experiences of African Americans in Mexico indicate that there 
was a significant dissimilarity in their relationships with Mexicans as compared to those 
of most white exiles and Mexicans…African Americans found that while they were 
better able to integrate themselves into Mexican culture than white Americans, they were 
still privileged as U.S. citizens in Mexico.204  
Lorde’s citizenship only gained value once she is outside of the United States. The bitter irony of 
this fact did not escape her. She began to realize though race, gender, and sexual orientation were 
a barrier to community and civic inclusion in the United States, in Mexico her perspective shifts. 
Lorde begins to view her citizenship as a tool, not in terms of a nation state, but as a way to build 
community with women throughout the world who felt as she did. Early in time in Mexico, 
Lorde experiences camaraderie with Mexicans she encounters on the street. She reflects fondly 
on her interactions: 
Moving through the streets filled with people with brown faces had a profound and 
exhilarating effect upon me, unlike any experience I had ever known. Friendly strangers, 
passing smiles, admiring questioning and glances, the sense of being somewhere I wanted 
to be and had chosen. Being noticed, and accepted without being known, gave me a 
social contour and surety as I moved through the city sightseeing, and I felt bold and 
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adventurous and special. I reveled in the attention of the shopkeepers around the hotel, 
from whom I bought my modest provisions.205 
Lorde’s own account of her feelings of acceptance and the general friendliness and hospitality 
she is routinely greeted with in Mexico is relayed in stark contrast to her early childhood and 
adolescent memories of growing up in New York City. She gives an example of racist 
interactions she had in New York, writing, “for years…white people would stop me on the street 
or particularly in Central Park and ask if I was Odetta, a Black folksinger whom I did not 
resemble at all except that we were both big Black beautiful women with natural heads.”206 
Though Lorde is seen in New York, racial essentialism causes her to be viewed as a someone 
entirely different. Viewed through the prism of race, she is transformed from a person into a 
projection of a nineteenth century minstrelsy archetype that “casts doubts on the idea that blacks 
and whites share[] a common humanity”207 in the post-war era.  
As a child Lorde confronts the reality of race, beginning in the second grade when she 
inquiries about the meaning of the word “colored.” Lacking answers, Lorde explains she “grew 
Black,” stating, “as my need for life, for affirmation, for love, for sharing—copying from my 
mother what was in her, unfulfilled.”208 Several years later while in the sixth grade, two weeks 
after the Lorde family moved into a new apartment in Washington Heights, the building’s 
landlord hung himself in the basement of the building. The Daily News covered the suicide, 
reporting, according to Lorde, “the suicide was caused by his despondency over the face that he 
finally had to rent to Negroes.” Lorde explains in Zami that the news of the suicide was the 
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subject of cruel jokes and speculation among her classmates at St. Catherine’s School, where she 
was the sole black pupil at the school. Hastening the onset of her social displacement, Lorde 
remembers the pain of social isolation from her peers: “my sixth grade [sic] class knew about the 
landlord who had hanged himself in the basement because of me and my family. He had been 
Jewish; I was Black. That made us both fair game for the cruel curiosity of my pre-adolescent 
classmates.”209   
After she moved out of her family’s home in Harlem, the sting of rejection from family, 
community, and nation was still very much with Lorde. She recalls “when I moved out of my 
mother’s house, shaky and determined, I began to fashion some different relationship to this 
country of our sojourn, I began to seek some more fruitful return than simple bitterness from this 
place of my mother’s exile.”210 A reflection of her national ambivalence occurs in Zami when 
Lorde describes an encounter she has with a Mexican vendor. The woman greets her warmly as 
“‘la Señorita Moreña [sic],’” or as the dark young lady, and calls to her in Spanish “‘que 
bonita,’” remarking that she is quite beautiful. The Mexican vendor recognizes her African 
features, features common to Mexicans as well. The use of the term “morena” in this instance is 
a reference to Lorde’s dark features that is also a term of endearment. Lorde recalls she had 
never been called beautiful before in her life. The woman inquires where she is from, mistaking 
her for Cuban first. Lorde recalls her response “no, yo estoy de Nueva York [no, I am from New 
York].”211The vendor touches Lorde’s hair after she remarks that Lorde is quite beautiful. 
Following this exchange Lorde marvels that, “the streets of a city could be so busy and so 
friendly at the same time,” noting, “there was a feeling of color and light, made more festive by 
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the colorful murals decorating the sides of high buildings, public and private.”212 The touch of 
her hair, a mark of her African ancestry, the declaration of her beauty, and inclusion in a 
community of color provokes Lorde to begin, for the first time, to lift her oft-downcast eyes and 
engage visually with her environment. This is the first in a series of events Lorde experiences in 
Mexico which lead to the transformative moment she has while waiting for an early morning bus 
to Mexico City. Absorbed by her environment, the poet realizes, “for the first time in my life, I 
had an insight into what poetry could be. I could use words to recreate that feeling, rather than to 
create a dream, which was what so much of my writing had been before.”213 I maintain that 
Lorde’s Época Mexicana revolutionizes her art and activism through the discovery of a 
community, sisterhood, and acceptance unleashed by the affectionate touch of community 
belonging. 
 Through this simple exchange Lorde subsequently connects with a “matrilineal diaspora” 
of “Black women worldwide,” allowing her to “experience distinct but related cultures while 
retaining a special sense of home as the locus of self-definition and power.”214 Although she does 
not identify herself as Cuban or Grenadian, avoiding affiliation with any single nation, her 
identification as being from New York implies that she does not view herself as American. 
Lorde’s use of “estoy,” the temporary first-person singular of “I am,” instead of the permanent 
first-person singular “soy” in Spanish implies that her identification with New York is temporary 
and her identity is flux. Though this may have been a statement made in error as Lorde describes 
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her Spanish speaking skills as “rudimentary,” recalling that she had existed “quite happily on 
part-English and part-Spanish conversations,”215 I am inclined to read Lorde’s recollection of her 
Spanish language exchanges as faithful renditions of her memory of conversations.  After all, 
despite being a Spanish language learner, Lorde was enrolled in courses at the National 
University of Mexico where instruction was held in Spanish.216 Lorde’s act of identifying beyond 
the trappings of national citizenship aligns her “pursuit of emancipation, justice and citizenship 
internationally as well as within national frameworks”217 in keeping with Paul Gilroy’s premise 
of transcultural framework.  
 Lorde tacitly reunites with the long line of strong, powerful Grenadian women in this 
instant, while also reflecting that she does not identify Grenada, in favor of the United States, as 
her singular home. Thus, Lorde creates a “remembrance of homeland can also be used to reclaim 
a sense of belonging, feeling ’at home’ in an imagined elsewhere.”218 Her Caribbean identity is 
liberating in Mexico and serves to unite her with the greater Caribbean as well as her mother’s 
native Grenada while also distancing herself from an identity bound by U.S. citizenship and 
racial essentialism that denies the full spectrum of her heritage and personhood. Lorde exercises 
choice in terms of her identity. The significance of this act of naming is amplified when “the 
notion of black American’s lack of choice is so deeply imbedded within the American common 
sense.”219 If American ideology insists that race is assigned from birth in an attempt to deny 
African Americans fully-formed citizenship or humanity, then can one observe Lorde’s exodus 
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to Mexico—and a number of other international locales later—as a significant choice with regard 
to place and identity. In Mexico Lorde seizes upon temporal subjecthood, using border-crossing 
as the blueprint for a circuitry of looking directly at racial oppression while living away from 
race which anticipates her transnational feminism.220  
 In 1979 Lorde began crafting the manuscript that would result in Zami.221 Twenty-five 
years had passed since Lorde first felt the sensation of being at home in Mexico, yet the three 
chapters devoted to her sojourn in 1954 are seized by vivid imagery and suffused with detailed 
descriptions of the flora and fauna in which Mexico’s social environment unfolds. In fact, the 
three chapters that chronicle the months leading up to her departure, her six-month sabbatical 
there, and return to New York are titled “Eudora/ Mexico” in the manuscript of Zami.222 Lorde’s 
experience in Mexico was transcendent; it was the first time she had encountered a racial and 
ethnic mixed body of people. “Seeing my own color,” Lorde writes, “reflected upon the streets in 
such great numbers was an affirmation…I had never felt visible before, not even known I lacked 
it.”223 This revelation, coupled with the friendly, affectionate interactions with Mexicans and 
American expats altered the way Lorde navigated public settings and private territories such as 
writing and relationships. The inclusivity she had long desired but was denied in the United 
States came throbbing back to life like a phantom limb, altering both her physical and spiritual 
worlds. For the first time in her life, Lorde raised her downcast eyes and drank in the smiling 
brown faces and the lush sun-drenched vistas surrounding her. Visual contact with her social and 
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topographic environment in Mexico fundamentally changed Lorde’s relationship with herself 
and the world around her. Subsequent to this epiphanic episode, Lorde would locate her identity 
and home in multiple philosophical and physical locations. Thus, Lorde begins the process of 
women-centered, non-Western, third world identification. The thrill of an unheralded contact 
with a social and natural environment is expressed in her biomythography and in her poetry 
through references to lines, edges, boundaries, and borders that the speaker is often in between or 
circulating over.  
 Propelled by “the hounds of hell at [her] heels,”224 Lorde describes her arrival to Mexico 
as a period of loneliness, disillusionment, and guilt.225 De Veaux characterizes this juncture in 
Lorde’s life as one of “spiritual homeless[ness].”226 Steadily, however, Lorde regained her 
physical and emotional strength, traveling across the vast, crowded Mexico City metropolis on 
foot, eventually relocating to Cuernavaca for several months before traveling Mexico’s 
southernmost border with Guatemala and returning to the United States. Taken by the beauty, 
history, and charm of Mexico, Lorde began to open herself up to the world around her. “People,” 
she writes, “in the street…smile without knowing me.”227 The effect social inclusion had upon 
her is almost immediate. In Zami Lorde describes how this realization overtook her on a casual 
stroll past a statute of “a young girl in beige stone, kneeling, closely folded upon herself, head 
bent, greeting the dawn…I felt myself unfolding like some large flower, as if the statue of the 
kneeling girl had come alive…I felt the light and beauty of the park shining out of me, and the 
woman lighting her coals on a brazier on the corner smiled back at it in my face.”228 De Veaux 
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maintains that Zami’s greatest strength is “its ability to connect with multiple racial and ethnic 
populations of lesbian, gay, heterosexual, and academic readers in and beyond the United 
States.”229 The genesis of Lorde’s connection with a wide-ranging audience began with the 
discovery of visibility in Mexico. Lorde explains that she “stopped feeling invisible. In the 
streets, in the buses, in the markets, in the Plaza…”230 Her newfound visibility was a result of an 
unparalleled sense of belonging in Mexico.  
 De Veaux  concludes “in Cuernavaca, [Lorde] [had] gotten a brief glimpse of a 
community of women, and how a shared sense of being outsiders shaped that community,” 
adding, Lorde left Cuernavaca with a “defined spiritual connection to aspects of herself she 
hadn’t felt before.”231 While I agree with De Veaux that “Zami  reflects traditional narratives of 
displacement and simultaneously disrupts them, undermining the traditional with a gendered 
historical perspective,”232 the significance of Mexico in the inception of Lorde’s subversive, 
transnational narrative cannot be ignored. Neither can the fact that Lorde identifies Mexico, a 
country comprised by a majority mixed racial and ethnic populace, as the site of her “connection 
with other women,”233 while also locating Mexico as the first in a series of spiritual homes. The 
fluidity of Lorde’s identity allowed her to circulate between Mexican and American communities 
with ease. Drawn to the robust community of American exiles in Mexico, Lorde like fellow 
dissidents, “settling in Mexico City and Cuernavaca affected their relationships with individuals 
both within and outside exile communities.”234 The tolerance she experienced among both 
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communities resulted in the development of an intimate relationship that had lasting implications 
on Lorde’s life and work.  
 Lorde lived in an expatriate development in Cuernavaca where she became acquainted 
with a large group of American women. Several among them, like Lorde, identified as lesbians, 
while others were bisexual or questioning. Known as “La Chica”235 in the Humboldt compound, 
Lorde is readily accepted without any mention of her race, a fact that is also indicated by her 
sobriquet. Lorde is identified by her age not her race.  “La Chica,” which translates to the young 
girl in English, is a favorable term to describe a young woman frequently used by Spanish 
speakers. Making the acquaintance of Eudora Garrett, an out white lesbian expatriate journalist 
from Texas, has a profound impact on Lorde, which she indicates in her narration of their 
meeting: 
Maybe it was her direct manner. Maybe it was openness with which she appraised 
me…Maybe it was the pants, or the informed freedom and authority with which she 
moved. But from the moment I walked into her house, I knew Eudora was gay, and that 
was an unexpected and welcome surprise. It made me feel me feel much more at home 
(emphasis mine) and relaxed…Eudora was the first woman I had ever met who spoke 
about herself as a lesbian rather than as ‘gay,’ which was a word she hated. Eudora said it 
was a north american [sic] east-coast term that didn’t mean anything to her, and what’s 
more most of the lesbians she had known were anything but gay.236 
Lorde was with enamored with Garrett’s dry wit, encyclopedic knowledge of Mexico, and 
rejection of heterosexist gender norms. Though twenty-eight years her senior, Lorde found 
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herself drawn to Garrett’s knowledge and poise, claiming her to be “the most fascinating woman 
[she] had ever met.”237  
In Zami the evolution of Lorde’s relationship with Garrett and Mexico is described 
simultaneously. Garrett’s intelligence, confidence, and age makes her a mother, confidant, lover 
figure to Lorde. Recalling the details of their first sexual encounter, Lorde writes, “I felt her heart 
strong and fast on my lips. We fell back together on her bed. My lungs expanded and my breath 
deepened with the touch of her warm dry skin. My mouth finally against hers, quick-breathed, 
fragrant, searching, her hand entwined in my hair.”238Lorde’s reference to hair and touch 
signifies the merging of racial and sexual acceptance that transpires with Garrett in Mexico. 
Sarah Chinn argues that Lorde’s visual disability forces her to rely more heavily upon her other 
senses, in particular her sense of touch. Chinn avers that descriptions of touch that occur in Zami 
are erotic and weighed with emotional consequence: “they exist in that space between ‘the 
beginnings of our sense of self and the chaos of our strongest feelings.’ They speak to a role the 
body plays that is larger than function...Moreover, they are about a sensory connection with 
others…The erotic infuses and intensifies the experience of the body, linking the sensory with 
the spiritual.”239 Following Chinn’s argument, I read the touch of Lorde’s hair as it is described 
in Zami as a principal instance in which touch gestures toward Lorde’s future woman-centered 
ideology. From this perspective, Mexico is the site where Lorde’s transnational feminism gets 
underway.  
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Garrett guides Lorde as both a sexual partner and as a mentor, exposing her to Mexican 
history and anthropology while also teaching her how to make love, not to a woman but with a 
woman. As Lorde and Garrett’s relationship becomes sexually intimate, Lorde’s relationship 
with Mexican culture becomes increasingly in-depth. “Despite all the sightseeing I had done,” 
Lorde writes, “it was Eudora who opened those doors for me leading to the heart of this country 
and its people. It was Eudora who showed me the way to the Mexico I had come looking for, that 
nourishing land of light and color where I was somehow at home (emphasis mine).”240 It is also 
worth noting that Garrett, who “wrote a weekly column about Cuernavaca for the English-
language newspaper…knew many people in Cuernavaca”241 and was among the first people who 
Willard Motley met when he moved to Mexico in the summer of 1951.  
By temporarily relocating to Mexico, Lorde established the trajectory of her literary 
career and political activism. Mexico holds a special place in Lorde’s biography. There Lorde 
experienced racial inclusion for the first time in her life; additionally, Lorde found acceptance 
among a community of politically disinherited Americans on the left. The discovery of racial and 
political solidarity in Mexico resulted in a paradigm shift in Lorde’s self-conception and 
articulation of her poetic voice and vision, embodying what Gloria Anzaldúa242 characterizes as 
mestiza consciousness, or more recently, what Walter Mignolo,243 building upon Anzaldúa’s 
theorization, defines as border thinking.   
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Lorde’s recognition of the multidimensionality of systems of oppression to include those 
who count themselves among the oppressed world-wide is critical to her radical framework and a 
direct result of her Época Mexicana. This expression of consciousness of difference within 
difference comes from Lorde’s experience living as a queer woman of color in the United States 
and from the acceptance she gains living among women in Mexico. Previously, Lorde operated 
between the bifurcations dividing race, class, and sexual preference in American society. Not 
only do Lorde’s statements regarding social norms elicit a consideration of social borders that 
exist within national borders, but her appreciation of this fact is a testimony to her bordered 
consciousness that is in dialogue with Gloria Anzaldúa’s mestiza consciousness, a theorization 
that pioneered queer, Chicano/a, and border studies discourse. Anzaldúa’s treatise in 
Borderlands/La Frontera aims at Anglo-Mexican and Chicano interactions but provides ample 
grounds to explore Lorde’s experiences as a queer, black woman on the radical political left.  
 Anzaldúa arrives at a similar reading of the effect dominant culture has on people of 
color, particularly queer women of color. She explains the heightened perspective afforded queer 
women of color, writing in Borderlands, “homosexuals [of color] have more knowledge of other 
cultures; have always been at the forefront (although sometimes in the closet) of all liberation 
struggles in this country; have suffered more injustices and have survived them despite the 
odds.”244 Anzaldúa’s concept of bordered ideology reasons that “movement away from set 
patterns and goals toward a more whole perspective, one that includes rather than excludes,”245 
which is vital to the understanding of Lorde’s Época Mexicana. Lorde’s experience of social 
inclusion in Mexico radically alters her poetic voice and guides her transnational feminism.  
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 Anzaldúa’s claim to mestizaje resonates with Lorde’s struggle to find a physical and 
philosophical home. In Mexico Lorde discovered a place to dwell away from homegrown 
racism, homophobia, and anti-communist sentiment. Although Anzaldúa writes from her Queer, 
Chicana perspective, her theorization of mestizaje is generous and inclusive to those, like Lorde, 
who find themselves along the margins of society: 
 As a mestiza I have no country, my homeland cast me out; yet all countries are mine  
 because I am every woman’s sister or potential lover. (As a lesbian I have no race, my  
 own people disclaim me; but I am all races because there is the queer of me in all races.) 
 I am culture less because, as a feminist, I challenge the collective cultural/religious male- 
 deprived beliefs of Indo-Hispanics and Anglos; yet I am cultured because I am a   
 participating in the creation of yet another culture, a new story to explain the world and  
 our participation in it, a new value system with images and symbols that connect us to  
 each other and to the planet.246  
Similarly, Walter Mignolo theorizes border thinking as an: 
epistemic response of the subaltern to the Eurocentric project of modernity. Instead of 
rejecting modernity to retreat into a fundamentalist absolutism, border epistemologies 
subsume/redefine the emancipatory rhetoric of modernity from the cosmologies and 
epistemologies of the subaltern, located in the oppressed and exploited side of the 
colonial difference, towards a decolonial liberation struggle for a world beyond 
Eurocentered modernity. What border thinking produces is a redefinition/subsumption of 
citizenship, democracy, human rights, humanity, economic relations beyond the narrow 
definitions imposed by European modernity. 
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Lorde’s work embodies Anzaldúa’s and Mignolo’s ideologies of subversive anti-Western, anti-
imperial, anti-heteronormative, unbordered consciousness. Lorde’s revolutionary roots span the 
North American continent and are anchored in the Caribbean, but especially in Mexico, a nation 
where Lorde found her revolutionary and poetic voice.    
 While the subject matter of Lorde’s poetry is wide-ranging, the corporeality of difference 
is a unifying force in the poet’s oeuvre. Like Anzaldúa who attests that “bridges are thresholds to 
other realities, archetypal, primal symbols of shifting consciousness,” Mexico operates as a 
critical node in the bridgework of Lorde’s articulation of community and fragmentation.247 She 
found affirmation in Mexico, and with it, representation and communication began to cohere. 
Lorde explains, “it was the first time I began to speak in full sentences…being surrounded by 
people of color was such an incredible high…and for the first time...I felt like I could make a 
connection—that there could be real connections between things I felt most deeply and those 
gorgeous words I needed to spin in order to live.”248 Lorde maintains that poems in The First 
Cities, Coal, and Cables to Rage were born of social deprivation and the need to express both the 
beauty of communities of difference and the torment of exclusion. Lorde’s affiliation with a 
transnational community in Mexico developed her creative self-actualization as a vehicle to 
communicate “multi-level emotions,” citing Mexico as the physical and spiritual space where 
she reckoned with her isolation and overcame her fear and silence.249 In Cuernavaca specifically, 
Lorde canvassed the physical and human environment for seeds of inspiration to make the 
invisible boundaries she trespassed visible, to make disenfranchised voices that echoed around 
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her audible, and to make oppressive forces impotent and her power tangible. Lorde found 
inspiration in the echoes of water passing over stones in the “barrancas” or river gorges that 
swept across Cuernavaca’s ravines and in the legend of “La Llorona.” 
When Lorde returned to New York later in the year, she set to work writing the 
circumstances and relationships she had come to embody. The first piece she wrote, titled “La 
Llorona,” is an adaptation of the “Weeping Woman” of legend recounted to Lorde by a Mexican 
woman who worked at the compound at Humboldt No. 24, the expat compound where she 
resided. Lorde adapts the filicide myth, omitting the polemical, misogynistic elements of the 
European fallen woman tale that deploys didacticism to justify systems of oppression. Instead, 
basing the plot on her relationship with her mother, the protagonist annihilates her children’s 
spirit, not as an act of sinful vengeance as it is typically told, but as a way for the woman to 
maintain her autonomy despite being a mother. Lorde’s re-telling of the Mexican folklore 
illustrates how “the Weeping Woman has permeated the consciousness of her folk community,” 
a community that includes a queer, black Caribbean American woman raised in Harlem.250 In 
1956 “La Llorona” was published in the magazine Venture under the pseudonym Rey Domini. 
Afterward, Lorde returned to poetry and the name Audre Lorde, but the stylistic hybridity of “La 
Llorona” is present in the figurative language, imagery, and subject of her poetry. 
While she calls the story “strange” and “unfinished,” in an interview conducted by friend 
and poet Adrienne Rich, Rich inquires whether “La Llorona” was an effort to bridge her past 
with her experience in Mexico. Lorde confirms Rich’s suggestion, stating she felt the story was a 
way to work out her feelings toward her mother. Moreover, Lorde goes on the record, stating 
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pieces of “La Llorona” remain in her “‘head where the poetry pool is.’”251 Like a lotus floating 
on the top of a warm murky pond, observations of Lorde’s poetic blossoming tend to focus on 
the surface and often discount the cultivation her writing underwent in Mexico, failing to 
recognize this period as a crucial stage leading to the publication of The First Cities in 1968. 
Lorde began to mine the subterranean landscape of her emotional power in Mexico, and several 
poems in the collection are rooted in the process she began in Cuernavaca. As a first-generation 
queer woman of color living in the United States, in writing as in life, Lorde navigated multiple 
frontiers, transmitting poetic dispatches from the intersecting axis of gender, racial, and sexual 
orientation. Literal and metaphorical boundaries, such as borders, sharp edges, and liminal 
spaces, as well as unifying structures, for example, bridges, thresholds, and communal spaces, 
abound in Lorde’s poetry. The poems “Oaxaca” and “If You Come Softly” exemplify the 
influence of Mexico’s culture and communities on the establishment of a transnational 
subjectivity integral to her poetry.  
Within in the lines of “If You Come Softly” are traces of “La Llorona” and transcultural 
community building. References to water, tears, and death are the hallmark of the legend; 
however, as she did in her short story adaption, Lorde recasts La Llorona as the victim of the 
poem. Domino Renee Perez contends adaptations can “subvert traditional narratives to allow the 
Weeping Woman to transcend her tragedy, and draw La Llorona into futuristic landscapes,” such 
as Lorde’s poem. La Llorona has served as a cautionary tale that sought to control indigenous 
women, and the figure of La Llorona, named Maria in the myth, has been demonized for 
centuries. The folklore, despite bearing striking similarities to the plot of Euripides’ Medea, La 
Llorona is commonly rendered as a Malinche figure, or a cultural traitor. Scholarship on the 
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origins of the myth point to Europeans as the source of the legend that sought to impugn 
indigenous culture through the creation of a shame-baiting propaganda infused with Christian 
ideals of salvation. Suffice it to say, historically La Llorona has not received much sympathy.  
However, instead of indicting La Llorona, in the first stanza, the speaker addresses the 
Maria, inviting her to observe her own pain and “hear what I hear / See what sorrow sees”252 and 
mourn the tragedy of the myth. The speaker invokes a second person point of view, addressing 
the audience as “you,” calling for sympathetic witnesses. Maria is described as traveling on dew, 
indicative of the water and twilight setting of the lore. The speaker invites Maria to come back to 
life, assuring her “Only those who stay dead / Shall remember death.”253 The greatest comfort 
the speaker can give to the ghost sentenced to an eternity of crying is silence, promising that no 
“harsh words” will be spoken, and she will neither ask why nor how the legend came to pass. 
She and the speaker “shall sit here, softly / Beneath two different years / And the rich earth 
between us,”254 an indication of the transhistoric setting of the poem and the transnational, border 
crossing nature of their meeting, where the women “Shall drink our tears.”255 In solidarity, the 
speaker consumes the tears of La Llorona, but also compares her own suffering with centuries 
old pain, a poignant remark about the suffering of women of color at the hands of white 
European patriarchy. While “If You Come Softly” has historical connotations, “Oaxaca” takes 
inspiration from her time in Mexico in 1954.  
The title of the poem provides a Mexican setting and biographical register as Lorde 
visited Oaxaca in June of 1954 in final weeks of her stay. But beyond this obvious titular nod to 
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Mexico, the lyrical content entails movement, shifting across cultural and community borders 
from the United States to Mexico and from Cuernavaca to Oaxaca. Movement is a feature of 
Lorde’s poetry used to highlight states of flux and stress moments of fixity. In “Oaxaca” the 
sensory imagery illustrates the setting’s lush environment, juxtaposing the emerald landscape 
and lengthy growing season with thunder and lightning that that appear suddenly, nurturing on 
the earth. Light is a significant referent in Lorde’s Época Mexicana which correlates to her 
creative process. De Veaux stipulates “in the light of Cuernavaca, both natural and spiritual, 
Audre underwent and epiphany that changed and deepened her ideas about poetry…she realized 
there was a connection between the ‘quality of light’ in Mexico, what she felt deeply, and 
words.”256 Lorde describes poetry as “illumination,” attributing emotional veracity of experience 
to illumination: “the light by which we scrutinize our lives has direct bearing upon the product 
we live…it is through poetry we give names to…distillation[s] of experience from which true 
poetry springs.”257 Lorde wrote several journal entries chronicling her time on Oaxaca and her 
last days in Mexico, as it was an emotionally charged time in her life, one that she would 
remember for years to come. 
 Lorde had wanted Garrett to accompany her to Oaxaca, but Garrett was prone to 
alcoholic episodes and was in the midst of a binge when Lorde left. Lorde’s relationship with 
Garrett had run its course. By the time she returned, her former lover had already made 
arrangements to move to Mexico City. Though she had wanted to remain in Mexico, Lorde could 
no longer financially support herself and could no longer count on Garrett for housing. With this 
turmoil in the background, it is my sense that “Oaxaca” is a tribute to Mexico that extolls the 
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country while also revealing Lorde’s personal frustrations. The description of the environment is 
sensual. The earth is personified as “Spread like a woman” and brown,258 an allusion to the 
sexual nature of her relationship with Garett and the experience of unparalleled physical 
intimacy. Each stanza of the poem is illuminated by atmospheric storms. “[L]ightening comes” 
and “thunder’s eye” glows over ancient, unchanging face of the rocky cliffs, while the verdant 
terraces slowly wind their way up the side of the mountain, “growing their secret in brown 
earth,” waiting patiently for the “slow, long plowing / Through dry-season brown” harvest.259 
The dry season can be read as the speaker’s knowledge that cultivation will transpire months 
later without her presence, or alternately, that Garrett will return to a state of sobriety, both 
indicating a volatility of emotions conjured by the speaker’s visual observation of the light that 
sprung from feelings.  
Lorde’s experience in Mexico drastically reshaped her poetic vision, taking it from a 
trivial exercise divorced from reality to an articulation of a multi-level perspective and serves as 
the gateway to Lorde’s transnational poetics. The boundaries and barriers that exist in Lorde’s 
poetry anchor the poet to an in-between-ness and establishes interstitial spaces as places open to 
women of difference throughout the world to unite. Her poems become undiscovered countries 
of language where any citizen is welcome. Lorde’s purchase on the power of language to unite 
fragmented people through poetry developed in Mexico. Soon after, Lorde rejected the idea of 
home as a singular location and the notion of community bound by race or limited by citizenship. 
Lorde’s journey to a spiritual home required a radical cartography to navigate multiple 
communities across decades and though out the world, all of which began in Mexico in 1954. 
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“Every Mexican boils with anger every time a there’s an 
anti-Negro incident in the United States. A dark skinned 
race themselves they vehemently resent the prejudice 
against Negroes…the United States has made Mexico color 
conscious; conscious of its own reflection in the mirror. 




Saint Willard of the Dogs: The Forgotten Literary Expatriation  
of African American Social Realist Willard Motley 
 
Willard Motley was an African American expatriate and a prolific writer who has all but 
been forgotten today. At the time of his death, Motley had published three novels, two of which 
were made into profitable films, left behind scores of unpublished manuscripts, dozens of 
articles, and a novel manuscript which was published posthumously in 1966. Motley also kept a 
diary for years, writing entries almost daily until his death in 1965. His journals are humble 
affairs, volumes of tattered yellowing notebooks written in a shambolic hand. Motley’s script 
becomes increasingly difficult to decipher as alcoholism and time wear on, but one’s patience is 
rewarded with his racial treaties, political observations, and childhood memories that spill on to 
the page with the same ease as quotidian remarks about meals or the weather. One such entry, 
dated December 16, 1963, contains an amusing anecdote. Recalling his catholic boyhood, 
Motley reminisces, “I used to have a fantasy of becoming a saint and pleading to god to give 
souls to dogs. My name, as a saint, was to be Saint Willard of the Dogs.”260 The entry offers a 
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glimpse into the writer’s personality, his love of dogs, emotional empathy, and former religious 
conviction. It is a nice story, but not all of Motley’s entries are pleasant.  
Financial troubles, alcoholism, and lechery cycle throughout his diary with each issue 
alternating as the cause of one problem and the escape from another. Though a victim of his own 
devices, the journal entries of the last five years of Motley’s life contain observations that serve 
as footnotes to Let Noon Be Fair.261 Providing context to his final novel, an expatriate narrative 
set in Puerto Vallarta, the entries also give dimension to a life forgotten by the writer’s decline 
and the passage of time. While only a handful of writers survive passing fads that sweep their 
contributions to the written world like dust from a shelf with a perfunctory meticulousness that at 
once seems uncharitably casual and cruelly precise, Motley was unceremoniously vanquished 
from publishing in the 1960s when he decided to write a fictionalized account of an unpopular 
subject: American exploitation of Mexico’s tourism industry and introduction of Jim Crow 
segregation. It is a shame that Willard Motley has been jettisoned from the American literary 
canon. Yet, one of the best resources to preserve Motley’s fictional prose are the diary entries he 
left behind. 
Resolved to distance himself from the House on Un-American Activities Committee, the 
racist, homophobic, anti-Communist juggernaut that unfairly targeted and destroyed the careers 
of leftist cultural producers, Willard Motley surfaced in Mexico during the summer of 1951. Ten 
years later, on November 6, 1961 Motley inscribed his journal with the following:  
I have decided to resume the practice I had as a boy and young man—that is keeping a 
diary, in that some people in the future might want to know what I was doing, who I was 
seeing, what my life was like at this particular time…Sounds pretty pretentious, Will!  
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True to his suggestion, my analysis of Motley’s novel and biography is reliant upon his record of 
his day to day activities in his dairy. Due to the distance from centralized authority, Mexico was 
a peripheral location where Motley confronted the crises of United States racism which also 
spilled over to his diary entries and his prose. Therefore, this chapter will apply a Border studies 
approach to the Motley’s life and work. Though Motley wrote Let No Man Write My Epitaph 
during his first years in Mexico, his final, posthumously published Let Noon Be Fair is the focus 
of this chapter.  
Let Noon Be Fair is a departure from Motley’s three previous novels. Its poly-vocal, 
multi-generational narrative, and it’s focus on the oppression of indigenous and working-class 
Mexicans at the hands of the corrupt Mexican government, Catholic church, and U.S. neo-
imperial expansion into Mexico’s bourgeoning tourism industry marks an observable thematic 
shift in Motley’s career. It is my argument that Motley’s Época Mexicana definitively shapes his 
final novel, resulting in the most intimate and politically charged writing of his career. Owing to 
the influence of Mexico on the author, Motley’s diary is analyzed as a biographic resource which 
establishes Motley’s life and work as uncontested examples of mid-century African American 
transnationalism in Mexico. In order to move forward to understand the dimensions of Motley’s 
Época Mexicana, one must travel back to his novel’s set in Chicago to fully grasp this sea change 
in his work. As such, my critique will provide overview of the author’s novels prior to Let Noon 
Be Fair.  
I go on to read Motley’s criticism of racism in the United States while living in Mexico 
as grounds to establish Let Noon Be Fair as a work of trans-border collaboration, which Wai 
Chee Dimock avers is characteristic of much of American literature and qualifies it as a subset of 
world literature. Let Noon Be Fair explores the connections between U.S. capital and the growth 
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of the Mexican tourism industry. Let Noon Be Fair, the published remains of Motley’s 
disemboweled manuscript, was flayed by reviewers outraged over the novel’s salacious content. 
Though his novel was suppressed, I return to Motley’s diary engage the text as an uncensored 
record of mid-century African American expatriation in Mexico and a vehicle to explore 
unknown aspects of Motley’s cross-border political maneuvering. Motley’s political subversion 
is detailed in the diary, exposing Motley as the mastermind of a plot to defraud the U.S. 
Department of Justice. Motley’s orchestration of this high-risk but effective scheme would have 
dissolved from the historical record like footsteps on a beach after a breaking tide, but the 
archive at the University of Northern Illinois has preserved Motley’s historical imprint.  
While Motley recorded his final entry in Mexico, his practice of keeping a diary began 
during his childhood in Chicago, likely a result of the family’s complicated dynamic. Born on 
July 12, 1909, Motley was the second youngest of four children raised by Mae and Archibald 
Motley Sr. Motley grew up in Englewood, a European immigrant community, where he and his 
family were the only African American residents of an otherwise predominately white Southside 
enclave. Until Motley was twelve years old he was raised under the illusion that Mae and 
Archibald Sr. were his biological parents and that Flossie and Archibald Jr. were his siblings 
when, in fact, Flossie was Motley’s biological mother, making Mae and Archibald Sr. his 
grandparents. Distraught by this revelation, Motley turned to writing to put wounds into words. 
Observing his talent, Motley’s uncle, modernist painter Archibald Motley, encouraged his 
nephew to pursue writing. At age thirteen Motley’s professional writing career began when The 
Chicago Defender was him selected to write a children’s column under the pseudonym “Bud 
Billiken.” Though raised in a middle-class family, from an early age Motley demonstrated a 
profound interest in the working class. Following his graduation from Englewood High School in 
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1929, Motley spent the better part of a decade writing for radio and newspapers outlets traveling 
across the United States documenting working-class poverty during the Great Depression. When 
Motley returned to Chicago in 1939 he became assistant co-editor of Hull House Magazine, 
which, in turn, led to his work with the Illinois’ Writers’ Project. Motley’s several cross-country 
journeys nurtured his working-class activism, and it is from his travels in the 1930s and 
experience working odd, often menial, jobs between paid writing assignments that Motley 
derived the inspiration that would spawn his oeuvre.  
 While Motley went to great lengths to established himself as a popular writer of the 
working class, Let Noon Be Fair’s subject matter is a departure from his earlier works which 
brought him fame. Motley’s first three novels are set in the United States and address the 
persistent, generational vulnerability of the American working class and the inability of the 
United States government to adequately support the poor, despite the numerous social welfare 
programs introduced during the height of the Great Depression. Contrastingly, the Mexican 
tourism industry, consumerism, and the exploitation of Mexico’s indigenous and working poor 
intersect in Let Noon Be Fair, distinguishing it from Motley’s prior novels. What follows is a 
brief summary of Motley’s U.S. proletarian novels. This overview will situate the writer’s earlier 
work in order to demonstrate the strong influence Mexico had on the author’s life and legacy. 
 In the tradition of Theodore Dreiser and Richard Wright, Motley employed social realism 
in his first novel, Knock on Any Door, published in 1947.262 At the heart of Motley’s gritty 
sociological depiction is the failure of the American dream. Nick Romano, the novel’s 
protagonist, is a young Italian American who struggles to survive following the failure of his 
father’s business. Without options, Romano, the former altar boy and would-be priest, turns to a 
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life of crime. After a series of petty crimes, Romano enters a rehabilitation facility with 
disastrous results; this “rehabilitation” creates a hardened criminal. After his release, Romano is 
arrested for the murder of a Chicago police officer. A charged courtroom battle ensues. Romano 
fights desperately for his life but is sentenced to the electric chair and is executed before his 
twenty-first birthday.  
 Also set in Chicago, Motley’s follow-up novel, We Fished All Night, centers on the 
homecoming of three World War II veterans that suffer mental, psychological, and emotional 
combat trauma and recounts the veterans’ relationships with the civilians who welcome them 
home.263 Notwithstanding their safe passage, We Fished All Night, Motley interrogates the 
repercussions of the World War II through flashback battlefield vignettes, the demise of a Polish 
American family at the hands of urbanization, and a family’s grief after the death of son in the 
war. Running parallel to the intimate lives of the novel’s central characters are Motley’s 
narrative sketches of consumer culture’s quest to attain happiness in the Post-War United States 
marketplace. In the same vein as Knock on Any Door, the system fails the protagonists of We 
Fished All Night. Though the Allies are victorious, the veterans of the Second World War and 
Americans, both rich and poor, seeking to free themselves from the past fall victim to a 
government ill-equipped to manage the trauma of war.  
 Though Motley’s third novel, Let No Man Write My Epitaph, is a departure from his 
second novel, it features several characters from We Fished All Night. 264 Let No Man Write My 
Epitaph attends to the legacy of Nick Romano from Knock on Any Door through its protagonist, 
Nick Romano Jr., the illegitimate son Nick Romano Sr. Central to the plot of Let No Man Write 
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My Epitaph is Nick Jr.’s relationship with his loving but drug-addled mother. Nellie, heroin 
addict, is unable to give Nick Jr. the parental guidance that her adolescent son needs. In her 
place, however, three maladjusted, albeit charitable, neighborhood men serve as father figures to 
Nick Jr. Despite their guidance, Nick Jr. also succumbs to heroin addiction, but instead of relying 
on public assistance to wean him off of the drug, the trio raise money through illegal ventures to 
fund his institutionalization at sanatorium. In this novel Motley continues his critique of the U.S. 
social welfare state, suggesting the only real options available to the working poor are crime or 
the charity of one’s humble community.  
 Despite the mixed success of Motley’s Chicago-based novels, Knock on Any Door and 
Let No Man Write My Epitaph were adapted into screenplays and were made into films starring 
Humphrey Bogart and Shelly Winters. An obscure writer by today’s standards, at his height, 
Motley garnered acclaim in American literary and Hollywood circles alike. Critics have praised 
the unflinching account of the urban working-class poverty and the deterioration of American 
social welfare system in Motley’s earlier works. Still, Motley’s novels set in the United States 
have also endured their share of censure. Some reviewers have discredited the novels’ themes, 
accusing Motley of using the narratives to spread his leftist agenda, while others have described 
Motley’s style as syrupy sentimentality disguised in a naturalist novel.265 However, Motley’s 
decision to exclusively write white male characters in his first three novels, has drawn the 
sharpest criticism. When Motley departed Chicago in 1929, he left feeling abandoned by his 
family. Though his grandmother was a constant source of support, his grandfather and uncle 
ridiculed leftist politics. Worse yet, Motley’s biological mother had begun her own family and 
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refused to acknowledge him as her son. Motley was estranged from his relatives for a number of 
years and severed ties with what he considered to be the black bourgeoise. Motley did not 
commence writing African American characters until he moved to Mexico and lived among his 
adopted Mexican family. 
Motley’s avoidance of racially themed narratives is also a reflection of the political 
climate in the United States following the Second World War, particularly for a gay black leftist 
author like Motley. In Desegregating Desire, Tyler T. Schmidt “emphasizes how race and the 
ways it was being reconstituted outside traditional communities and social boundaries were also 
implicated in the containment policies of the Cold War.”266 Deployment of U.S. Cold War 
policies designed to curb the spread of communism internationally were also applied 
domestically. Published the same year as Knock on Any Door, the “Attorney General’s List of 
Subversive Organizations” (AGLSO) introduced the public to the government’s blacklist in 
1947. Cold War policing intruded upon Chicago’s South Side Community Art Center where 
Motley had taken classes and had befriended members of the collective. As Elizabeth Schroeder 
Schlabach explains, “by 1950, the projects associated with the [Federal Arts Project] were long 
gone, and numerous Chicago intellectuals left Chicago. As the ‘iron curtain’ fell across the 
continent of Europe the curtain fell on most relationships and resources that once served as fonts 
of cultural expression for African Americans in [Chicago’s] Bronzeville.”267 The AGLSO 
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consistently updated its blacklist adding new organizations, meaning joining any group or 
attending any organization’s function could result in one’s inclusion on the government blacklist 
regardless of actual affiliation. Though Motley honed his craft amid a number of Chicago’s 
community organizations, political pressure caused Motely to distance himself from SSAC early 
in his career and contributed to his reticence to discuss race in his early novels written in the U.S.  
Although the AGLSO was made public in 1947, the U.S. government maintained a list of 
suspected subversives since 1940. Similarly, Willard Motley’s FBI files contains entries 
throughout the 1940s. Confidential informants report Motley’s attendance at events sponsored by 
The Abraham Lincoln School for Social Science, a workers’ school founded by William 
Patterson, and the presence of members in his home, indicating the author had been surveilled by 
the FBI since 1942.268 Though Motley’s involvement with African American organizations and 
among Chicago’s gay community in the 1940s illustrate leftist sympathies, he was not an 
avowed Communist. Alan M. Wald asserts Motely “retrospectively assumed an identification 
with the Leftist literary heritage of the 1930s” through his political activities but fell short of 
joining the Communist Party.269 Nevertheless, as the United States government worked to 
contain communism internationally, measures were put in place to contain communism 
domestically, eventually drawing Motley into the fray.  
Like many members of the Chicago Renaissance, Motley ran afoul of Cold War 
ideology, however, as gay black leftist in the Post-War Era, he avoided public discussion of race 
and sexual orientation. When burdened to espouse his position on race, Motley insisted that his 
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race was “the human race.”270 Though Motley neither addressed race or sexual preference in his 
Chicago trilogy nor did he discuss either topic publicly, his social and political affiliations drew 
him into the sight of the government’s domestic containment campaign. In 1950 a confidential 
informant corroborated Motley’s appointment to the Board of Directors of The National Council 
of Arts, Sciences and Professions. The following year, the socialist organization was “cited by 
the House on Un-American Activities Committee,” placing Motley directly in the crosshairs of 
Senator Joseph McCarthy’s House on Un-American Activities Committee.271 The New York 
Herald published reports that Motley would be called to appear before the committee. Amid 
rumors he would be called to testify, Motley departed the United States and went to Mexico.  
In a letter dated June 22, 1951 Motley advised a friend that he would be “leaving for 
Mexico” at the end of the month. He added, perhaps not to cause alarm in his friend or further 
inflame FBI suspicion, “the trip is really just a vacation.”272 While Motley initially postulated his 
visit to Mexico as being temporary—for two months, according to the letter—, the alchemy of 
McCarthy-Era propaganda that turned many American citizens into Cold War exiles transmuted 
the author’s vacation from a sabbatical to a permanent leave of absence. Based on my analysis of 
Motley’s letters and journal entries, the author realized early in his stay in Mexico that he would 
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in fact settle in there permanently. A 1954 FBI memorandum corroborates my interpretation of 
Motley’s diary and statements made in letters to friends and family. As per a confidential 
informant, the agent reports, “Motley likes it in Mexico and may stay there indefinitely.”273 In 
the letters Motley wrote between 1950-1958 he described his relationships with Mexican 
nationals, including the informal adoption of “sons” and his plan to purchase property in Mexico, 
suggesting, for all intents and purposes, Motley had made Mexico his permanent home. Aside 
from traveling to the border to renew his visa every six months, Motley seldom returned to the 
United States to vote, to see family, and most notably, to help a Mexican friend gain American 
citizenship with political subterfuge.  
Like Audre Lorde, when Motley moved to Mexico he discovered American expatriate 
enclaves and encountered leftist seeking personal and political freedom to live and work free 
from Cold War racism, homophobia, and government harassment. The presence of McCarthy’s 
smear campaign’s victims in Mexico, many of whom Motley had been acquainted, including 
blacklisted Hollywood screenwriters Gordon Kahn and Dalton Trumbo, underscored the 
contradiction of domestic containment policies with American democratic ethos, the lynchpin of 
United States’ Anti-Soviet Cold War propaganda. However, rather than further subduing his 
criticism of racist, homophobic parochial nationalism, the political siege resulted in a firestorm 
of protests in Motley’s diaries. His unanswered volleys also erupted on the pages of his literary 
prose. Willard Motley was among a distinct and influential “political exodus” comprised of 
African American cultural producers who left the United States and moved to Mexico in the 
1940s and 1950s. African Americans, as Rebecca Schreiber explains, were among the first group 
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of politically maligned United States citizens to leave the States in the 1940s.274 As such, 
working abroad offered exiled and expatriate writers an alternative perspective from which to 
view the United States’ political landscape on a global scale.275 Thus, an anti-essentialist 
paradigm took shape in Motley’s writing that challenged the Cold War’s political, racial, and 
class boundaries. The writing of Motley’s Época Mexicana documents racist treatment he 
endured when he returned to the United States and records racist behaviors of American tourists 
in Mexico. Motley’s unflinching accounts of class oppression in Mexico bring attention to the 
relationship between Mexican economic oppression and American racism via the Mexican 
tourism industry. 
Richard Wright, for example, who went to Mexico before he ultimately settled in France, 
also condemned American racism and imperialism while living abroad. Paul Gilroy avers while 
living in Paris Wright registered “links between the struggles against racial subordination inside 
America and wider global dimensions of political antagonisms.”276 Motley’s writings in Mexico 
reflect a similar trend. In his chapter “In the States Again” from his unpublished manuscript “My 
House is Your House,” Motley decries symbols of American democracy, writing the searing 
remarks:  
We had nowhere to eat, aliens in our own country and I could not but think with an ironic 
smile: There is the church. The government buildings. The flag. How loud and in a 
world-wide voice they talk about American democracy—yet once back in the States, 
once across the narrow little river, we had had to search around corners and down alleys 
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to find a place to sleep. The church. The government buildings. The flag. But there’s no 
place for a Negro to eat.277  
While the frame of Motley’s narrative is his visit to Laredo, Texas to re-new his traveler’s visa, 
the narrative relates the contentious circumstances African Americans who remain in the States 
faced daily. Though Motley’s Época Mexicana delivered him from U.S. racial oppression for the 
most part, border crossings to re-new his visa served as a periodic reminder of the pain of Jim 
Crow. Motley is only delivered from the racism he encounters in the nation of his birth when her 
returns to Mexico, the nation he adopted. Though distanced from racial injustice in Mexico, 
Motley began comparing the struggles African Americans encountered in the U.S. with the 
conflicts that ensnared working class and indigenous Mexicans, further deconstructing political 
boundaries erected by the United States in the Cold War Era. “To place America’s racial 
dilemmas in an international context at the height of the Cold War,” opines Tyler Stovall, 
“constituted for many an unforgivable sin.”278 This growing transnational focus alarmed 
publishers who hoped to market Motley to mainstream American readers as they had with his 
earlier novels. Motley’s political subversion not only damaged his career, it intensified also 
government scrutiny. As a result, the FBI closely monitor the author’s whereabouts and activities 
in Mexico. An example of pressure put upon Motley by the FBI is recorded in a 1954 memo that 
“alleged derogatory information developed against [Motley’s] moral character that reflects that 
[he] was a homosexual” was the basis on which Motley was “refused an immigration visa under 
provisions Section 12 (a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act.”279 The United States rejected 
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Motley’s application for a visa to enter the U.S. on several occasions, which is indicated in this 
memo and elsewhere in his FBI file.  
 Despite FBI surveillance, during his tenure in Mexico Motley grew keen to the social and 
economic interconnectivity between the United States and Mexico. This heightened transnational 
awareness is evident in Motley’s diaries, letters, and the manuscript that resulted in Let Noon Be 
Fair. Motley’s Época Mexicana is a critical period in the author’s literary career, reflecting a 
shift away from naturalism to a more experimental writing style that combined folklore, poly-
vocality, and a condemnation of Mexico that results in a dissonant modernist novel.280  Mexico is 
represented in Motley’s fiction and is the subject of the majority of his diary entries and 
correspondences with friends and family in the United States. Aperçus in his personal papers 
reveal the symbiotic link between the United States and Mexico facilitated by the cross-border 
exchanges of human and economic resources.281 Although Motley’s expatriation and final novel 
fall well within the purview of Border studies, scholarship has not probed the significance of 
Motley’s cross-border activities, and more generally, the cross-border activities of African 
Americans in Mexican throughout the twentieth century. While border studies discourse has 
produced a wealth of scholarship provoking transnational communities along the U.S.-Mexican 
border, overwhelmingly the focus of the field has been devoted to Anglo-Mexican relations, 
forsaking the long history of African American cross-border activity. Save for a few exceptions, 
such as Rebecca Schreiber’s Cold War Exiles in Mexico: U.S. Dissidents and the Culture of 
Critical Resistance and Erin Royston Battat’s Ain’t Got No Home: American Great Migrations 
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and the Making of an Interracial Left, African Americans in Mexico have been omitted from the 
discourse despite the well-documented expatriation of notable African American cultural figures.  
Borrowing a term coined by architect Lebbeus Woods, the new social structures forged 
by African Americans in Mexico were “freespaces,”282 Woods theorizes physical and symbolic 
reconstruction of cities following the aftermath of political and natural disasters, identifying the 
site of literal and metaphorical regeneration along “the critical edges of urban life and culture,” 
as a freespace. 283 According to Woods, a freespace is achieved by salvaging preexisting 
organizational structures to create a new infrastructure. While vestiges of the previous institution 
serve as a foundation for a freespace, a freespace does not “invite occupation with the old 
paraphernalia of the living, the old ways of living and thinking.”284 Instead, a freespace presents 
“a dense matrix of new conditions, as an armature for living as fully as possible in the present, 
for living experimentally.”285 Mexico operated as a freespace for African American expatriates 
Like Motley who sought to apply skills acquired in the United States to new social and 
professional environments. Free from racist edicts and social codes that promoted a separate but 
unequal second-class citizenry, African Americans in Mexico capitalized on civic and vocational 
opportunities made possible by expatriation. 
 Yet Expatriation alone was not a guarantee of success. Some African Americans in 
Mexico established a nexus between their professional training in the United States and the 
demands of a rapidly industrializing economy in Mexico. African American expatriates, like 
James Hughes, the father of Langston Hughes, produced a freespace in México. Hughes Sr., 
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whose career ambitions were thwarted by Jim Crow laws, left the U.S. in 1903 in search of 
business opportunities in Mexico.  By 1909 Hughes Sr. was employed as general manager of 
Sultepec Electric Light and Power Company, an American-owned Mexican public utility. James 
Hughes’s race may have stifled his career ambitions in the United States, but in Mexico 
Hughes’s ability to pass as Mexican and knowledge of American and Mexican law made him an 
asset to the American owned Mexican utility.286 Hughes’s value to Sultepec increased in Mexico 
as civil strife erupted into civil war in 1910. Race and political circumstances were factors in 
Hughes’s success; however, it would be detrimental to ascribe these factors as the only catalysts 
for the construction of his freespace. His experience was representative of African American 
expatriates, who used their ability to pass as Mexican as means to navigate social and economic 
power structures. Hughes’s aptitude and resourcefulness were the ground upon which he built his 
freespace. Unlike James Hughes, Willard Motley lacked business acumen, but applied his 
network of United States based contacts to initiate the development of his freespace in Mexico. 
In fact, Eudora Garrett, the white American journalist and Audre Lorde’s romantic companion 
during Lorde’s Época Mexicana, was the first American acquaintance of Motley’s upon his 
arrival in 1951.  
Though unique personal and political contexts were the impetus for Motley’s 
expatriation, his freespace was not discovered. Motley’s freespace in Mexico was created and 
demanded ingenuity. Beholden to the dynamics of globalization, Let Noon Be Fair is “better seen 
as a crisscrossing set of pathways, open-ended and ever multiplying, weaving in and out of other 
geographies, other languages and cultures. These are input channels, kinship networks, routes of 
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transit, and forms of attachment—connective tissues binding America to the rest of the 
world.”287 Let Noon Be Fair exemplifies the transnational interconnectivity made possible by 
Motley’s residence in expatriate enclaves, where, at the edges of two worlds, the U.S. and 
Mexico, converge. In expatriate communities “the norms and conventions of living on either side 
of the…divide do not or, more likely, cannot apply”288 because they are “between zones.”289 In 
Let Noon Be Fair Motley’s description of expatriate enclaves adheres to Woods’s definition of 
“between zones.” Between zones can be located at the fringes of societies, like expatriate 
communities, where the conventions and norms of neither the United States or México surface. 
Like Motley, the characters that inhabit these between zones in Let Noon Be Fair are the 
marginalized people of crises: “they are nomads of the body, refugees of the mind.”290  
 Though freespaces offer new structures of living, they are, in Woods’s estimation, 
“difficult to occupy, and require inventiveness in everyday living in order to become 
inhabitable.”291 The inventiveness that living in exile demands calls attention to itself. The self-
reflective quality of expatriation and exile is characterized by the traumatic rejection of the home 
nation. This trauma marks expatriates and exiles like a scar that marks a wound on the body. 292 
Though scars are a corporeal register of physical suffering, they are also the mark of a healing. 
Indicative of the regenerative quality of the healing process, existence in freespaces 
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“continuously begins again, by the reinvention of the self.”293 The reinvention of the self, like the 
regeneration of tissue, can also be embraced as “a mark of pride, and of honor, both for what has 
been lost and what has been gained.”294 It is useful to consider Let Noon Be Fair as a 
manifestation of the dual rejection Motley experienced from his country and his family, which he 
could only begin to come to terms with Mexico. Protected from racism and homophobia in the 
wake of McCarthyism in the United States, Motley’s adopted community stanches the pain of his 
political abandonment and his biological mother’s rejection. The socio-political and personal 
events that inspired Motley’s expatriation and produce Let Noon Be Fair are "the precursor of 
predictable regenerations.”295 Motley’s Mexican reinvention is distinguished by his attention to 
comparative racial discourses in the United States and Mexico and his acceptance into a blended 
community of Mexican natives and American nationals, many of whom Motley would refer to as 
members of his family. Still, Motley’s cross-border activity and final novel is seldom discussed 
in literary scholarship and entirely ignored by Border studies, two disciplines that often engage 
literary transnationalism. 
 The expatriation of the Lost Generation writers, such as Ernest Hemmingway, and F. 
Scott Fitzgerald, as well as the self-exile of African American authors Richard Wright and James 
Baldwin have produced a wealth of scholarship on American literary expatriates. Motley’s 
expatriation, however, is understudied. Examining his expatriation to Mexico offers an 
opportunity to bridge African American literary studies with Border studies. This critical 
juncture provokes the various ways Motley subverted the United States’ racial hegemony by 
living outside of the nation’s borders while maintaining a deep commitment to racial equality in 
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the States. Although Let Noon Be Fair is marked by political rejection, it also takes the 
opportunity to articulate difference that "both deeply divides and joins" Americans and 
Mexicans:  
The new forms of knowledge, those that give greatest weight to individual cognition and 
not to abstractions representing the authority of power external to experience, mandate a 
society founded on differences, not similarities, between people and things. The city of 
self-responsible people, of individuals—each of whom tells a personal (even private) 
story—exhibits its unique scars, its transformations in solitude, which are a new kind of 
history. Increasingly, these will be stories of resourcefulness and invention, more and 
more distant from conditions created by conformity to social norms.296 
Motley “found [México] a more hospitable culture,” locating freespaces in Puerto Vallarta and 
Cuernavaca—Motley would eventually establish roots in Cuernavaca—where his personal 
investment in expatriation and border policing took form. 297 
Motley’s novels prior to Let Noon Be Fair “expressed simplistic views that seemed to 
advocate ‘racelessness’ and ‘colorblindness.’”298 In a letter written in the weeks leading up to his 
departure, the author explains to a fan his decision write novels about the Italian American 
experience and not the seemingly more accessible experience of fellow African Americans. 
Motley quips, “Yes, Richard Wright does shout about his poor, suffering people. That is one of 
the things that makes me angry at Negro and Jewish authors. So many of them deal only with the 
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personal suggestive problems of their group.”299 Though Motley believes black and Jewish 
writers “have a certain validity” on their relative racial or religious perspectives, he contends that 
he also feels “suffering and injustices are never contained within the narrow boundaries of race 
and religion.”300 However, while living in Mexico, the inequity of racial subjugation would 
become the subject of Motley’s prose as well as his personal correspondences and diary.   
 Prior to Motely’s Época Mexicana, “race,” as Jerome Klinkowitz notes, “[was] a subject 
of little concern to the early Motley.” However, “by the end of his life [it became] a major 
personal issue.”301 In this chapter I maintain that Motley’s engagement with racial politics were a 
matter of personal concern and a subject he altogether avoided addressing publicly until his 
expatriation to Mexico. In contrast with the United States’ subordination of racial and ethnic 
minorities, Mexico’s the post-revolutionary synthesis of Spanish and indigenous cultural and 
ethnic heredity, contributes Motley’s critique of racism in the United States. 302 Still, widespread 
discrimination against indigenous and Afro Mexicans was common during Motley’s Época 
Mexicana and remains a problem in Mexico today. An advent of Mexican political rhetoric, 
mestizaje’s specious ethnic nationalism and expatriate American enclaves bring about the shift in 
Motley’s final work. In Let Noon Be Fair, Motley elicits charged provocations of the United 
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States government’s grasp of racial and cultural relations across the U.S.-Mexican border and 
denunciates Mexico’s government, the Catholic church, and the caste system, the trifecta of 
Mexican hegemony.  
 Like the hundreds of thousands of U.S. citizens who visited Mexico during the mid-
twentieth century in search of a leisurely escape from home, Motley told friends that he was 
going to Mexico to vacation and write articles commissioned by the magazines Holiday and 
Ebony. 303 304 Not one to cause alarm, Motley did not mention the more pressing reason for his 
departure from the States: The House Committee on Un-American Activities. Responding to 
speculation regarding his expatriation to Mexico, in a 1958 interview with Ebony Magazine, 
Motley explains that he decided to remain in Mexico permanently “because there is a feeling of 
freedom there,” unlike in the United States.305 This sense of freedom from race, family, and 
censorship is captured in Let Noon Be Fair. Motley explores a number of sources of anxiety and 
trauma that prior to his residence in Mexico the author had not confronted. Anchoring Let Noon 
Be Fair is Motley’s commentary on the importation of the United States’ contentious identity 
politics and prevailing capitalist attitudes to the flourishing tourism industry of the fictional Las 
Casas, based on the Mexican beach resort city Puerto Vallarta.  
 In the novel, a Mexican official warns “‘the Americans are finding us. The town is going 
to grow. Mark me, it is going to become another Acapulco,” as he ominously circles the map of 
Las Casas with the barrel of his pistol.306 The use of the pistol signifies the threat of violence that 
is associated with American tourism. The inclusion of the pistol alludes to the violent history of 
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the U.S.-Mexican border policing stemming from the United States’ war with Mexico in 1848, 
which proved to be a defining event for both nations, redefining the boundaries of each country 
and forging new identities for its citizens. The pistol can also be read as a phallic symbol, 
revealing the anxiety over the emasculation of Las Casa’s male Mexican residents as they 
anticipate that the “small whorehouse up the hill” that employs “two whores, Gloria and 
Fortunata,” will begin to service American clientele, depriving the men of unrivaled control of 
brown female bodies, just as they will lose control over their land.307   
 Gloria and Fortunata, whose names mean glory and fortune, are the embodiment of the 
Mexican environment. “By day they work in the coconut fields; by night they give pleasure.”308 
The semicolon that connects these two independent clauses suggests a relationship between the 
women’s agricultural labor and their employment in the sex industry, each job constituting the 
other. In an act of supposed charity, the women “give” sexual gratification, making prostitution 
sound more like an act benevolence than what in reality is a condition of sexual exploitation. 
Advancing the association of Fortunata and Gloria with their environment is brought about 
through Motley’s description of the routine washing of “their feet in the river or the sea” before 
they “smear on their lipstick, going from job to job.”309 Motley’s sensual depiction of 
prostitution and Gloria and Fortunata’s earthy, laboring bodies captures a fetishization of 
territories as spaces for patriarchy to test its power and navigate the desire for expansion as a 
physical penetration of the borders of sovereign lands.  
 Further illustrating the atmosphere of hostility in the novel’s Mexican setting, the 
Presidente, a symbolic proxy for the Mexican government, implores that this harbinger of 
                                                 





American incursion can be advantageous if the men “mark” his words by showing support for 
his initiative to alter the boundaries of the town, dispossessing the indigenous that inhabit ejidal 
land.310 Intended as a figure of speech, this “mark” is also a symbolic representation of trauma. 
Those who work with the government to displace ejidatarios are marked by their greed as 
coconspirators whose support for the privatization of land threatens Mexico’s subaltern 
indigenous population. Motley marks the bodies of the men who join the government in its 
scheme to “settle peons on the hills, on land that isn’t worth anything.”311 These men are marked 
by large pieces of jewelry that juxtapose their grotesque bodies, enormous bellies, and swelling 
appendages symptomatic of gout. These are physically ugly men, who, like Tizoc Valdes, is a 
“short, fat little man of forty,” but is strong, “despite the layer of fat and huge paunch, over 
which rides, as one of the dugouts at sea, a huge gold chain.”312 Tizoc is given to uncontrollable 
bursts of laughter. Motley utilizes the laughing mad trope to further mark Tizoc through sensory 
imagery. Not only does Motley contend that political corruption was destroying the lives of 
Mexico’s poorest citizens, he also indicts American tourism as another oppressive encroachment 
of Mexican neoliberal economic policies.  
 In a letter written to friends Drew and Ruby in the U.S. in 1957, Motley outlines two 
projects, that after heavy editing by Putnam, would result in Let Noon Be Fair:  
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I am going to start my non-fiction book about Mexico, My House is Your House…[and] 
Tourist Town which will deal with three generations in a small typical Mexican town. 
The first part will deal with the gentle and sweet Mexicans there and the three or four 
Americans that happen to come there. The second part will deal with the transition. The 
third part will show the town like as a place like Acapulco with all the degeneration of 
both Americans and Mexicans, the American drunkards, etc, like in Acapulco and 
Cuernavaca, the Mexicans hating the Americans (as they hadn’t in the first generation) 
and out only for the American dollar with a sneer on their faces about all Americans.313 
Couching his critique of American tourists in the “third generation” of Mexican characters in 
“Tourist Town,” Motley’s disdain for a particular sect of Americans in Mexico that “like most 
other Americans…drinks to excess and sometimes have to be carried back to [their] room” is 
clear.314 Although Motley does not despise all Americans he encounters in México, he reserves 
his ire for Americans he believes infect townspeople with excess and avarice, turning them into 
hostile, rapacious people. Doing business “American style,” however, is facilitated by Mexican 
characters’ greed.315 An example of Motley’s depiction of exploitation of Mexican citizens by 
the tourism industry in Mexico is observable in Señor Lopez, the zealous manager of the 
American-styled Hotel Tropical.  
Señor Lopez encourages the licentious behavior of his American guest, imploring his 
adolescent male employees to “‘dust them [Americans] off! Shine their shoes! Hold their penises 
if you have to. They will pay!”316 This passage insinuates a casual encouragement of child sexual 
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exploitation by members of the Mexican tourism industry catering to American and European 
visitors. The World Tourism Organization, a specialized agency of the United Nations, defines 
sex tourism as "trips organized from within the tourism sector, or from outside this sector but 
using its structures and networks, with the primary purpose of effecting a commercial sexual 
relationship by the tourist with residents at the destination."317 A U.S. State Department report on 
international human trafficking in 2014 identifies Mexico as a place where “child sex tourism 
persists…especially in tourist areas such as Acapulco, Puerto Vallarta, and Cancun, and in 
northern border cities such as Tijuana and Ciudad Juárez.”318 While I lack statistical 
documentation of sex trafficking in Mexico during the 1950s and 1960s, it is common 
knowledge that at the onset of the Cold War, which expanded U.S. military presence in the 
southern United States, “military and civilian customers alike flocked to the flourishing red-light 
districts across the Rio Grande.”319 The sex trade was an ample part of the tourism industry in the 
era and persists to be an economic reality today. Motley’s intent in Let Noon Be Fair is to reveal 
the damaging presence of American tourists and United States’ racial and economic oppression 
in Mexico; however, Motley also saw himself as a savior figure. Motley’s self-image as a 
benevolent figure, not a force of American greed or avarice, does little to rescue him from 
suggestions that he made unwanted sexual advances on poor, vulnerable young men. Although 
there is no evidence or allegations made against Motely, Motley’s relationships with young 
Mexican men obviously contain an imbalance of power that favors Motley significantly. While 
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Motley’s paternalistic attitude toward the “sweet and gentle Mexicans” is polemical, the author’s 
utter lack of recognition of his position of privilege as a male United States citizen living in 
México is disconcerting. 
 Let Noon Be Fair, Motley writes what his most searing indictment of United States’ 
racism, while also alluding to the intersection of racial discrimination and oppression based upon 
sexual preference.320 On the veranda of the Hotel Tropical, a totally American establishment, an 
African American musician, Charles Jackson, has two separate interactions with white queer, 
questioning American characters. The first, a drunken woman takes his hand and proclaims that 
she and her husband like Charlie: “‘We are crazy about you. I mean we really like you and it 
doesn’t make any difference to us. You’re a fine person and we’d like for you to come out to 
California and stay at our house.”321 In the following paragraph the inebriated woman confesses 
to Tom Van Pelt, a thinly veiled surrogate for Motley, that her husband is “‘potentially 
homosexual.’”322 Her husband responds to the accusation admitting to a “‘homosexual 
relationship in the Navy’” and his preference to “be around men” because he is “‘attracted by 
them but not for sex.’”323  
 Charlie and Tom are separated by the paragraph in which Alice propositions Charlie to 
stay with them in California. The syntax of the passage shows that Tom, Motley’s surrogate, is 
connected to Charlie, the black musician by the Hotel Tropical’s American-style social space, 
and through the couple, Alice and Paul. Alice and Paul suggesting interracial, possibly queer sex 
abandons bourgeois moral codes of sexual control that predominated Cold War 
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heteronormativity.  Las Casas peripheral location and the veranda of the Hotel Tropical are 
marginal spaces within spaces, which make them border zones. At the freespace of these border 
zones, Alice and Paul can act on their sexual impulses. But in doing so, they attempt to queer 
Charlie. Charlie is not asked what his sexual preference is of if he is interested in either Alice 
and/or Paul’s sexual advances. The passage is reflective of the “history of the black body in the 
Americas [as] a chronicle of terror: enslavement, domination, subjection and confinement.”324 
Charlie is queered by the Americans at the periphery because African Americans have occupied 
a peripheral space historically, acting as selvage, or “a margin, a boundary, or a perimeter that by 
opposition defines the center.”325  
 It is crucial to scrutinize Motley’s use of italics as a means read the queer black American 
experience. Though Motley’s experience as a queer man of color is not representative of queer 
black male American experience; however, “the development of such critical knowledge 
is…important.”326 How we read the queer black body is reflected by Charlie’s textual 
marginalization on the page. Alice submits that she and Paul “really like” Charlie, and “it doesn’t 
make any difference to them.”327 The “‘it” that is the subject of the sentence is Charlie’s race. As 
a general rule, italics are used in literature to emphasize words or phrases. The otherness of his 
race is emphasized with the italics. The oblique slant of the italicized text highlights his 
difference, and like the text itself, Charlie is conspicuous. His differing racial context, like the 
words from foreign languages that are typically italicized, label Charlie as a foreign entity by 
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virtue of his race in this tourist territory. Just as “we desire reading the Other as ‘different from 
me.’ We desire maintaining some sense of our own normalcy…The desire to read the Black male 
body in queer ways often does reflect the desire to maintain the normalcy of the White male 
body.”328 Even though Alice and Paul are outside of the national boundaries of the United States, 
their sexual advancement is reflective of what Sibohan Somerville explains is the tendency to 
interpret homosexuality in the context of the color line.329 Somerville explains this deeply vexed 
queering of the color line as “implicitly positing whiteness and heterosexuality as the norm. To 
say that gay people are ‘like’ black people is to suggest that those same gay people are not black. 
The underlying assumption is that white homosexuality is like heterosexual blackness.”330 
According to Franz Fanon “the Negro is eclipsed. He is turned into a penis. He is a penis.”331 
Fanon’s election to italicize “is” draws attention to the black male’s status as a sexual object. 
Similarly, the “it” that Alice refers to is Charlie’s penis, he is represented as a sexual, racialized 
other in this tourist space that is physically beyond the boundaries of the United States’ yet 
ideologically very much confined with in the nation’s borders.   
 The trauma of the queering gaze is “excised in the flesh.”332 This is signaled when Alice 
takes Charlies hand “warmly into her own,” forcing her corporeality on him and confining his 
body.333 We can read this passage and Motley’s use of syntax as evidence of Alice and Paul’s 
domination over Charlie and can bridge the text to the autobiographic, uniting Charlie with Tom, 
the protagonist and Motely’s shadow character. Read in this vein, the passage is an expression of 
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Motley’s sexual anxiety. Motley uses what Daphne Brooks calls “opaque acts” which are “dark 
points of possibility that create figurative sites for the reconfiguration of black…bodies on 
display.”334 “The body acts as witness to the cruel repressions of history. The undocumented, 
discounted, and forgotten events we no longer choose to remember leave their traces on the 
body.”335  In Charlie’s next interaction on the veranda of the Hotel Tropical, he is observed by 
Agatha Henderson, a meddling, bigoted American living in Las Casas, as he has a conversation 
with Isabel: 
 Agatha Henderson still had her knife out. Agatha sat with her brig partner of that after 
 noon, mapping their strategy, but now, looking up, she saw Isabel at the bar with Charlie  
 Jackson. She nudged her partner, who was new in Las Casas, and said, ‘Look at that  
 woman. That’s Isabel. She runs a jewelry and curio shop here in town with her woman  
 friend.’ Agatha’s bridge partner looked. Isabel’s rapid, abrupt, awkward movements  
continued as she talked. Her long feet were on the rungs of the bar stool. She gestured 
with her cigarette lighter. ‘Look at how she moves,’ Agatha said sweetly. ‘Almost as if 
she had been caught masturbating in the toilet by her mother.’ 
 Here again the shifting subjecthood of marginality becomes evident in the American expatriate 
community. Instead of Motley trading places with Charlie via Tom, Charlie exchanges his racial 
and sexual otherness with Isabel, a white American lesbian character. Reading Isabel’s queerness 
through a diasporic model “emphasizes the contingency, multiplicity and fluidity of identities 
and sexualities formed between ‘official’ borders by accentuating the transition or space between 
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‘departure and arrival’”336 It is the continual movement of people, signaled by Agatha’s bridge 
partner that is new to Las Casas, that ensure these liminal spaces, like the Veranda of Hotel 
Tropical and Las Casas, will remain in a constant state of flux, thereby able to “challenge any 
nostalgic attachment to stable and located identity.”337  
 This comparison of African American subjugation with queer oppression establishes a 
transracial and transnational critique of mid-century identity and racial and gender politics in the 
United States and in Mexico. Suffice it to say, this subject matter is a significant departure from 
Motley’s previous novels. While invariably concerned with the plight of the working class, is no 
longer the “simplistic” and “raceless” fiction of his previous naturalist novels.338 It bears 
repeating that until his expatriation to Mexico, Motley had not written a single African American 
or queer character—and wrote relatively few female characters—and never attended to racism in 
his works of fiction and nonfiction prior to his expatriation.  In a diary entry from June 27, 1960 
Motley writes, “working on a number of books at once—the thoughts come—the notes…are 
jotted down. T.T.—the psychological book about the ‘perhaps’ homosexual—the middle—the 
couple love the homo both. The experimental novel, the bullfight novel. Meanwhile also notes 
on ‘The Family’ books and finishing up the non-fiction on Mexico “My House is Your House’ 
all at once.”339 The catalyst for this abrupt change is the crossing of physical borders and cultural 
frontiers in Mexico.  
 The conviction of this chapter is to situate Motley’s life and work in the field of Border 
studies. Theodor Adorno once wrote “even the bibliographical individual is a social category.” 
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He explains that the bibliographical “can only be defined in a living context together with others; 
it is this context that shapes the social character and only in this context does an individual 
acquire meaning within given social conditions.”340 As such, at this point deeper inquiry into 
Motley’s biography will provide an additional lens through which Willard Motley’s novel and 
Época Mexicana can be viewed. Stacy Morgan argues Motley’s involvement in the Illinois 
Writers’ Project, Hull House, and extensive travel throughout the U.S. during the Great 
Depression resulted in a hybrid aesthetic that “dabbled in documentary as a way of 
authenticating to readers the experiences presented in [Motley’s] writing.”341 This modernist 
hybrid aesthetic also bears out in the work Motley undertook during his Época Mexicana. The 
connection between Motley’s biography and the social climate of the mid-twentieth century are 
evident in Let Noon Be Fair, suggesting the politics of mobility and its relationship to 
citizenship, sexual preference, and race were long-standing areas of interest to the writer; yet, 
Motley avoided a direct confrontation with these subjects until he discovered a freespace in 
Mexico that facilitated his experimental, critical activity.  
 Reading Motley’s biography as a guide to the transnational schema of Let Noon Be Fair, 
the critical edges of my argument aver for a merging of African American literature and Border 
studies discourse. In lieu of reading borders as the lines on maps that identify nations and define 
boundaries, the narratives constituted by authors who reside away from home in effort to “define 
spaces within themselves”342 result in borders are traceable within their texts as well. In the case 
of works of expatriate literature, these peripheries “are not simply outlaw zones, feeding on 
themselves, but the critical edges of urban life and culture as a whole...These zones of crisis are 
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the only places where actualities of the dominant culture are confronted, and from which new 
ideas essential to growth of a new culture can emerge.”343 Unlike previous novels, in Let Noon 
Be Fair, Motley directly confronts issues of race and homosexuality, owing to firsthand 
confrontations with discrimination by American tourists in Mexico, as well as the bigoted 
attitudes of American tourist towards Mexicans—particularly indigenous Mexicans,—and his 
observation of Mexican racism, homophobia, and classism. In the chapter “An American Negro 
in Cuernavaca” from his unpublished manuscript “My House is Your House” Motley explains 
his feelings about U.S. racism using Cold War rhetoric of contagion common to the era:  
 Richard Wright once made the statement, briefly criticized in the U.S., that there was  
 more freedom in a block of France than in all of the U.S. There are overtones of truth to  
 this statement, economically, socially speaking, surely psychologically speaking. I’d say  
 there is more thought about a person’s race or color in every individual family in the U.S. 
 than there is in all of Mexico. This deadly self-consciousness about race and color in the  
 U.S. has actually numbered an entire country. This skin disease is something everyone  
 born there has to suffer from the day of his birth. And you never realize how   
 psychologically sick the U.S. is from this point of view until you live in a foreign   
 country.344  
While Mexico extends Motley a vantage point to excoriate the trauma of United States’ white 
supremacist ideology, this liminal space is also subject destruction by American tourism in.345 
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 The permeability of the U.S.-Mexican border, accessed chiefly by Americans and by 
Mexicans to a lesser extent, is the principle subject matter of Let Noon Be Fair. Las Casas is a 
peripheral zone where cultural and national borders collide and the crises of the home and nation 
become more evident through the interactions of disparate communities. Though initially devoid 
of significance at their onset, “these freespaces” only “become useful and acquire meaning only 
as they are inhabited by particular people.”346 The novel is divided into three sections, each 
division can be charted as a generational fault line that acquires increasing significance as 
contrasting cultures continue to abrade along this social perimeter. Though Let Noon Be Fair 
suffers from overzealous editing by its publisher, in the manuscript titled “My House is Your 
House,” Motley relates a confrontation he experiences with the “Texas Contingent,” a group of 
bigoted Texan tourists whose hostile disapproval of racial integration of public facilities 
threatens Motley’s freedom and relative safety in Mexico. Referring to the “Texas Contingent,” 
Motley submits, “in a dark-skinned country we ironically find ourselves in a strange little 
microscopic world revolving around color. Had we flown across the Mason-Dixon line, across 
the Rio Grande and into Mexico?”347 Race becomes a more serious issue to Motley in Mexico 
after his repeated encounters with white Americans whose white supremacist desire for racial 
domination imperil African American expatriates’ self-autonomy. Motley evaluates the causes of 
the United States’ racial crises and discovers its most fatal effects while living in Mexico, 
because as Woods points out, “at the core, this crisis is effectively disguised, while toward the 
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boundaries, which are always to some degree neglected to at the limits of control from centers of 
authority, the disguise slips somewhat, and the crisis is revealed.”348   
 Notwithstanding the incursion of American bred racism in Mexico, Motley developed 
especially warm and enduring relationships with the domestic workers he employed personally, 
and it is these relationships that are portrayed most vividly in Let Noon Be Fair through its 
central protagonist, Tom Van Pelt. Van Pelt is a middle-aged expatriate writer from Chicago, 
whose drinking habits, affinity for Jazz, collection of indigenous Mexican art, and intimate 
relationships with the inhabitants of Las Casas, strongly suggest that he is the author’s surrogate. 
Furthering this theory is Tom’s relationship with his houseboy, Felipe, an eighteen-year old 
Mexican man who dreams of moving to New York with the assistance of Van Pelt: 
“Tom…called out, ‘Felipe!’ An eighteen-year old boy appeared in the entrance way. ‘Mix me a 
gin with mineral water, pro favor.’ When Felipe returned with the drink, ice tinkling in it, Tom 
said grinning, ‘You’ll be a [sic] expert bartender when you get to New York.’ The boy smiled 
gravely and went back to his work.”349 Tom’s apartment becomes a border zone where passage 
to the United States is made possible and where Felipe can learn valuable skills that Tom 
believes Felipe will rely upon once he enters the United States.  
 Tom and Felipe’s relationship in Let Noon Be Fair closely resemble Motley’s 
relationship with his houseboy, Siete Leguas. As mentioned earlier, Motley’s diary provides 
footnotes to the novel. Not only is Let Be Fair Noon an apt candidate for a Border studies 
inquiry; Motley’s personal diaries from 1961-1965 gesture toward Motley’s biography to the 
discourse. Early in his diary, Motley mentions Siete Leguas, his eighteen-year old local home 
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attendant. Motley frequently references Leguas in his journals and does so fondly. Motley 
informally adopts his Mexican friends and employees as family, and he devotes a healthy 
attention to his Mexican family in his diaries. On February 26, 1964 Motley makes his first 
mention of Leguas’ plans to migrate to the United States: “Zev is working on Siete’s papers for 
Chicago.” On September 17th of the same year Motley writes, “got a letter from Morry dates on 
the 14th. Siete has passed the border with Morry and Mary.”350 In the fall of 1964 Motley 
traveled to Chicago where he is reunited with Siete. In Chicago, Motley executed a plan to assist 
Siete in gaining his U.S. citizenship through extra-legal maneuvers.  
As Chicago native, Motley uses his knowledge of religious and political institutions to 
mastermind a plot to get Siete U.S. citizenship. Motley explains Leguas plan to enter the United 
States in a September 10th 1964 journal entry: “Siete having the papers of his brother and is 
going to try to get a visitor’s passport in his brother Juan’s name. …if this doesn’t work Siete 
will sneak across the border.” Later Motley writes, “[when]a letter comes from Mary from 
Mazatlan and Siete has managed to get a visitor’s visa for three months to the States…he will try 
to get papers saying he is a Puerto Rican, an American citizen, and go to work.”351 Motley tracks 
Legua’s migration through correspondences with Mary, noting Legua’s successfully entry to the 
United States on September 17, 1964, one day after Mexican Independence Day.  
The following month Motley traveled to Chicago to reunite with Leguas and to visit 
friends and family. Relying upon his knowledge of the administration of Chicago’s Catholic 
churches, Motely “[take] [Leguas] to St. Martin’s” a church that attended as a child. Motley 
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reveals that he “told the priest that [Leguas] was Puerto Rican (giving him all the rights of a U.S. 
citizen) and had never been baptized, in that he had lived in the country in Puerto Rico where no 
priest came. So now sister and I are his god-parents, and his new name is Rene Torres Cruz.”352 
Days later Motley writes in his diary that he “took [Legua] to get his social card under the name 
Rene Torres Cruz.”353 Motley enrolls Legua at Englewood High School, his alma mater, for 
English classes and assisted Legua in obtaining employment at a canning factory, noting Legua’s 
pay for a single day was more than he would receive for an entire week’s work in Cuernavaca. 
Henceforth, Motley strictly refers to Leguas as Rene in his entries, an indication of Motley’s 
dedication to Legua’s claim for United States citizenship and his commitment to members of his 
Mexican family. For the better part of residence in Mexico, Motley overwhelmingly socialized 
with working class Mexicans rather than with Americans and established himself within 
Cuernavaca’s working-class a community. In particular, Motley befriended Mexicans employed 
in the service and tourism industries. Like the cooks, bartenders, porters, and bellboys in 
Cuernavaca, Acapulco, and Puerto Vallarta with whom Motley had built relationships, Leguas is 
an example of the author’s inspiration for a number of characters in Let Noon Be Fair.  
While border studies discourse has produced countless books and article that investigate 
transnational communities along the U.S.-Mexico border, the focus of the field has been devoted 
primarily to Anglo American and Mexican relations, forsaking the long history of African 
American cross-border activity. Motley recognized the consanguinity of exploited Mexicans and 
aggrieved African Americans while living in Mexico and address issues of oppression that 
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transcend the U.S.-Mexico. Owing to this discovery, Motley’s commitment to his craft is 
rejuvenated. In a correspondence to friends, Motley confesses that “writing is more important to 
me than myself,” and boldly proclaims, “I am one of the few living American writers who is 
grappling with and trying to write about big social problems and that I’m trying, perhaps poorly, 
to write for posterity.”354 Motley devotes himself to his writing and asserts himself as one of the 
few American writers poised to interrogate social ills. Though Motley arrived in Mexico a 
tourist, the years intervening his arrival and his death fundamentally altered Motley’s political 
protest and community identification.  Motley’s purview was neither bounded by race nor the 
nation state. Instead, after six years living in Mexico, Motley, sought to redress inequality in both 













                                                 





Art is only important to the extent that it aids in the 





Coloring Outside the Nation’s Borders: The Policing Elizabeth Catlett’s 
Visual and Corporeal Politics in Mexico 
 
In 1970 Ebony magazine published an article profiling Elizabeth Catlett. It was the first 
time the African American artist living in Mexico had been featured in a mainstream outlet in the 
United States. The pull quote on the spread’s cover page reads: “My Art Speaks for Both My 
Peoples.” The oft-cited title of the interview was a statement that would become attached to 
Catlett’s art, activism, and legacy. Beneath the attention-grabbing declaration, in a narrow 
column of text, Catlett addresses her audience, proclaiming: 
I am inspired by black people and Mexican people, my two peoples. Neither the masses 
of black people nor Mexican people have the time or money to develop formal aesthetic 
appreciation. And so I try to reach them intuitively because they have an intuitive 
appreciation and thus help, if I can, their aesthetic development. I’m certainly not going 
to do calendar art. But if in sculpture I can give a subject that is clear and at the same 
time a sculpture of a form which they will understand intuitively, then I feel I have 
accomplished something.355 
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The focal point of the page, a black and white photograph of Catlett at the Museum of Modern 
Art in Mexico City, is framed by the artist’s statements. In the foreground of the image is Catlett 
standing before her sculpture, Homage of My Young Black Sisters, exhibited at the museum. 
Carved from a single piece of dark mahogany, its curved torso is arched upward, drawing 
viewers’ eye to the figure’s outstretched arm. A clenched fist, raised in defiance, crowns the 
sculpture’s towering limb. The image of Catlett gazing with satisfaction upon the statue utterly 
dominates the page.  
Although ten photographs of Catlett and her artwork accompany the Ebony article, far 
beyond the other images or the several pages of text contained therein, the image of Catlett 
pictured with Homage to My Young Black Sisters introduced Catlett to an African American 
audience and delivered a provocative message. The sculpture, Homage to My Young Black 
Sisters, seizes upon the militant, hyper-masculine visual of the clenched fist associated with the 
Black Power Movement, later invoked by Tommie Smith and John Carlos at the 1968 Mexico 
City Summer Olympics, challenging the image of an African American male-dominated protest 
movement.356 Instead, Catlett’s statue re-casts the androcentric revolutionary fist, acknowledging 
black women’s dedication to the struggle for U.S. civil rights and crafting the rhetoric of 
revolution in a female form. The clenched fist was an image familiar to Catlett. In 1948, as a 
member of the Taller Gráfica Popular, an artist guild in Mexico City, she along with fellow 
members produced a print of a black fist, a popular symbol of labor solidarity. Years later, in 
1989, Catlett spoke about the personal inspiration for the sculpture. According to her biographer 
Melanie Herzog, Catlett “made the piece because she felt removed from what was going on in 
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the United States as she watched from Mexico, and she wanted to express in Mexico what the 
Black Liberation movement meant to her.”357 Catlett, a native of Washington D.C., was in her 
mid-fifties at the time the article was published. Despite international acclaim, the graphic artist 
and sculptor, who had spent the majority of her career living in Mexico, was relatively unknown 
to American audiences.  
Catlett’s artwork may have emerged in the United States and flourished in Mexico, its 
roots, however, crisscross the Atlantic and are in imbedded in both Africa and pre-Hispanic 
Mexico. Movement, across time and space, is an essential element in Catlett’s work, which is 
also reflected in her biography. As such, analysis of Catlett’s art would be incomplete without a 
biographical sketch of her life in the U.S. before moving on to the story of Catlett’s Época 
Mexicana. Analysis of her art would be incomplete without the historical and political backdrop 
anchoring her visual texts, particularly the Taller de Gráfica Popular, a Popular Front artist 
collective. When Catlett arrived in Mexico City in 1946 she did not intend to remain in Mexico 
permanently. While initially Catlett, like Langston Hughes, Audre Lorde, and Willard Motley 
sought to live in Mexico as a temporary relief from the social, political, and economic pressures 
of the Cold War and ever-present racism in the United States, years later, she would renounce 
her American citizenship in exchange for Mexican citizenship.  
This chapter will consider the unique set of circumstances that resulted in Catlett’s 
renouncement of her U.S. citizenship. Of particular interest is the Cold War context of the FBI’s 
surveillance and harassment of Catlett and her family. Despite government harassment, arrest, 
and illegal detainment, Catlett’s political discourse entered the United States through her art 
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when the artist could not. Evidence indicates that an extensive cross-border network of friends, 
art dealers, and collectors subverted the McCarthy Era Blacklist, trafficking Catlett’s art across 
the Mexican border and into homes, Black cultural institutions, and colleges throughout the 
United States. This chapter will examine the power of the U.S. police state beyond its national 
borders and the subversion of systematic political and racial oppression in the life and artwork of 
Elizabeth Catlett. Though introduced to U.S. audiences as a sculptor, the focus of this chapter is 
the transnational stylistic vocabulary articulated in Catlett’s prints. In particular, Catlett’s 
linoleum cuts, which combined bold angular printed images with precise, textured lines, 
narrative titles, detailed spatial perspective and spatial dislocation. The compositional unity of 
her prints reflects the cross-border dynamics that inspired the syncretic aesthetics of her art. 
Finally, I will argue in this chapter that Mexico transformed the work of Elizabeth Catlett, more 
so than Hughes, Lorde, or Motley. Catlett’s art reflects Mexican culture, drawing inspiration 
from early twentieth century Mexican muralists, and the Taller’s revolutionary and anti-fascist 
printmaking, while also expressing her concerns for African Americans. Catlett’s Época 
Mexicana spanned nearly seven decades and the influence of her adopted country is felt in the art 
she created that served as visual testimonies of the triumphs and tragedies of working class 
women of color throughout the Americas, illustrating the transnational sweep of her print work. 
As a visual artist, Catlett’s subjects, appearing in sculptures, linocuts, and woodprints, 
evoke pride in African American history, celebrating famous figures such as Phyllis Wheatley 
and Frederick Douglass. However, Catlett’s art also portrays the race and class-based oppression 
confronted by everyday African Americans and leaders of the Black Liberation movement, such 
as Angela Davis and Malcolm X. An antecedent to Kimberlé Crenshaw’s theory of 
intersectionality, Catlett undertook the process of acknowledging multiple forms of oppression. 
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In particular, African American women were the subject of much of her art, extending her 
analysis of race and class-based oppression to the intersection of race, class, and gender 
oppression. Although Catlett’s work gestures toward the social and systemic roots of physical, 
psychological, and economic violence that African American women faced, beginning in the late 
1940s, poor, often indigenous Mexican women joined African American women as the primary 
subject depicted in her art. Fifty years before Crenshaw observed intersectional subordination, 
the “[un]intentionally produced…consequence of the imposition of one burden that interacts 
with the preexisting vulnerabilities to create yet another dimension of disempowerment” that 
immigrant and undocumented, particularly non-English speaking, women experience in the 
United States, Catlett was keen to the struggles that impinged upon the physical, social, and 
economic autonomy of poor Mexican women.358 Unlike most American artists at the time, 
Catlett laid bare the systematic race, class, and gender-based assaults on the corporeality of black 
and brown women, creating poignant parallels between the conditions of class-based 
institutionalized racial, ethnic discrimination in Mexico and the United States.  
During the 1920s, after a decade of bloody civil war, schools and collectives opened 
throughout Mexico, welcoming foreign and domestic, formally trained, artisan, working-class, 
male and female artists. Amid the new social and political climate of inclusivity, the Mexican 
government solicited artists to create large-scale public art installations, “initiating a policy that 
would influence other muralists movements, especially the one that flourished under the Works 
Progress Administration in the United States in the 1930s.”359 Similarly, political upheaval in the 
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United States influenced a generation of American artists. Following the Stock Market Crash of 
1929, as the United States was beset with economic despair and social strife, “a new radical 
culture was taking shape.”360 During this time, Michael Denning explains, “the heart of this 
cultural front was a new generation of plebian artists and intellectuals who had grown up in the 
immigrant and black working-class neighborhoods of the [American] metropolis…The children 
of public education, they were caught between the memories and stories of their parents and the 
realities of urban streets.”361 Among the American artists and intellectuals, anti-fascist European 
exiles and Mexican artists contributed to the cultural front. “The muralists of the Mexican 
revolution—José Clemente Orozco, Diego Rivera, and David Alfaro Sisqueiros—painted murals 
in the United States and exercised a powerful political and artistic influence.”362 The murals of 
Orozco, Rivera, Sisqueiros, and countless other artists ushered in the period of Mexican 
modernism. The art produced in both countries in the 1920s and 1930s is a testament to the 
interdependence—though often imbalanced by the U.S.—of the United States and Mexico. 
While hailed for their historic significance in the international art world, Mexican 
muralism also served a didactic purpose, “extolling the benefits of widespread education and 
celebrating the role of labor and industry in the modern economy of the republic” and provided a 
historical narrative of Mexico’s past that educated and illiterate observers alike could enjoy.363 
“While muralism succeeded in teaching Mexicans about their history and culture, it also fueled 
the imagination of artists working in different parts of the world who travelled to 
Mexico…Mexico became a haven for avant-garde and revolutionary artists and intellectuals 
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from the United States.”364 The respective economic and political turmoil that shaped artist 
movements in Mexico and the United States in the 1920s and 1930s are comparable; yet a key 
element distinguishes Mexican art of the period. Owing in great part to the era’s focus on 
mestizaje, or the championing of Mexico’s indigenous cultural heritage, Mexican artists turned 
to pre-modern and indigenous sources of inspiration. For example, Rufino Tamayo—who was of 
Zapotec heritage—and David Alfaro Sisqueiros, “strove to achieve a synthesis between pre-
Hispanic and modern art.”365 Catlett’s prints and carvings bear the influence of Mexican 
muralists’ revolutionary, didactic, pre-Columbian-modern hybrid aesthetic.  
While Catlett’s biographer Melanie Herzog characterizes as her work as “grounded in the 
terrain of womanhood, both black and Mexican,” artist Floyd Coleman pronounces Catlett’s 
innovative style as “bringing together African and Pre-Columbian artistic lineages.” 366 In doing 
so, he opines, Catlett “raises complex issues of tradition, identity and social change; race, 
ethnicity, and culture; art and ideology; art and politics.”367 Catlett’s work, while showcasing 
Mexican and African American women, children and some men, blends African and indigenous 
North American visual culture with social criticism, creating groundbreaking transnational art. 
Evoking images of her matrilineal African American birthright and her adoption of the Taller de 
Gráfica Popular’s politically conscious aesthetic and material accessibility, Catlett’s visual 
rhetoric uses an array of media to articulate a trans-historical, polyvocal, cross-border matrix.  
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Born Alice Elizabeth Catlett on April 15, 1915 in Washington D.C., Catlett was the 
daughter of a single mother—her father died months before her birth—and the granddaughter of 
a former slave. Catlett was exposed to stories of survival and resistance from an early age. 
Central to her awareness was the oppression of black women unfolded in her grandmother’s 
stories, and Catlett came to identify herself with the struggles facing African American women. 
She acknowledged the legacy of oppression she shared, stating “I am black because my great, 
great grandmother was kidnapped on a beach [in] Madagascar and was brought to the United 
States as a slave.”368 Catlett’s mother worked in the Washington D.C. public school system as a 
truancy officer, supporting Catlett and her two siblings. Though she was raised in a middle-class 
family, Catlett’s understanding of the impact of institutional and systematic racism in a 
patriarchal country grew in the 1930s and 1940s, but traces of her awareness were evident in her 
adolescence. The matriarchs in her family emphasized the significance of racial oppression. 
Herzog documents this fact, providing statements Catlett made on the subject: “because my 
grandmother, who told us about black women in slavery—she was one of them—and my mother, 
who, as a social worker, brought her cases home to us from the slums of the nation’s capital. 
From both of them we learned of the horrible exploitation and suffering of black women. I grew 
up with this in the background of my mind.”369 However, her early activism, though tolerated, 
was not looked upon favorably by her family or middle-class community. Catlett’s heightened 
sensitivity to exploitation and suffering of African Americans took on a political dimension 
while in high school when she enlisted in anti-lynching protests. Catlett demonstrated on the 
steps of the Supreme Court with a noose around her neck in protest of the wide-spread lynching 
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of African Americans across the United States. She and fellow participants in the peaceful 
protest were arrested by police, through Catlett was never charged. Catlett’s exposure to intimate 
family narratives of oppression and ability to participate in political dissent determined a great 
deal of her visual politics early in life. 
In Art on My Mind, bell hooks asserts “the way race, gender, and class shapes art 
practices (who makes art, how it sells, who values it, who writes about it” as determining factors 
that can reinforce creative pursuits or cause would-be artists or audiences to reject visual 
imagery.370 She goes on to explain that for many years the African American community looked 
at art with suspicion and disdain.  
Art (both the product and the process of creation) may be so devalued—not just in 
underclass communities, but in diverse black contexts, and, to some extent, our society as 
a whole—we may deem art irrelevant even if it is in our midst. That possibility aside, the 
point is that most black folks do not believe in the presence of art in our lives as essential 
to our collective well-being…the production of art and the creation of politics of the 
visual that would not only affirm artists but also see the development of an aesthetic of 
viewing as central to claiming subjectivity have been consistently devalued. Taking our 
cues from mainstream white culture, black folks have tended to see art as completely 
unimportant in the struggle for survival.371 
Catlett’s race and gender—class would come into the picture later in her life—were the lens 
through which she approached art and in large part, these politics took form in her teens, shaping 
the trajectory of Catlett’s life and career. “Representation,” hooks writes, “is a crucial location of 
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struggle for any exploited and oppressed peoples asserting subjectivity and decolonization of the 
mind.” Although she lacked support from her family and community to engage in civil 
disobedience, her family and community did not dissuade Catlett from becoming an artist. In her 
teens, Catlett received encouragement regarding her interest in art from her teachers and mother 
and decided in high school that she would become an artist.372 With a sensitivity to race and class 
consciousness foregrounding her outlook, Catlett began to acknowledge the privilege class 
played in her life, particularly her access to artistic training, tools, and feeling comfortable—both 
financially and emotionally—to pursue art.  
Upon graduation from high school, in 1931 Catlett enrolled in Howard University after 
being denied admittance to the all-white Carnegie Mellon University. Howard University, on the 
other hand, was a historically black college that “was central to the teaching and exhibition of 
African American art,” and is where Catlett gained exposure to “not only the work of important 
black artist but to [international] modern art.”373 Although Mexican Arts, an exhibition of 
modern Mexican art, toured the United States in 1930 “and encouraged American artists to travel 
to Mexico,” Catlett first observed modern Mexican art while a student at Howard University.374 
Catlett studied with James Porter and James Wells, professors of painting and printmaking. 
Porter introduced Catlett to Diego Rivera’s murals, and Wells secured Catlett a position with the 
Public Works of Art Project. Catlett’s only project with the PWAP was a mural of Miguel 
Covarrubia’s Caricatures of Harlem.375 Following graduation, Catlett worked as an art teacher, 
but dissatisfied with the low wages, Catlett returned to the academe, attending the University of 
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Iowa. There Catlett studied with regionalist painter Grant Wood and earned a Master of Fine 
Arts degree in 1940.  
After graduating from the University of Iowa, Catlett taught at Dillard University, a 
historically black university, for two years. Though troubled by New Orleans’s climate of racial 
hostility, Catlett was surprised by the extent to which the city was segregated. Catlett had to 
make special arrangements for her students to attend a Picasso exhibition. On a Monday, when 
the museum was closed to white visitors, Catlett took one hundred sixty African American art 
students to Delgado Museum. It was the first time her students had ever attended an art museum. 
This experience had a lasting effect of Catlett, reflected in her ambition to exhibit her work in 
public spaces accessible to black and brown audiences. During this time, Catlett also participated 
in several Black artist groups, most notably the Southside Community Arts Center in Chicago, an 
organization Willard Motley was also involved with, and exhibited her sculptures intermittently.  
In 1942, she and fellow artist Charles White moved to New York City. Catlett’s biographer 
describes this period as a significant turning point in the artist’s life. It is also worth noting that 
Catlett met Langston Hughes on several occasions during this period.  
By 1944 Catlett was becoming increasingly politically active, serving on the National 
Negro Congress, heading the Russian War Relief effort in Harlem, and publishing art reviews in 
the Communist Party Press. Simultaneously, she worked at the George Washington Carver 
School, a labor school serving the working-class African American community in Harlem, 
instructing classes in sculpting, sewing, and hat making to adult students. Catlett learned yet 
again from her students. Though poverty and de facto segregation barred pupils from entering 
scores of New York City cultural institutions, Catlett observed students’ appreciation for style 
and design. Encounters with racial prejudice at Carnegie Mellon University and Delgado 
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Museum braced Catlett for institutional racism; however, class boundaries implicit to the 
structures of elite private academic institutions as well as public cultural organizations stratified 
Catlett’s purview on racial injustice.  
While teaching at the Carver School Catlett was awarded a Julius Rosenwald Fellowship 
in 1945. Although the award was a significant professional accomplishment, she continued 
teaching at the Carver School. Yet, the exposure Catlett gained as an instructor proved to 
beneficial. As Herzog explains, “Catlett’s work at the Carver School opened her eyes to the real-
life hardships experienced by working class and poor people, especially poor African 
Americans.” Though her family “had given her a sympathetic awareness” of poverty, Catlett’s 
middle-class upbringing left her unaware of the economic and social constraints that prevented 
working class African Americans from consuming or producing art.376 Catlett made assumptions 
about working class African Americans’ taste in entertainment, presupposing, for instance, that 
her students would not be interested in fine art or classical music. In a 1991 interview Catlett 
recalls her errors in judgement, homing in on her class privilege: “I got to the Carver School I 
had this real middle-class background. There I got with the people and found out how much I 
didn't know about people. You form opinions about people and mine got changed around at the 
Carver School. I realized that these were people, I was there to teach them…But I learned many 
things that I hadn't considered important in life.”377 At Carver School Catlett observed students 
eager to participate in the creation and discussion of art. Furthermore, Catlett was moved by 
what she learned from her students at the Carver School and conceptualized her Rosenwald 
project The Negro Woman in their image. The Carver School, Catlett explains, her students 
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“gave…a reason for producing…let me know for whom I was producing.”378  Despite the 
presence of inspiration, Catlett made insignificant headway on The Negro Woman series, a 
proposed collection of painting, prints, and sculptures depicting the contributions of African 
American women to her national and family home.  
When her fellowship was renewed for a second year in 1946, Catlett resigned from her 
position at the Carver School. Although the fellowship no longer required Catlett to fundraise her 
salary at the school, she reasoned that her responsibilities there impeded her ability to dedicate 
sufficient time to the series. Catlett “participated in every aspect of the school’s activities, even 
sweeping floors,” leaving no time for her art.379 Soon after her resignation, the Carver School 
came under scrutiny, accused of communistic disloyalty and closed shortly thereafter. Heeding 
the advice of Arna Bontemps, member of the Rosenwald selection committee at the time, Catlett 
decided to leave New York City and relocate to Mexico City. Moreover, Catlett felt the New 
York art scene provided little support for black artists: “back then the black artists couldn’t 
exhibit anywhere outside of some little group shows like at the Downtown Gallery.”380 While 
Catlett insisted that her move in 1946 was not an intentional expatriation, migration “after World 
War I…offered black women a form of resistance to the exploitative conditions of domestic 
labor.” Still, “for the majority of black female migrants, however, the North was a 
disappointment in this respect. ‘Jane Crow’ followed them to Chicago, Detroit, and New York, 
where racial divisions of labor excluded black women from factory, sales, and clerical work.”381 
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Feeling confined by the lack of opportunities for black artists, especially black female artist, 
Catlett decided to leave the United States for Mexico “to get away from the Carver School in 
New York and distractions the distractions there. And…to learn from the Mexican muralists 
about public art.”382  
Three decades before Catlett’s arrival, Mexicans ended a significant national relationship, 
severing ties with Porfirio Díaz, the nation’s longest serving president. While it is difficult to 
characterize a political generation in a few sentences, the Paz Porfiriano (1876-1911), was a 
Roman peace; popular violence declined while the nation’s infrastructure modernized, resulting 
in foreign investment and economic progress. However, to make way for economic growth, Díaz 
and his cabinet, the Científicos, enlisted state sanctioned violence to maintain the peace. Heavily 
armed and well-funded, the Porfiriato “repress[ed] more effectively than any previous regime. 
The Yaqui and Maya were bludgeoned into submission. Sporadic peasant and working-class 
protests were put down; even middle-class oppositionists felt the flat of cavalry sabers.”383 
Popular and political opposition to Díaz’s coercive rule exiled the autocratic leader in 1911.  
After his ousting, revolution spread throughout Mexico as the middle-class joined labor 
organizers and indigenous landless farmers to fight for political reform, answering the call of 
insurrectionists to take up arms and seize “Land and Liberty” in the wake of the political 
vacuum. For instance, founders of the Mexican Liberal Party published a manifesto in 1911 
declaring their aim was not to “destroy the Dictator Porfirio Díaz in order to put in his place a 
new tyrant.” Instead, the manifest outlines the objective of direct action to “expropriate[] the land 
and means of production…handing them over to the people, that is, to each and every one of the 
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inhabitants of Mexico, without distinction of sex. This act…[is] essential to open[ing] the gates 
for the effective emancipation of the Mexican people.”384 A ten-year civil war ensued, and while 
there is no definitive number accounting for the loss of life during the decade long battle, Robert 
McCaa’s research at the University of Minnesota’s Population Center estimates “nearly one-and-
one-half million excess deaths occurred” between 1910 and 1921.385 Mexican muralism 
celebrated Aztec culture, honored the leaders of the revolution, and also venerated everyday 
citizens whose sacrifice ended the Porfiriato and brought about education, economic, and land 
reform.  
Leading Mexico’s social art movement was the Sindicato de Obreros Técnicos y 
Plásticos (Revolutionary Union of Technical Workers, Painters, Sculptors, and Allied Trades), 
established by artists committed to bringing about social change through public art in 1922. The 
same year, one of the Sindicato’s original founders, Diego Rivera, was commissioned in by José 
Vasconcelos to paint his first government sponsored mural. Vasconcelos had spent the better part 
of the previous decade active in revolutionary politics. He aligned himself with the anti-
Porfirists, supporting aristocrat Francisco Madero’s presidential campaign. Madero, heir to one 
of the wealthiest families in Mexico, was a revolutionary in as much as he opposed Díaz in the 
1910 election and sought to protect his family’s extensive landholdings.  Once elected, Madero 
installed Porfiriato supporters and quickly grew disinterested in pursuing land reform. Following 
his assassination in 1913, revolutionary schisms fractured attempts at political reform and peace 
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until the election of Álvaro Obregón in 1920.386 Appointed as the Minister of Public Education 
by President Obregón in the period of nascent peace, Vasconcelos turned to public muralists to 
promote national unity. In 1910, at the start of the war, 81 percent of the population, 
approximately twelve of the country’s fifteen million citizens, was illiterate.387 Realizing all 
Mexicans, even the country’s massive illiterate population, could understand the message of 
national pride and unity in visual images that celebrated Aztec culture and the heroes of the 
revolution, Vasconcelos pressed artists like Rivera to create large-scale public art projects in 
which pre-Hispanic and revolution era imagery were combined. During the post-revolution 
politicians like Vasconcelos, the author of La Raza Cósmica, relied upon artists to create visuals 
that reinforced unity, such as images of pre-conquest and victory of the people of the revolution; 
these images encouraged viewers to forget about recent divisions and focus on a shared past to 
promote a nationalist future. 
Led by “Los Tres Grandes,” Diego Rivera, José Clemente Orzoco, and David Alfaro 
Sisquieros, muralism became a distinctly Mexican art form and a tool for the government to 
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disseminate nationalist propaganda. It can be argued that Vasconcelos’ government-backed 
mural program promoted national reunification through a medium that sought to educate the 
nation’s illiterate population, which was disproportionately composed of the indigenous and/or 
peasant farmers, engendering an inclusive national atmosphere. However, in tandem with the 
mural program, Vasconcelos’ education and literacy programs operated under colonial 
paradigms, forcing language conversion and re-instituting racial hierarchies in an effort to 
assimilate and thus subdue Mexico’s subaltern population. The use of indigenismo—emphasis 
on indigenous culture and national identity—as the midwife of Mexican nationalism follows a 
well-established pattern of post revolution nation building. As Benedict Anderson reminds 
readers, nationalism is “official...emanating from the state.” Therefore, “the model of official 
nationalism assumes its relevance above all at the moment when revolutionaries successfully 
take control of the state and are for the first time in a position to use the power of the state in 
pursuit of their visions. The relevance is all the greater insofar as even the most determinedly 
radical revolutionaries always, to some degree, inherit the state from the fallen regime.”388 
During the 1920s and 1930s, the Mexican government commissioned artists in their nation-
building project. Diego Rivera, José Clemente Orozco, and David Aflaro Sisquieros dominated 
the Mexican art scene; however, their vivid depictions of Mexican history drew robust interest 
from international audiences as well.  
The post war period in Mexico saw a resurgence of travelers from the United States. In 
the 1920s and 1930s improvements to infrastructure, such as “international communication 
systems that connected Mexico and the United States…and transportation made travel less an 
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adventure and more of an everyday matter.”389 Echoing this message, the Mexican government’s  
“deployment of the techniques of hospitality…seemed to have a special talent for capturing and 
retaining the sympathies of travelers to the left of ideological center.”390 Frank Tannebaum, 
noted criminologist, urged Americans to visit Mexico in his article “Mexico—A Promise.” The 
article, published in 1924, claims “to the average American Mexico is a great 
enigma…[Americans] know more about Albania, about Armenia, about Afghanistan, than [they] 
do about Mexico—and yet to know Mexico is almost a moral obligation.”391 Whether or not 
Americans read Tannenbaum’s plea, visitors began to trickle into Mexico in the 1920s. In the 
1930s the trickle turned into a steady stream of American tourists. By 1934 “Mexico experience 
a substantial increase in visitors from the United States” due in part to the Mexican government’s 
enterprising tourism campaign initiated in 1929.392 American tourists followed guidebooks and 
the government travel literature, directing sightseers to the nation’s pantheon of anthropological 
treasures and sprawling public art in Mexico City, and Mexico continued to attract adventure-
seeking tourists from the United States throughout the 1930s. 
 Harry Sternberg an instructor at the Art Students’ League in New York traveled to 
Mexico in the 1930s where he studied lithography. A few years later, Catlett was interested in 
lithography and enrolled at the Arts Students’ League. Catlett had already received training in 
linocut making at Howard, and Sternberg, who was acquainted with Diego Rivera and Frida 
Kahlo, was Catlett’s instructor at the Art Students’ League. Catlett like other “socially engaged 
artist in the United States during the 1930s and the first half of the 1940s were well aware of the 
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precedent set by the Mexican public art movement…they especially admired Mexican 
muralists;” however, “the public art movement engendered as well a strong renaissance in 
Mexican graphic arts, beginning with the woodblock prints” in El Machete—the newsletter of 
Rivera, Orozco, and Sisquieros’s Sindicato or trade union—and in the portfolios of  Taller de 
Gráfica Popular members.393 “Drawn to the socialist art for which the Mexican muralists were 
recognized,” Catlett developed a formidable interest in the Mexican school’s graphic arts, and 
had met members of the Taller before moving to Mexico. In 1940, José Chavez Morado, Luis 
Arenal, and Igancio Aguirre exhibited the prints they had produced at the Taller.  Meeting 
Morado, Arenal, and Aguirre in 1940 provided Catlett with her first introduction to members of 
the artist collective. The prints the members brought from Mexico to exhibit likely reinforced the 
portability of lithographs and linocuts, emphasizing the practical ability to produce an image and 
disseminate a message capable of reaching audiences in their own communities easily.  
Catlett’s husband at the time, Charles White, had also come under the influence of 
Mexican school artists. White’s murals in the early 1940s shows a strong Mexican Renaissance 
influence. Catlett was reticent to speak about her first marriage, but there is a clear sense that 
going to Mexico in 1946 was a logical option for their individual artistic pursuits. However, the 
reality of social, economic, and political oppression of African Americans in the postwar period 
meant that Catlett’s and White’s rights and opportunities were constricted. To demonstrate this 
point, Lizbeth Cohen, author of A Consumers’ Republic: The Politics of Mass Consumption in 
Postwar America, a study of consumption and citizenship in the postwar era, evidences African 
American second-class citizenship in economic, social, and political realms. Cohen explains 
“America’s embrace of the Consumer’s Republic had a paradoxical effect on African Americans. 
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One the one hand, vesting so much power in the private marketplace constricted blacks’ 
opportunity in postwar America. Key components of the Consumer’s Republic’s infrastructure, 
most notably the GI Bill, discriminated against blacks…insidiously.”394 In 1944 White was 
drafted into army and served in a segregated unit for one year before he contracted tuberculosis 
and received a medical discharge. Exhaustion and physical pain kept him bedridden and unable 
work. White spent the next two years in an Upstate New York veteran’s hospital recovering from 
the highly infectious disease. White’s hospital discharge in 1946 meant that Catlett would now 
have to support both White and herself financially while also taking on the role of caretaker. 
Aware of the caustic chemicals in paint, White “knew he would have to limit the time he spent 
painting” or threaten to “impair his recovery.”395 The bacterial infection never left White’s lungs, 
impairing his health until his death in 1979.  
Though it is unclear whether White ever applied for veteran’s assistance, like many 
African American World War II veterans, White was unemployed for several years. In 1946 
fifteen percent of all African American veterans collected readjustment allowances compared 
with four percent of white GIs.396 Catlett acknowledges the strain the illness put on the 
relationship, but also contends that gender norms also played a role: “he needed a wife who 
would take care of him and push his career…I wasn’t that kind of person.” Cramped living 
conditions put additional stress on the marriage. Catlett shared an apartment with her husband 
and poet Margaret Walker, reflecting a trend in postwar African American life. “As late as the 
spring of 1947, 53 percent of all married black veterans, compared to 39 percent of all whites, 
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were living…with family, in trailers, or in small rented rooms.”397 To put things into better 
perspective, the minimum subsistence threshold for a family of two in the United States in 1947 
was thirteen hundred dollars.398 That same year, Mexican currency was on the decline and one 
U.S. dollar was worth approximately five Mexican pesos—devaluation in 1948 nearly doubled 
the figure.399 A Rosenwald Fellowship provided greater purchasing power in Mexico, allowing 
Catlett to complete “The Negro Woman” series while supporting herself and her ailing husband.  
As a recipient of the Rosenwald Fellowship, Catlett joined the “Who’s Who of black 
America in the 1930s and 1940s,” elevating her to the ranks of Ralph Ellison, James Baldwin, 
Langston Hughes, and Marian Anderson. Ellison, Baldwin, Hughes, and Anderson are but a few 
of Rosenwald Fellows who upon receipt of the award left the United States to pursue their craft. 
The fellowship was more than an award, and in the case of Catlett and many others, it served as a 
passport to artistic and personal freedom denied to African Americans in the United States. 
Several years earlier the couple attempted to go to Mexico. White developed a strong interest in 
muralism and when he was awarded a Rosenwald Fellowship in 1943, he and Catlett planned to 
travel to Mexico and study, but his request for a passport was denied due to his draft status.400 
White and Catlett had long admired Mexican art, especially the muralism of El Sindicato and the 
print work of the Taller de Gráfica. 401 Taller member José Chavez Morado encouraged Catlett to 
come to Mexico and join their collective. Catlett was drawn to the prospect of creating art in a 
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collective and was eager to work in a context that would allow her make accessible, public art. 
Morado even provided Catlett with the contact information to a boarding house in Mexico City 
owned by a David Alfaro Siqeuiros’s mother-in-law. Going to Mexico to study at the Taller was 
a clear choice. 
While the Rosenwald Fellowship provided financial support that allowed Catlett to focus 
on her series, Catlett also looked upon the move to Mexico as an opportunity to save her 
marriage. Catlett remembers “one of the reasons we came to Mexico [was] because I thought 
maybe if we got away from other people and were by ourselves we could straighten out our 
relationship.” In Mexico City Catlett was able to exercise increased professional freedom. She 
joined the Taller’s integrated collective as a guest member where she could work in an 
environment that encouraged collaboration. Catlett’s personal freedom, on the other hand, was 
hindered by her role as White’s caregiver. Although White would have preferred for Catlett’s art 
to be her a second or third priority, aside from the tension she felt with her then husband, Catlett 
claimed that did not feel in competition with her male colleagues in Mexico. Catlett and White’s 
relationship ended a few months into their stay in Mexico; however, Catlett remained, only 
returning briefly to the United States to dissolve her marriage to White. In October of 1946, 
Catlett returned to her work and completed The Negro Woman series in 1947. Suffice it to say, 
while relationships may end, art endures.  
In the fall of 1946 Catlett returned to Mexico to resume her work at the Taller de Gráfica 
Popular, but not as a guest; she asked to become as a full-fledged member of the collective. The 
Taller, founded by Pablo O’Higgins, Leopoldo Méndez, and Luis Arenal in 1937, specialized in 
printmaking, a medium that provided immediacy and a degree of accessibility unavailable to 
traditional artist, or even muralists for that matter, owing to the scale of muralists’ projects. The 
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collective created prints designed to communicate with Mexico’s peasant and working classes. 
The Taller de Gráfica Popular’s Declaration of Principles underscores the group’s focus on the 
collective art-making process and their determination that artists in the collective “benefit by its 
works the progressive and democratic interest of the Mexican people, especially in the fight 
against fascist reaction.”402 Furthermore, a leading principle of the Taller was to facilitate an 
environment in which members “can also realize that art is a career and a social activity that is 
useful, and not the idle pastime that the bourgeois philosophers pretend it is.”403 Undoubtedly, 
Catlett embraced the collective’s social justice framework and the accessibility of their medium 
to working class viewers.  
The Taller de Gráfica Popular did not make murals and did not exhibit photography; 
however, photographs of revolutionary leaders were often adapted for prints based on the 
image’s iconic lingua franca. The members of the collective, many of whom were poor and came 
from indigenous communities, decided at its inception that their target audience was the 
dispossessed peasant laborers and the urban working-class. The majority of the collective were 
Marxists or members of the Mexican Communist Party. Therefore, the art had to communicate 
their ideology through its content and production. Their art would be made using manual presses. 
The group’s prints were commonly pasted to public structures in full view, inviting the poor and 
working class to join in the conversation, not hidden from them behind gallery walls or locked 
away in private institutions.  
The Taller spawned from LEAR, a defunct artist collective that heavily relied on 
government sponsored work, causing debates in the group over government censorship and 
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conflicts regarding their credibility.404 As a result, it was essential to members of the Taller to 
receive more of their funding from third party sources. Though unable to be completely 
independent from public funding, the guild was not as dependent on government commissions as 
El Sindicato. Despite identifying as a member of Mexican Communist Party and as a leader of El 
Sindicato, Rivera’s close ties to Vasconcelos’ well-funded mural program, as well as his 
involvement with corporate sponsored mural projects in the U.S. led some to speculate about his 
political beliefs and his work came under criticism. Although the Taller was founded at the 
midway point of a six year left-of-center political shift, members of the Taller believed less 
government funding allowed the collective greater flexibility to address social, economic, and 
political themes in their work. After all, a decade of civil war transpired to end the economic and 
humanitarian abuses of the Porfiriato. The collective celebrated the people and their heroes 
Ernesto Zapata and Pancho Villa who fought the Mexican government after the fall of Porifirio 
Díaz. 
When Leopoldo Ménendez, Luis Arenal and Pablo O’Higgins established the Taller 
Gráfica Popular, twenty years after Mexico’s 1917 constitution, the memory of dictatorship 
followed by a decade of merciless war and political fracas was alive and well in Mexican popular 
consciousness. Poet Octavio Paz captures the entanglement of the era in an interview with the 
Mexico City newspaper Excelsior in 1991: “I was born in 1914, I opened my eyes in a world 
shaped by violence and I began to think in political terms in the convulsed light of the war in 
Spain, the rise to power of Hitler, the abdication of European democracies, Cárdenas, Roosevelt 
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and the New Deal.”405 Like Paz, the Taller was born amid political vicissitudes. The Taller 
printed posters and leaflets for leading left-wing parties, the Partido Comunista de México and 
the Confederación de Trabajadores Mexicanos. Despite holding similar political ideology, the 
parties were bitterly divided over labor leader Vicente Lombardo Toledano and Leon Trotsky.406 
The Taller supported Toledano who backed Lázaro Cárdena’s presidential bid thus gaining the 
favor of the Cárdenas Administration (1934-1940). However, members of the Taller criticized 
Cárdenas when in 1937 the president granted Trotsky asylum. Members of the Taller and El 
Sindicato—Diego Rivera a Cárdenas ally and close friend of Trotsky was not involved—
perpetrated an assassination attempt on the former Bolshevik leader in 1940. 
President Lázaro Cárdena’s offer of asylum to Trotsky and veterans of the Spanish Civil 
War—including many Stalinist which heightened tensions—gained Mexico an international 
reputation among the Left as a political sanctuary. This distinction, as well as the geographical 
proximity of the United States to Mexico, drew leftists from the U.S. to communities throughout 
Mexico. Although Cárdenas was no longer in office in the 1940s and 1950s during the height of 
this migration—his presidency ending in 1940—, an exodus of artists, writers, and activists, 
many of whom were affiliated with leftist political organizations, abandoned the United States 
and made Mexico their home. Among the first to leave the U.S. was a coterie of African 
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American cultural producers, who under the constant threat of racial violence and police 
harassment, re-established themselves in the nation’s capital. Bill Muller, author of Popular 
Fronts: Chicago and African-American Cultural Politics describes Mexico City in the 1940s as 
“a haven and refuge for African American artists seeking an alternative to the repressive political 
environment at home.”407 Elizabeth Catlett was among the numerous African American artist 
that left the U.S. and settled in Mexico during this time. 
When Catlett joined the Taller in 1946, the aftermath of the Spanish Civil War and World 
War II clung to the air like stale smoke. That year Catlett published an article, “Tribute to the 
Negro People,” a fog signal altering reader to threats that lay ahead: “the war that has just been 
fought and won did not eliminate fascist thinking and fascist activity. It still exists in America, 
the fountain-head of democracy.”408 Catlett’s foreboding statements anticipate the Truman 
Doctrine (1947) and the ascension of the States’ Rights Democratic Party (1948).409  Michael 
Omi and Howard Winant argue World War II initiated social movements for racial justice in the 
U.S.  “led by the black movement…irreversibly expanded the terrain of political conflict, not 
only recentering and refiguring race, but also refiguring the experience itself as a political matter, 
a matter of identity and self-conscious activity.”410 Granting all this, the dawning of the Cold 
War circumscribed the inroads of black-led and interracial social justice alliances in the United 
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States. Looking back on her decision, Catlett explains she went to Mexico because “it was the 
nearest place [to the United States] without racism and segregation.”411 Mexico and the Taller 
represented to Catlett a space to negotiate art and activism while avoiding the purges of anti-
communism in the aftermath of World War II. Thus, Catlett entered life in Mexico as a highly 
educated African American female artist with a keen political sensibility that supplied an 
awareness of the oppression of women of color and the privileges she had been afforded through 
her family’s class and access to education.” 
Catlett joined the collective at the tail end of anti-fascist resistance and productivity. 
However, with the end of World War II the collective began to turn its attention back to the 
Mexican people and created portraits of Mexican revolutionaries and the everyday heroes. The 
Estampas de la Revolución Mexicana (1947) prints not only celebrated Mexico’s history; the 
subtext of the prints was an indictment of ever-increasing U.S. imperialism in Mexico. James 
Wechsler, in his study of printmaking and the radical left in Mexico, avers that  prints in late 
1940s and 1950s “celebrate[] the revolution’s original reforms and decries the theft of peasant 
land and capitalist exploitation in Mexico’s initial push toward modernization under Díaz, by 
ending with Alemán’s industrialization campaign, the portfolio links imperialism to Mexico’s 
new Cold War-era strategies.”412 Catlett derived inspiration from the Taller’s celebration of the 
Mexican urban working and agrarian peasant-classes as well as its condemnation U.S. 
imperialism in Mexico in the immediate post-World War II era.  
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The Taller’s print making techniques and culture of critical resistance, though shifting, 
provided Catlett with a creative and ideological home. Herzog reinforces the influence the 
collective had on Catlett, forming the basis of transnational art and activities that serve as the 
aesthetic and ideological crux of her work:  
She was attracted by the workshop’s conviction that a ‘people’s art’ must be accessible in  
its style and imagery without sacrificing aesthetics and mastery of technique. She credits  
her experience at the Taller as crucial as she formed her understanding of what she 
regards as the necessary relationship between artists and their audience. She studied 
Spanish at the School for Workers in Mexico City, and this aided her participation in 
Taller activities. The Taller members became her artistic comrades and friends. By 1948 
she was exhibiting as a member of the workshop.413 
The Taller’s Estampas de la Revolución, according to Herzog, demonstrated a means for Catlett 
to “envision her epic celebration of the historic opposition, resistance, and survival of African 
American women.”414 The spirit of community and collaboration offered Catlett peer review as 
well as networking opportunities. The collective “held weekly meetings to which other 
organizations could come with requests for work…the work of the Taller was process-oriented; 
critiques examined how accessibly and effectively a print conveyed its meaning.” Owing to the 
Taller’s philosophies, Catlett, a newcomer to the collective and the country, in her pursuit to 
“illuminate [the] darkness [and] blaze roads through the vast forest” had the emotional and 
practical support of the collective, an overlooked but critical aspect to her development.415  
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The Negro Woman series is an early example of Catlett adoption of the collective’s 
graphic language. The Taller’s signature compositional devices, narrative titles, use of 
photographic source materials, and politically conscious art for the people raison d’être—
exemplified in the Estampas de la Revolución also produced in 1947—are visible in The Negro 
Woman series. This is not to say that Catlett appropriated the creative property of the Taller; the 
collective spirit of the collective encouraged “critique of each other’s art—praising, criticizing, 
making suggestions—and they claim[ed] this as a source of mutual strengths as artists.”416 
Analysis of The Negro Woman, therefore, is exigent; explication of the prints will reveal visual 
signification of Mexican modernism upon Catlett’s body of work, an articulation of the corporeal 
reality of blackness. 
The Negro Woman is an African American picto-historical biography told through a 
series linoleum cuts comprised of fifteen prints. Like the Taller’s Estampas de la Revolución, 
which “treats an epic historical narrative of the struggles, achievements, and tragedies of the 
Mexican Revolution, from the point of view of those engage in the struggle,” Catlett presents the 
forbearers of abolition and emancipation along with contemporary African American women 
who have assumed the struggle for liberation.417 These women, who by virtue of the white racist 
paradigm’s negative differentiation casts black women in the role of black so as to create the role 
of white, become the understudies of a racial act, and are thus demanded to perform—both on 
and off stage—while the white principal, blinded by the spotlight, can simply exist with nary a 
concern for the audience while still reaping the fanfare. Her performance is deemed natural, 
right, and eternal, a veritable great white way. “Affective economies” provide the cast with its 
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wardrobe, dressing the performance of race.418 The racial play rests upon the strength of black 
women to perform the role to which they are conscribed, a role they were never meant to 
survive.419 Blackness, or living blackness, is a cruel and unusual cinéma vérité, a scripted 
survival. Catlett’s prints announce the artifice of the American shadow play; her subjects step 
from the stage into the spatially dislocated frame. Nicole Fleetwood identifies spatial dislocation 
in Fatima Tugger’s media art, explaining “black women have had to operate as menial laborers 
in the public sphere and in the domestic setting of white families, while simultaneously 
remaining invisible as subjects in these spaces.”420 This visual strategy dismisses the notion of 
progress and democracy touted by the purveyors of the United States’ racial spectatorship’s 
structures of domination. 
The visual testimonies of heroines of African American history, Sojourner Truth, Phyllis 
Wheatley, and Harriet Tubman, join a chorus of ordinary African American women claiming 
visibility through self-defined knowledge in The Negro Woman series. Modeled after the 
Estampas de la Revolución, “Catlett’s series claimed for black women’s lives the historical 
importance accorded to the Mexican Revolution.”421 Catlett sets about liberating the image of 
African American women from the symbolic violence of hypervisible-invisible spectral 
citizenship using her “outsider within status” to articulate the “American Assumption” through 
Mexican modernist aesthetics and printmaking techniques.422 This stratagem of subversion is 
telling in and of itself. The reality that Catlett lacked sufficient social capital to gain access to 
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show her work in the United States despite her talent, training, and profile, addresses Michelle 
Wallace’s argument concerning the trouble black artists have gaining acceptance. Within 
Wallace’s negotiations of the apparatus of raced bodies’ vanishing presence, her reading of the 
adverbial structures of optic racial codes supply a matrix to engage with Catlett’s visual and 
personal, geographic rearticulation of power:  
How one is seen (as black) and, therefore, what one sees (in a white world) is always  
already crucial to one’s existence as an Afro-American. The very markers that reveal you  
to the rest of the world, your dark skin and your kinky curly hair, are visual. However, 
not being seen by those who don’t want to see you because they are racists, what Ralph 
Ellison called “invisibility,” often leads racists to the interpretation that you are unable to 
see.423  
Wallace calculates the cultural and economic politics of “the relationships of corporeality to the 
visual,” which not only impacts individual artists but effects all non-white passing individuals, 
raising the stakes of representation for Black cultural artists.424 Catlett interrogates racial 
misrecognition both in her art and in her life. Catlett’s conviction to represent the racial 
oppression of African American women while she too was faced with the multi-tiered 
framework of racial oppression “fills the void and is the void” between the “authoring subject” 
and “multiple viewing positions.”425 Mexico and the Taller facilitated public spaces in which 
Catlett’s social and creative entanglements registered her matrilineal blackness and yielded a 
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“black life that is intelligible and valued” as a lived process and product.426 Catlett adapted the 
Taller’s compositional techniques, narrative titles, and photographic source material, harnessing 
the collective’s aesthetics to fit her rhetorical stance on black women’s self-affirmation. 
Herzog asserts that Catlett “credit[ed] her experience at the Taller as crucial as she formed her 
understanding of what she regarded as the necessary relationship between artists and their 
audience.”427  
The Negro Woman Series contains compositional devices, such as aggressive reliefs 
shaped by intricate, textured cuts and angular blocks of color, that correspond with “the precisely 
rendered detail, spatial perspective, and use of fully realized setting…consistent with the 
approach taken by many of the Taller artists to such historically specific subjects.”428 The Taller 
frequently used well-known photographs of leaders of the Mexican Revolution so prints would 
be more accessible to their audience, especially those with extremely limited access to 
newspapers or newsreels. Catlett adopted this technique, working “from frequently reproduced 
engravings and photographs of African American heroines familiar to her intended audience,” of 
Phyllis Wheatley, Sojourner Truth, and Harriet Tubman.429 Catlett’s application of photograph 
source texts, the compositional technique, visual vernacular, and narrative framing are within the 
vein of the Taller’s stylistic and rhetorical iconography.  
Catlett’s textured, stylized cuts expose her subject’s corporeal-historic field. The 
repetition and texture of the cuts supply the settings with dramatic impressions of ink in contrast 
to the papel chino background, a light pastel paper. The cuts structure the depth and dimension to 
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prints and reinforce compositional unity and emotional tone. Catlett juxtaposes her subjects’ 
abject vulnerability, gestured by the narrow lines that detail their form, with their resolve to 
survive and be to seen, evident in the presence of the ink’s dominant structuring of their 
embodied forms. Catlett’s rejection of “aberrant representations of the black female subject in 
dominant visual culture” pervades the episodic visual text. The repetition of the personal 
pronoun “I” and the ocular eye are verbal-visual representations of testimony and bearing 
witness that occur simultaneously within the prints and from the perspective of the viewer, yet 
another set of “I”-eyes. Throughout the collection deep set eyes emerge as a motif that 
acknowledges and challenges asymmetrical power systems. Enacting an “oppositional gaze,” 
Catlett’s subjects “look back…and at one another” from the prints.430 Fine lines across the body 
weave a discursive tautology of “visible seams” and invisible wounds.  “Visible seams,” as 
Fleetwood explains, “works through the subtly of the stitch that sutures but leaves visible the 
wound it mends.”431  The fine lines represent invisible trauma that renders—gives, causes, 
represents—their corporeal form and expresses unspoken historical scars. These fine rhythmic 
cuts deliver in contrast bold swaths of ink suspended in relief. The blocks of color draw strength 
from the literal and figurative negative space, and in doing so, announce the women’s on-going 
presence in American history, introducing them as fully-formed citizens—not silent spectacles 
for consumption. 
The print’s visual rhetoric is translated into title narratives that re-phrase the subject’s 
authorial identity in a new language set. Guided by the “second sight” of subjects’ “outsider 
within” status to communicate the vanishing point of racial and gender oppression, each pictorial 
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inscription redresses the “veil” of racist misrecognition through the convergence of the title 
narrative below the frame. For example, the first print is a color print—only three of the 
collection’s fifteen prints contain color ink. The face dominates the frame, while the negative 
space around the subject’s eyes force an eye to eye confrontation between subject and audience. 
The image forces a conversation between subject-author and spectator-reader. The title, “I am 
the Negro Woman,” is an introduction and an invitation to engage with the print verbally. 
Caption titles tell its viewer a story:  
I have always worked hard in America. In the fields. In other folks’ homes. I have given 
the world my songs. In Sojourner Truth I fought for women as well as negroes. In Harriet 
Tubman I helped hundreds to freedom. In Phyllis Wheatley I proved intellectual equality 
in the midst of slavery. My role has been important in the struggle to organize the 
unorganized. I have studied in ever increasing numbers. My reward has been bars 
between me and the rest of the land. I have special reservations. Special Houses. And a 
special fear for my loved ones. My right is a future of equality with other Americans. 432  
The prints announce the individual contributions of the subjects to the United States though its 
visual and verbal medium. Each 10” by 16” linoleum cuts are captioned-titled and script the 
sequence viewers move through the text. The relatively small size of the prints and narrative-
caption titles also encourages the audience to move toward the prints, narrowing the physical 
distance between the spectator and subject, while also welcoming reader-viewers to participate in 
call and response.  
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The utterance of the “I” by the reader-viewer-speaker dislocates the space between the 
subject and the audience, rendering the spectator in the place of the subject. The repetition of the 
“I” creates a rhythm and an emotional intensity suggestive of anaphora. Given the widespread 
use of anaphora in psalms, the narrative titles create an additional layer of familiarity for the 
subjects of her prints and African American audiences. What’s more, Catlett’s use of narrative 
title as the identifier, the descriptor, and the claimant is an upheaval of the “natural” order of 
white Euro-American consumption of colonial spaces and bodies and responds to Wallace’s apt 
criticism regarding the “unilateral unwillingness of Euro-American culture to admit and 
acknowledge its debt, or even more its relationship, to African and Afro-American culture.”433 
Disturbing the logic of the gaze through utterance makes a poignant suggestion about the 
relationship of the viewer-speaker and the subject-author. The diminished space between image 
and language, speaker and reader, calls into question the authority of vision to “see” African 
American women outside of the metanarrative of racial pathology.  
Depending on the race of the viewer, the collection serves as reminder of the investment 
of African Americans to the United States or the debt—debt in all its forms—that the inhabitants 
of the white European-American sections of the nation’s cities and regions owe, particularly to 
the darker sisters who claim America, too. Taken together, the prints and narrative titles divulge 
a concealed history of African American achievement in the United States set amid 
contemporary characters still grappling with systematic racial discrimination. The Negro Woman 
series is a graphic-historical biography; however, the individual vignettes contained in the prints 
also serve as visual memoirs of everyday resistance. While a compendium of African American 
history, the first-person title narratives and the collection’s title, The Negro Woman, proclaim the 
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centrality of the African American woman to the story Catlett sought to tell. The rhetorical effect 
of the narrative titles enacts titular synecdoche; the African American woman represents the 
whole of America. The Negro Woman was the first major work Catlett completed at the Taller 
and is an introduction to Catlett’s visual politics, which continued to evolve as the political 
circumstances in the United States and Mexico converged in the 1950s and 1960s, altering the 
trajectory of Catlett’s life and career.  
In an exhibition at Barnett-Aden Gallery in Washington D.C. titled “Paintings, Sculpture 
and Prints of the Negro Woman” Catlett unveiled the linocuts she produced in Mexico. Although 
Catlett intended to tour the collection in alternative venues, such as schools and churches in the 
African American community, the collection did not escape the nation’s capital. From Mexico 
Catlett witnessed anti-communism’s decimation of the Popular Front in the United States and 
grew increasingly concerned that she would be subpoenaed to testify before the House on Un-
American Activities Committee. Catlett publicly associated with Communist sympathizers, and 
in 1946 she spoke on a panel with Communist Party leader William Z. Foster regarding the 
social uses of art. On the heels of her departure from the United States, the Truman 
Administration “established the Internal Security Division of the Department of Justice that 
created a formal list of ‘subversive’ groups subject to federal investigation” such as the George 
Washington Carver School.434 These associations, she feared, would find her squarely in the 
crosshairs of Senator Joseph McCarthy’s crusade against communist subversives. Upon this 
realization, Catlett decided to make Mexico her permanent home, but had not yet renounced her 
U.S. citizenship.  
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By the time of the exhibition at the Barnett-Aden Gallery in January 1948, Catlett had 
married to fellow Taller artist Francisco Mora and given birth to their first child the previous 
year and would soon be expecting the second of their three children. Her immersion in the 
Mexican art community and her role as mother to a Mexican-born son deepened Catlett’s ties to 
the country. Following Stuart Hall’s analysis of “Caribbean” and “Third World” cinema, Hall’s 
assertion that “practices of representation always implicate the positions from which [one] 
speak[s] or write[s]—the positions of enunciation.” Enunciation as Hall defines it is a process of 
meaning making, “which is never complete, always in process, and always constituted within.” 
Narratives of displacement, whether verbal or visual, “is ‘placed,’ and the heart has its 
reasons.”435 In addition to the influence of the Taller, Catlett’s family broadened the horizons of 
the artist’s visual politics. Her personal life, in addition to her commitment to the Taller, helped 
to foster and international perspective in her work and in the work of others. 436 Catlett’s 
connection to Mexico was professional, personal, and grew to more important as Cold War 
policies were enforced in Mexico through the United States’ imperial tactics. Although Mexico 
was reputed to be a safe haven for politically progressive artists in the 1930s and 1940s, Catlett 
was subjected to harassment and surveillance by United States authorities in Mexico that 
culminated in her arrest in 1959. Catlett’s American citizenship became a sword and Mexican 
citizenship became a shield.  
Following the end of the Second World War, the United States government grew 
increasingly hostile to the Popular Front, and the fear of communism was at a fever pitch by the 
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mid 1950s. At the same time in Mexico, first under the presidency of Miguel Alemán (1946-
1952) and later Adulfo Ruiz Cortines (1952-1958), political ideology diverged from Cárdena's 
left of center land and “socialistic,” non-religious education reforms, taking a sharp turn to the 
right, favoring conservative polices and the Catholic Church.437 Under increased pressure from 
the United States, the Mexican government cooperated in unofficial extraditions of suspected 
communists. As the alliance between the United States and Mexican governments strengthened 
in the 1950s and 1960s, Mexico ceased to be a place of refuge Cold War exiles. U.S. 
governmental agencies, such as the State Department, FBI, CIA, and the INS, collaborated with 
Mexican officials to surveil, detain, and deport United States citizens suspected of subversive 
activities, despite the fact that the Extradition Treaty with Mexico (1899) did not allow 
extradition on the grounds of political charges. 438  
While residing in Mexico Catlett identified social and institutional inequality in the 
United States and in Mexico in published articles as well as in her art. These socially charged 
observations, along with her affiliation with the Taller de Gráfica Popular, The George 
Washington Carver School, and relationships with members of the Communist Party in Mexico 
and the United States led to surveillance of Catlett’s activities and travel restrictions imposed by 
the U.S. government. In the early 1950s, members of the collective were eager to participate in 
collaboration conceived by Catlett to aid her and fellow African American members of the 
workshop to create depictions of the African American experience in the United States. The 
collaboration of Mexican and African American artists, including friend and founding member 
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of the South Side Community Art Center, Margaret Burroughs, resulted in a print series of well-
known African American historical figures called Against Discrimination in the United States in 
1953. The aim of the collection was to “challenge dominant accounts of U.S. history that 
diminished or erased the key contributions of African Americans.”439 Catlett’s included two 
African American activists, Paul Robeson and W.E.B. DuBois, individuals that very publicly 
railed against the global color line and incurred FBI censorship and harassment.440 Catlett’s 
decision to feature Robeson and DuBois was a brave statement. When Burroughs, who was also 
under surveillance by the FBI—the online news site The Daily Worker alleges Burroughs’s FBI 
file contains 450 pages—returned to the United States, SSCAC revoked her membership.441 This 
collection of prints released in between 1953 and 1954 coupled with Catlett’s association with 
the left in the United States and in Mexico resulted in a campaign of harassment that would not 
cease until the 1970s. Though Catlett was in the FBI’s crosshairs in the 1950s, her friends and 
family indirectly felt the pressure of FBI encroachment.442  
Melanie Herzog’s biography of Elizabeth Catlett furnishes interviews with Catlett in 
which the artist detailed the social and political process of printmaking in the collective and U.S. 
government harassment. The interviews provide valuable insight into the workshop’s activism 
and the political ramifications of their work. Herzog spent years interviewing Catlett and is 
intimately acquainted with the circumstances that led to her arrest. At this point I will rely upon 
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Herzog’s account of the events. An artist and writer, Herzog does an excellent job synthesizing 
of the political crosscurrents that affected Catlett’s personal and professional life. It is important 
to note that I rely on Herzog’s record of events as the FBI was unable to process my Freedom of 
Information Act request for Catlett’s records.443  
…the majority of members of the Taller were initially members or supporters of the 
Communist Party. Due to the insistence of some workshop members on political 
independence, however, the Taller was never formally affiliated with the party. While the 
group firmly maintained its independence, everyone supported the Popular Front (in 
Mexico 1936-40) and produced art for Popular Front workers’ organizations…Some 
members of the Taller, including Francisco Mora…aligned themselves with [Marxist 
labor leader] Toledano…Elizabeth Catlett, as a foreigner living in Mexio, could not even 
think of becoming a member of any political organization because this would be grounds 
for deportation. She was, nevertheless, sympathetic to the aims of [Toledano’s] Mexico’s 
Partido Popular, and she made several prints in support of Lombardo Toledano.444 
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In addition to creating prints condemning the United States government’s institutionalized 
systematic racial discrimination, at the Taller Catlett also helped to design and produce prints 
critical of the Mexican government’s policies. The significance of the Taller’s prints and the 
effect their rhetoric had on the people cannot be understated. The collective spoke to the people 
and for the people, and the Mexican government took notice. After the Cárdenas administration, 
subsequent administrations initiated “industrialization under international capital,” including the 
United States. “Workers and peasants protested this divergence from Mexico’s earlier 
revolutionary course. Despite such drastic changes in policy, the well-established Mexican 
muralists continued to receive major government commissions; this gave the appearance that 
government continued to support the ideological aims of the Revolution.”445 In 1955 the Taller 
joined the protest, producing incendiary posters indicting the actions of the government.446 The 
same year, Mexico City instituted municipal regulations banning the “gluing of posters to the 
buildings in the [city] center” thus eliminating “one of the means by which the Taller was able to 
reach a mass audience.”447 The work of the Taller incited critical opposition by the United States 
and Mexican governments. The same year Catlett was summoned to the U.S. Embassy in 
Mexico City and to write an affidavit concerning her political activities and the political beliefs 
of friends and colleagues. Furious, Catlett refused to provide the embassy agents with any 
information. Catlett’s outrage was further intensified when an agent alluded her eight-year old 
son could be interrogated.448 Catlett never wrote the affidavit and her sons was never 
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interrogated. And while Catlett never returned to the embassy, her refusal to provide an affidavit 
in 1955 resulted in Catlett being imprisoned as a “foreign agitator” in 1959.449 
On a Saturday evening in September 1959 as Catlett was alone with her three young sons, 
a man knocked on her door and demanded to see her residency papers, claiming he was a 
member of the Mexican government. Suddenly two other agents, also in plainclothes, seized 
Catlett around her arm and neck and removed her from her home and placed her into custody. 
Catlett was escorted to a vehicle where she was surrounded by government agents that stated 
their intent to deport her back to the United States, and she observed one of the men checked her 
name from a U.S. Embassy list. Catlett was not taken to jail, instead she was brought to a 
residence not far from her home and held with without charges for three days.450 A U.S. State 
Department correspondence with the United States Embassy in Mexico suggests Catlett was 
arrested at the behest of Pennsylvania Congressman Francis E. Walter,  chairman of the House 
on Un-American Activities Committee.451 The Mexican press—controlled by Mexican 
government agencies—published stories about the arrests of alleged foreign communists, asking 
the public to come forward with any information regarding suspected travelers. An article titled 
“No One Shall Remain in the Country” listed Catlett among the alleged American Communists 
in Mexico. In addition to FBI and American Embassy intimidation, American citizens 
unfortunate enough to become associated with communism, whether through alleged or full-
fledged members of the Party, were often times dismissed from their jobs if employed by 
American-owned schools or businesses, further isolating those in the grips of political exile. 
Catlett continued her collaboration with the Taller all the same. In spite of the fact American 
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leftists in Mexico were labeled as travelers on the “Red Underground Railroad” in the United 
States press, in 1959 Catlett was hired as an art professor at the Universidad Nacional Autónoma 
de México. Although Catlett was not employed by a U.S. owned business or school and became 
the first woman to teach sculpture at UNAM, her solidarity with the striking workers in Mexico 
between 1956 and 1958 is another likely of cause of her arrest in 1959. 
From 1947 until 1960, a period in Catlett’s life Herzog calls the “Mexican Years,” Catlett 
produced prints addressing both Mexican and African American audiences. During this time 
Catlett’s planted her artistic roots in Mexico, grounding her aesthetics in Mexican cultural 
vernacular and the socially conscious design principals of the Taller. Herzog interprets Catlett’s 
art during this period as “informed…by visual politics that gave primacy to representing what 
had not been represented…a space to think about identity more broadly. Her residence in Mexico 
gave [Catlett] a vantage point from which to examine and articulate her African American 
identity.”452  Catlett’s lived experience as an African American mother of Afro-Mexican children 
provoked her to envisage a hybrid subjecthood for both her sons and herself. This syncretic 
aesthetic appears in her prints in the 1960s, owing to the personal and political events that shape 
her life.  
  By 1960 Catlett had lived in Mexico for fourteen years, and although she could have 
applied for Mexican citizenship in 1947 upon her marriage to Francisco Mora, Catlett maintained 
her U.S. citizenship for nearly two decades. Incidents of harassment in the 1950s, culminating in 
her unlawful arrest and imprisonment in 1959, weighed heavily on the artist. In 1961 Catlett 
traveled to the United States to deliver the keynote speech at the National Conference for Negro 
Artists conference. Yet, the tide had already turned: Catlett, though talented, was an artist to 
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watch—from a distance. Even close friends from New York and Washington D.C. kept a wide 
berth from Catlett during her visit. Catlett was granted a visa to attend the conference in 1961, 
but months later when her mother suddenly fell ill, the U.S. Embassy in Mexico City denied her 
request for a visa, believing her to be a communist infiltrator. Catlett considered crossing in to 
the U.S. illegally, using the voter registration card of an American friend living in Mexico, but at 
the urging of her husband, decided against it. According to Catlett’s sister, INS agents had 
visited the hospital looking for Catlett and appeared at the home of her sister and aunt hoping to 
catch Catlett in a trap. As a consequence of a decade of FBI coercion and U.S. Embassy’s 
infringement of her constitutional rights, Catlett renounced her U.S. citizenship to avoid future 
threats of deportation, becoming a Mexican citizen in 1962.453 In response, the United States 
government labeled Catlett an “undesirable alien” and barred her from returning to the country of 
her birth indefinitely. Catlett’s visit in 1961 was the last time she was permitted to enter the 
United States for ten years.   
Catlett continued to teach at UNAM and produce linocut and lithograph prints with the 
Taller, but in the early 1960s the members had grown apart and the collective was on the verge 
of self-destruction. 1963 marked the beginning of the end for the Taller. While the group 
exhibited their work at the World Congress of Women meeting in Moscow, members were 
bitterly divided over the collective’s engagement with international issues and their commitment 
to the deteriorating political situation in Mexico. Catlett and her husband Francisco Mora left the 
Taller in 1966 amid factionalism in the collective. Even though Catlett was no longer a member 
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of the Taller and could not enter the United States, throughout the 1960s she continued to create 
protest art that reflected her political subjectivity as an African American-Mexican woman and 
mother of African American-Mexican teenage sons coming of age during the height of Mexico’s 
own dirty war.454 After living in Mexico for twenty years, Catlett identified as African 
American-Mexican, and in these years, it became even more essential “that her art speak clearly 
to her intended audiences. But she did not choose to speak in one visual language to one 
audience, and in another to the other audience. These were no more separable than were the 
ethnicities of her children…crossovers in style and subject attest to the fusion of identifications 
and the complex sense of identities that informed her work.”455  
From 1968 until 1970 Catlett produced linocuts in support of African American activism, 
honoring the leaders of the movement and African Americans engaged in the everyday struggle 
for survival. Catlett established the Comité Mexicano Provisional Popular, an advocacy group 
dedicated to the liberation of Angela Davis. As the committee’s leader, Catlett designed and 
produced all of the pamphlets, leaflets, and posters in support of Davis. In addition to graphic 
activism, Catlett initiated conversations in public forums regarding racism in the United States. 
Free from the threat of deportation, Catlett leveled charges at the United States. She spoke 
publicly, explaining that “the impact of racism in the United States on the lives of African 
Americans,” adding, “that Angela Davis’s imprisonment as not unique.”456 The posters Catlett 
made for the Angela Davis freedom campaign, as well as Malcolm X Speaks for Us (1969), and 
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Negro es bello (1968) maintains compositional unity with the prints Catlett produced with the 
Taller.  
While residing in Mexico, Catlett identified social and institutional inequality in the 
United States and in Mexico. These socially charged observations were frequently the subject of 
Catlett’s artwork, and this, along with her affiliation with leftist organization and the Taller de 
Gráfica Popular, led to her surveillance and travel restrictions imposed by the U.S. government. 
As she had in The Negro Woman Series, Catlett worked from a well-known photograph of 
Malcolm X, Angela Davis, and Black Power iconography to develop audience’s familiarity with 
her subjects. Catlett applied the compositional techniques she honed with the Taller to introduce 
Civil Rights leaders and discourse in the late 1960s. For example, in Freedom for Angela Davis, 
Davis’s face—and to a lesser extent her eyes—emerges as the focal point of the print through 
Catlett’s application of fine features in her hair and face, giving Davis a youthful spirit that is at 
once confident and stoic. In the space below Davis’s face multilingual texts demand the activist’s 
freedom—in French, English, German, and Spanish. The words rise up the rectangular space, 
offering visual and verbal support to her cause. Each call for freedom builds from the former, 
creating a ladder of demands that rise up to meet Davis’s upturned face, smiling proudly at her 
people, Mexican and African American.  
In 1971 Catlett was permitted to enter the United States for the exhibition of her work at 
the Studio Museum in Harlem. It was the first time she was able to exhibit her work in the 
United States since 1948, a bittersweet reunion with the nation and artistic community that left 
her behind more than two decades before. Catlett’s art reflects her observation of unbridled 
systematic oppression across national boundaries, and her experience with U.S. governmental 
harassment demonstrates the unyielding authority of the U.S. government to police citizens 
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abroad. “The question,” asks Stuart Hall, is “what stays the same even when you travel?” Catlett, 
like artists who also sought to produce art of resistance and empowerment outside of the United 
States during the Cold War, discovered that the systematic oppression of the U.S. police state 
extends well beyond its borders. While Catlett’s art reflects an African American-Mexican 
aesthetic hybridity cultivated from her collaboration with the Taller, it came at the price of FBI 
harassment and denial of her constitutional right to travel. Catlett’s graphic observation of 
unbridled systematic oppression across national boundaries demonstrates the unyielding 
authority of the U.S. police state, over citizens in any corner of the world. 
 Too often, particularly in our current political zeitgeist, racism, sexism, and class 
oppression in the United States are framed as a result of previous administrations’ liberal 
immigration policies or as the failure trade agreements. Yet, “despite the long history of 
interaction, the vast majority of Americans [have] maintained a remarkable indifference to their 
neighbor…A pervasive American belief in their personal superiority and an entrenched 
economic insularity created that sense of distance and continued to prevail in the last decade of 
the twentieth century despite the development of closer business and political ties.”457 More 
often than not, the United States is seen as the inheritor of Mexico’s political, economic, and 
social ills. And in terms of art, the relationship between Mexican and U.S. artists and 
movements, is generally perceived in the United States, as developing in isolation from one 
other. The art movements in the United States and Mexico in the early twentieth century share 
similar aesthetic and political rhetoric and technological advances in transportation and 
technology allowed artists to travel and exhibit in the United States and Mexico. Catlett’s career 
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is an apparatus to reconsider the enduring political connection of these two nations and the 














































        “Mas vale rodear que no ahogar.” 
          -Spanish Proverb 
         
From his retreat in the insular expatriate enclave of La Roma, William S. Burroughs wrote 
a letter to Jack Kerouac in 1949, extolling Mexico’s down-market vice economy and encouraged 
the young writer to visit. Enticed by Burrough’s more prurient remarks, Kerouac traveled to 
Mexico following summer and recounts his rollicking adventures in Mexico in On the Road. Upon 
crossing the Rio Grande at a border checkpoint in Laredo, Kerouac narrates, what lay ahead as 
“the magic land at the end of the road…the route of old American outlaws who used to skip over 
the border and go down to old Monterrey.”458 Though he deemed Mexico “the center of the world,” 
instead of investing in rich descriptions of its people or culture, Mexico became a symbol of 
Kerouac’s romantic vision of nonconformity.459 Seeking greater freedom to experiment with sex 
and drugs, in the 1950s and 1960s Kerouac visited Mexico on several occasions, writing poetry 
and prose initiated not by a transnational consciousness, but rather inspired by Kerouac’s zeal for 
Mexico’s open air bazaars of sex and drugs. The Beat generation roman à clef invokes the well-
worn myth of Mexico as a sanctum for wayward Americans. Kerouac’s mid-century hallucinogen-
fueled collision with mysticism, wanderlust, misogyny, and rebellion introduced Mexico as a 
receptacle for the misspent youths of Americans, a place to “turn on, “tune in, drop out” to a 
generation of readers.   
Kerouac is known as a pioneering voice of the Beat generation, and his account of Mexico 
has become legendary. Like most legends, Kerouac’s builds upon the alchemy of fantasy and 
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reality, conjuring a myth about Mexico while sacrificing to the ether components of authenticity. 
Whether in flight from the justice system, like Burroughs, or seeking to escape mainstream 
parochialism, like Kerouac, with the United States at their back, the legend of American 
desperados in Mexico has left an indelible mark on the nation’s popular imagination over the last 
two centuries. While “legendary outlaws are almost entirely the product, not of reality, but of their 
fictional portrayals,” in The Great American Outlaw, Frank Richard Prassel explains the United 
States’ 19th century imperial gaze linked the image of the American outlaw with the nation’s 
frontier.460 Though tenuous, “in myth,” the outlaw and the U.S.-Mexico border “is forever 
linked.”461 Noting the absence of patrols along the U.S-Mexican border, when General Sherman 
toured the Arizona territory in 1882, he remarked “the cowboys make use of the boundary line to 
escape pursuit, first on the one side [and] back on the other.”462 Later, Arizona Governor Frederick 
Trite would echo Sherman’s call for border policing, pleading for the support of his constituents 
and lawmakers to “chase American outlaws, not Mexican immigrants.”463 The boundary 
separating Mexico from the United States is porous, halting the flow of U.S. citizens across it 
border; however, Mexico’s national image was not conceived from its relationship with the United 
States or as provider of safe harbor to North American fugitives of repressive or ideological state 
apparatuses. Yet, in the 20th century Mexico gained a reputation as a political sanctuary. Far from 
welcoming a bandit nation of rogue Americans, Mexico opened its doors to international political 
refugees on the left.  
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Mexico’s welcome of political exiles began in the 1930s when President Lázaro Cardenas 
offered of asylum to veterans of the Spanish Civil War. Grabbing the attention of the international 
press, stories about famous asylum seekers, such as Leon Trotsky, and thousands of European 
refugees in Mexico circulated the throughout the world. Accounts of Mexico’s tradition of asylum 
were widely published in the United States. For example, between 1939 and 1940 President 
Cardenas is the subject of thirty-three articles in the New York Times alone, many of which detail 
Cardena’s refugee plan. The publicity, as well as the geographical proximity of the United States 
to Mexico, also drew leftists from the United States to communities throughout Mexico. Although 
Cardenas was no longer in office in the late 1940s and 1950s during the height of American 
migration and self-exile to Mexico, an exodus of artists, writers, and activists, many of whom were 
affiliated with leftist political organizations, abandoned the United States and made Mexico their 
home.  
Bill Muller, author of Popular Fronts: Chicago and African-American Cultural Politics 
describes Mexico City in the 1940s as “a haven and refuge for African American artists seeking 
an alternative to the repressive political environment at home.”464 Under the constant threat of 
racial violence and police harassment, among the first to leave the United States and re-established 
themselves in Mexico was a coterie of African American cultural producers. The influx of United 
States citizens in Mexico was comprised of members of the Hollywood blacklist. However, 
Rebecca Schreiber postulates in addition to blacklisted filmmakers who sought refuge in Mexico 
during the period, African American artists and writers “deemed as subversive by U.S. 
policymakers” were provided “a distinct perspective simultaneously addressed to global and 
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idiosyncratic hemispheric manifestations of the color line” from Mexico.465 Like African 
Americans who fled the United States and went to Africa and Europe in the 1940 and 1950s, 
African American cultural producers’ flight to Mexico is an iteration in the succession of African 
American artists and intellectuals who sought to escape white supremacy and combat 
institutionalized racism from abroad.  
A reorientation of Border studies to include African American transnationalism in Mexico 
as a node in the development of African American literary and cultural studies is crucial to its 
development into the 21st century. Although studies of the African Diaspora by Paul Gilroy, Kevin 
Gaines, Penny Von Eschen, Frank Guridy, Magdalena Zabrowska, and Tyler Stovall have done 
much to resituate the field outside the bounds of the nation-state, in the U.S., Border studies has in 
great part avoided the subject of the African Diaspora and mass African American migration to 
Mexico. Instead, since its emergence in the 1980s, scholarship in Border studies has principally 
had its sights trained on Anglo-Mexican cross-border historical narratives. Nomads of the Body, 
Exiles of the Mind: Twentieth Century Transnational African American Mexican Art and 
Literature attempts to unsettle this trend by exploring the influence of the African Diaspora in 
Latin America, historicizing the alternative geographies of African American migration politics, 
and analyzing the influence African American transnationalism in Mexico had on African 
American cultural production. Drawing on Pierre Bourdieu, Nomads of the Body, Exiles of the 
Mind seeks to understand the structures of space, place, and belonging that affected the exodus of 
African Americans from the United States to Mexico.  
My project put forth the argument that life in Mexico gave each figure opportunities to 
reflect upon their racial subjecthood in the United States in light of Mexico’s unique racial politics, 
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enabling them to pose questions about race away from the prism of U.S. racial thought. Mexico 
became a free space for thinking and creativity, influencing their respective personal and published 
lives. According to Bourdieu habitus is “the product of social conditions and which, for that reason 
may be the totally or partially common to people who have been the product of similar social 
conditions.”466 However, habitus is not necessarily static. As Bourdieu would have it, “habitus is 
not something natural, inborn: being a product of history, that is of social experience and education, 
it may be changed by history…and action oriented by intention and consciousness.”467 Habitus is 
acquired. As such, my research enlisted a survey of secondary sources and scrutiny of historical 
and archival materials that accords authority to personal and historical records in an effort to 
contextualize primary documents and furnish a rigorously interdisciplinary study. Habitus is 
acquired and the acquisition and application of habitus grounds this research. 
Nomads of the Body, Exiles of the Mind evaluated the expatriation, migration, and 
immigration of African American artists and writers to Mexico in the 20th century; however, my 
research indicated that space, place, and the humanities are pivotal areas of study that extends well 
beyond the 20th century. Similar to the Benedict Anderson’s Text Imagined Communities, my 
dissertation examined the significance of 20th century trans-border African American-Mexican 
enclaves and expands upon Anderson’s premise that print culture undergirds imagined political 
communities. As early as the 19th century Mexico has served as a location of refuge, transnational 
political activity, collaborative creativity, and community membership for disenfranchised African 
Americans. Although the United States’ popular imagination simultaneously views Mexico as an 
exotic, tranquil haven from modernity and as a primitive, contagious bastion of hellfire, the 
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majority of these conflicting images have been aimed at white audiences in the United States. The 
experience of African Americans in Mexico, however, tells a much different story 
Interrogations of Mexico from the perspective of nineteenth century African American 
exiles and twentieth century African American migrants and expatriates in Mexico inaugurates 
Mexico as a node in the roots and routes of African American literary and cultural studies. Though 
American and African American literary discourse may at times suffer from nationalism, African 
American cultural producers, such as individuals my dissertation profiled, contributed a substantial 
body of work to the study of American arts and letters that circumvents national boundaries and 
subverts national doctrines by embarking upon alternative geographies which led them to Mexico. 
African American and Border studies are worthy and important fields of study, yet they seldom 
converge. A reorientation of Border studies to include Mexico as a node in the network of African 
American transnationalism is urgent. Unity between the disciplines is paramount to the 
advancement of both fields. The aim of Nomads of the Body, Exiles of the Mind was to transcend 
national, disciplinary, and racial borders in order to put these areas of study in dialogue through 
the life and art of Langston Hughes, Audre Lorde, Willard Motley, and Catlett’s. 
The first chapter of this dissertation analyzed the expatriation of James Hughes and the 
subsequent travel of his famed son, Langston Hughes, to Mexico to demonstrate the significance 
of African American migration to Mexico on the African American literary canon. James Hughes 
fled the United States at the turn of the century, seeking to escape institutionalized racism and 
socio-economic instability. However, not only did James Hughes find financial success and 
stability in Mexico, two decades after his relocation, his son, Langston, also found refuge in 
Mexico, first in the Red Summer of 1919 and in 1920 through 1921, and several months between 
1936 and 1937. I argued that Mexico played a pivotal role in Langston Hughes’s career that is 
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seldom, if ever, acknowledged. In the case of Hughes, as an aspiring writer, Mexico provided him 
with the critical distance to scrutinize self-aggrandizing American political culture that boasted the 
United States’ democratic ethos, while white supremacy continued to deny African Americans 
equal rights. In addition, Hughes’s admiration of Mexican culture spurred him to learn Spanish, 
resulting in collaborations with Latin American writers. Mexico has provided African Americans, 
like Langston Hughes, with an alternative social and political space that is not often discussed; 
however, the influence of Hughes’s Época Mexicana was felt around the world. Hughes’ legacy is 
readily visible in the United States, but his legacy in Latin America, through frequently ignored 
by U.S. critics, has emerged along with the abundance and popularity of Spanish translations of 
Hughes’ poems. The case of Langston Hughes provides ample grounds for critical discussion of 
African American history south of the U.S. border. Langston Hughes was born in Joplin, Missouri 
in 1902; however, it is evident from his Época Mexicana that Langston Hughes was in life a citizen 
of the world and he remains in death as he was in life. 
Following Hughes, my work on Audre Lorde’s Época Mexicana also took up the subject 
of US-Mexican border communities but from interior borders—both political and physical. 
Several instances of community membership and sight in México transform the poet’s life and 
work. My provocation of Lorde’s time in Mexico examined the power of community acceptance 
and sight in Lorde’s life and work. I argued that Lorde’s Época Mexicana introduces her to a 
community in which she gains unheralded social acceptance. Feeling safe in Mexico and in her 
community in Cuernavaca, Lorde broke the habit of staring at the ground in public, which, in doing 
so, forced the poet to look at the human and physical geography surrounding her even more closely. 
It was my argument that México transforms Lorde’s poetry for two primary reasons: The political 
and individual freespace that Cuernavaca offers and the intimate physical interactions Lorde 
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experiences in her adopted community. The combination results in Lorde’s visual engagement 
with her environment and a sense of visibility. A pivotal moment relayed in Zami occurs between 
Lorde and a México City street vendor early in her tenure abroad. The vendor inquires if Lorde is 
Cuban, touches her hair, and remarks that Lorde is quite beautiful, the first time Lorde had ever 
been called beautiful. Following this exchange Lorde marvels at her acceptance by a stranger. The 
touch of her hair, a mark of her African ancestry, encourages Lorde to engage with her environment 
in Mexico in ways she never imagined in the United States. Lorde’s Época Mexicana 
revolutionized her poetry and activism through the discovery of a community, sisterhood, and 
acceptance unleashed by sight and touch in Mexico. 
Similarly, Willard Motley found a community of likeminded individuals in Mexico, 
surrounding himself with people who embraced author. In my chapter on Motley I quote a passage 
in Motley’s manuscript of “My House is Your House” in which the author articulates his 
perception of race and space in the United States referencing Richard Wright’s statement in regard 
to finding freedom living abroad. I found Motley’s assertion to be quite telling. Unlike Theodor 
Adorno who avers that one of the greatest rewards of expatriation is the detached perspective it 
affords the exile, according to Motley, to stand away from home is to observe the psychological 
torment racist perceptions have on U.S. citizens of color. By moving to Mexico, Motely arrived at 
a better understanding of the detrimental social and psychological effects of white supremacy by 
living outside the United States’ national borders. Yet, Motley was keenly aware that he was still 
within the reach of American racism as he observed the importation of neo-imperial policies of 
segregation to Mexico through the advent of a U.S. dominated tourism industry. At the precipice 
of two cultures, in Mexico, Motely identified various personal and political borders.  
The permeability of the U.S.-Mexico border and the policing of the border is an 
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indispensable aspect to each of my chapters but drew specific importance in Elizabeth Catlett’s 
chapter. Among the numerous African American artist that abandoned the U.S. and settled in 
Mexico during the mid-twentieth century was sculptor and print-maker Elizabeth Catlett. Catlett 
claims she went to Mexico because it was the closest place to the U.S. without racism or 
segregation. Although Mexico was reputed to be a safe haven for politically progressive artists in 
the 1930s and 1940s, Catlett was subjected to harassment and surveillance by United States 
authorities in Mexico that culminated in her arrest in 1958. My evaluation of Catlett’s artwork and 
personal life was designed to balance close reading with socio-historical-political factors specific 
to her experience as a woman and minority in the U.S., and as a mother, wife, and immigrant in 
Mexico. Close attention was given to the discussion of form—printmaking in favor of sculpting—
and intervening structures, such as border policing, self-exile and the demands placed upon her as 
a wife, mother, and artist. These intervening structures shaped Catlett’s artistic production and the 
circulation of her sculptures and prints throughout the United States and Mexico and were chief 
concerns in the chapter. Labeled an “undesirable alien” by the U.S. government, Catlett, the 
granddaughter of enslaved African Americans, was denied entry to the United States by the FBI 
and the U.S. Border Patrol for a decade. Owing to a network of transnational friends and artists, 
however, Catlett’s sculptures and prints were exhibited in the United States. “The question,” asks 
Stuart Hall, is “what stays the same even when you travel?” For an artist like Catlett that sought to 
produce art of resistance and empowerment outside of the United States, she discovered that the 
systematic oppression of the Cold War era had repercussions that extended well beyond its borders. 
However, Catlett’s art—both in content and message—surpassed national boundaries, border 
policing, and McCarthyism. 
In Radical Reconstruction, Leebus Woods reads edges, peripheries, and borders as the 
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basic structures of the state. Wood’s theory of walls as connective and dissociative state and 
local apparatuses can be extended to the disciplinary borders that structure the scholarship 
attendant to Border studies. In the most general sense, borders are peripheries marking the edges 
of empires and nations. Borders, like walls, are structures of organization that simultaneously 
divide and unite people and ideologies. The study of borders, therefore, cannot be viewed as 
strictly a geopolitical inquiry; borders are a lived experience characterized by transnational 
formations that distinguish the edges of a political expanse from the locus of national culture. 
While Border studies discourse has produced a wealth of scholarship provoking transnational 
communities along the U.S.-Mexican border, overwhelmingly the focus of the field has been 
devoted to Anglo-Mexican relations, forsaking the long history of African American cross-
border activity. Despite this fact, scholars Pekka Hämäläinen and Samuel Truett have argued 
against this narrow, confining geographical delimitation of the field. Hämäläinen and Truett aver 
for an extension of border studies beyond geo-political borders. Borderlands, Hämäläinen and 
Truett argue, “are the places where [these] narratives come unraveled. They are ambiguous and 
often-unstable realms where boundaries are also crossroads, peripheries are also central places, 
homelands are also passing through places…borderlands are places where stories take 
unpredictable turns and rarely end as expected.”468 Following Hämäläinen and Truett’s 
theorization of border zones, African American migration to Mexico demands a re-articulation of 
borders as more than the lines on maps that identify nations or define a discourse. My motivated 
to write Nomads of the Body, Exiles of the Mind was to provoke an examination of transnational 
literature and art derived from African American migration and expatriation to Mexico. 
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